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Who are we? 
 

Low Impact Development are ESD consultants 

with a decade of expertise in Environmentally 

Sustainable Development, who thrive on 

helping deliver better precincts, subdivisions, 

buildings, and organisations. We work to raise 

the bar with smart sustainable design and 

waste solutions, to create buildings that work 

with the planet, not against it. 

 

At LID we see and create opportunities while 

striving to provide financially and technically 

viable solutions. This decade is our moment to 

give back and make a positive impact.  

 

   LID acknowledges and pays respect to 

the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people, to their ancestors and elders, 

past, present and emerging, as the traditional 

custodians of the lands upon which we work 

and live.  

 

We recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people’s deep cultural and spiritual 

relationships to the water, land and sea, and 

their rich contribution to society. 

 

In the City of Moreland, we recognise The 

Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung people as the cultural 

traditional custodians of this place 

 

 Disclaimer 
 

This report is copyright and has been written 

exclusively for the Moreland City Council as an 

advisory engagement. This report is not subject 

to Australian Auditing Standards or Assurance 

Engagements. 

 

The content of this document represents the 

entirety of work output or recommendations 

offered by LID Consulting for this particular 

project. This content supersedes all other verbal 

discussions undertaken by LID Consulting 

representatives in relation to this project. LID 

Consulting are not responsible for any liability 

and accept no responsibility whatsoever arising 

for the interpretation or application of the 

report’s content by Moreland City Council or by 

a third party. 
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1 Executive Summary 
To help ensure that Moreland City Council (Moreland) achieves its zero carbon objectives, 

Moreland have commissioned the preparation of an evidence base to support the 

introduction of a standard within the Moreland Planning Scheme promoting Electric Vehicle 

(EV) adoption.  

Moreland City Council is pursuing a zero carbon planning scheme.  The initiative is 

facilitated by Moreland’s Zero Carbon Framework and Action Plan.  In context, a zero 

carbon planning scheme entails ensuring that future development, subject to the 

requirements of the planning approval process, incorporates Environmentally Sustainable 

Design (ESD) measures that align with a zero carbon trajectory. 

The following report provides recommended objectives and standards intended for use 

within the Moreland Planning Scheme.  The report is supported by a technical evidence 

base and justification that details the key factors and considerations when deriving the EV 

standards for planning purposes. 

Electric Vehicles Overview 

Where electric vehicles (EVs) are powered by anything other than brown coal, i.e. by black 

coal, gas or renewables from the grid or local supply renewables, then the carbon 

emissions are lower than for petrol and diesel internal combustion engines1. Where EVs are 

charged from a 100% renewable source, zero carbon emissions are produced.  

As the Victorian grid moves from 29% of our electricity being currently generated by 

renewables2 to 40% in 2025 and 50% by 20303, EVs in Victoria will be increasingly and 

demonstrably more environmentally friendly than internal combustion engines.   

Internal combustion engines are not expected to make such substantial inroads into 

emissions reduction.  

Further every major auto manufacturer in the world has announced a plan to electrify a 

significant portion of their vehicle fleets over the next 3-5 years4. 

Current Planning Requirements 

Current planning requirements are weak in relation to the mandatory uptake of EV 

infrastructure. More detail is provided in section 4.2.1 of this report. The broad shortfall with 

respect to planning requirements has led Moreland City Council to pursue mandating the 

inclusion of EV infrastructure within new developments. Incorporating EV supply equipment 

within new developments will contribute to the City of Moreland achieving its objectives 

and targets in relation to delivering a zero carbon community by 2040.  

 
1 ClimateWorks Australia, ‘The State of Electric Vehicles in Australia - Second Report: Driving Momentum in Electric Mobility’ 

(ClimateWorks Australia, June 2018), 14–15. 
2 Dylan McConnell et al., ‘An Open Platform for National Electricity Market Data’, Open NEM, n.d., 

https://opennem.org.au/energy/vic1/. 
3 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), ‘Renewable Energy - Victoria’s Renewable Energy Targets 

(VRET)’, Victoria State Government - Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 12 January 2021, 

https://www.energy.vic.gov.au/renewable-energy/victorias-renewable-energy-targets. 
4 Matt Frommer et al., ‘CE217-19 Part II - 2018 International Energy Conservation Code’ (ICC Committee Action Heatings, April 

2019), https://newbuildings.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CE217-P2.pdf. 
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International Case Studies 

Initiatives in overseas jurisdictions have been studied. In the jurisdictions studied, level 2 

charging at a rate similar or greater than proposed in this document for medium density 

and apartments is generally recommended. Refer to section 5.1.3.6 for details.  

The extent of EV infrastructure required to be installed varies more widely. Refer to section 

4.1 and Appendix 3 for details. Generally, EV ready infrastructure (cabling to a power point) 

is proposed for one – two dwelling family homes with garages (approximates medium 

density developments). There is greater range of outcomes with apartments and industrial / 

warehouse developments. Overall San Francisco’s EV legislation is the closest to what has 

been proposed here.  

The International Energy Agency (IEA) Global EV Outlook has shown us that policy, along 

with economic incentives and charging infrastructure, is critical to escalating EV uptake.5  

The lack of EV infrastructure is also noted by the influential US International Code Council 

(ICC) as being a critical barrier to EV adoption. In addition the ICC also notes the 

installation of an EV charging station is made three to four times less expensive when the 

infrastructure is installed during the initial construction phase as opposed to retrofitting 

existing buildings6. 

Australian Context 

The shift to EVs in Australia is coming. The Australian Electric Vehicle Market Study7 prepared 

for ARENA and CEFC predicts that by 2030, with no policy intervention by governments, 

22% of new vehicle sales in Australia will be EVs and with moderate policy intervention, this 

could be as high as 49% of new vehicle sales i.e. in less than nine years. Modelling with no 

intervention shows all new vehicle sales to be EV by 2046 and with moderate government 

intervention this will come forward to 2040. 

The Victorian Department of Transport (2018) have identified a lack of EV infrastructure as a 

key barrier to EV adoption.8  

To date, there has been no Federal, State or Local Government requirements, mandating 

the implementation of EV infrastructure for new building and/or precinct developments9.    

However, the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) is considering options for the National 

Construction Code (NCC) 2022. Their recommendations are soon to be released.  

 

 

 

 
5 International Energy Agency, ‘Global EV Outlook 2019: Scaling-up the Transition to Electric Mobility’ (OECD, 20 June 2019), 

https://doi.org/10.1787/35fb60bd-en. 
6 Frommer et al., ‘CE217-19 Part II - 2018 International Energy Conservation Code’, April 2019. 
7 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC), ‘Australian Electric 

Vehicle Market Study’ (Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), May 2018), 

https://arena.gov.au/assets/2018/06/australian-ev-market-study-report.pdf. 
8 Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure (VIC), ‘Creating a Market: Victorian Electric Vehicle Trial Mid-

Term Report’ (State Government of Victoria, 5 June 2013), https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2013-06/apo-

nid34464.pdf. 
9 Electric Vehicle Council, ‘State of Electric Vehicles in Australia’ (Electric Vehicle Council, August 2019), chap. 5, 

https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/State-of-EVs-in-Australia-2019.pdf. 
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Key Recommendations Overview 

The approach to derive a recommended standard, suitable for planning purposes, 

involved recognising local and international approaches to EV uptake.  The technical 

requirements for broad facilitation were also analysed and considered in preparing the key 

recommendations. 

Representative of the predominant yet diverse building typologies throughout Moreland, 

the key recommendations have been derived for medium density dwellings(townhouse), 

apartment and industrial/ warehouse building typologies. 

The recommendations in this report vary for each of the different building types studied, 

however one key theme is central to EV charging in any of these development types: the 

need for load management, to ensure charging of vehicles occurs at times when there is 

low electrical use and spare capacity in the mains electricity supply. By utilising this existing 

capacity, the need to spend more on increasing the capacity of the site, street, and 

network infrastructure can be minimised.  

It is worth noting that EVs recommendations for medium density dwellings differ from 

apartments.  While in both typologies the electrical system is to be designed to supply 

maximum Level 2, 7.4 kW, 32A single phase EV charging, the requirement in apartment 

design is only to supply as a minimum 12 kWh of energy, designed to cover average daily 

commute distances (see section 3.2.3 Charging and section 5.2.3.1).  

Another significant difference is that in medium density developments EVs are charged 

from the individual dwelling’s electricity supply, whereas in new apartment developments 

they should be charged from common area power.  This is significant in that charging in 

apartments is able to be managed centrally by the owners corporation. With this central 

power supply and more evident owners corporation there is more control of all EV charging 

times, and hence able to be more sophisticated load management than in medium 

density developments.  
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Table 1  Summary of recommended PV factor requirements by development type 

 Medium density 

(Dual Occupancy 

and townhouses) 

Apartment developments Industrial / 

Warehouse 

developments 

Planning 

objectives 

• To encourage development designs that support the Moreland goal of Net Zero 

Emissions by 2040.  

• To future proof new residential developments so they can readily accommodate 

Electric Vehicles. 

• To encourage the up-take and use of transport with the potential for zero 

emissions.  

• To enable the introduction of Electric Vehicles in a way that is designed and 

managed to minimise increases to the maximum peak demand load on the 

electricity network.  

• To assist improved air quality and community health by supporting reduced use 

of internal combustion engines. 

 

Low emission and 

EV standard 

(summary) 

Passive provision / 

EV ready 

infrastructure. 

EV ready 

infrastructure and 

cabling (without the 

EV charger unit) is to 

be provided for 

each garage, to 

support Level 2, 32 A 

EV car charging. 

 

A system to ensure 

load management 

(to ensure EV 

charging occurs 

outside of peak 

electricity 

consumption hours) 

must also be 

included for each 

dwelling. 

 

For full details refer 

to section 5.1.2 

Partially provisioned / EV capable 

infrastructure and capacity is to be 

provided to allow minimum charging of 12 

kWh per vehicle, within 100% of residential 

car parking spaces, in non-peak load 

times. 

 

EV capable infrastructure refers to the 

provision of electrical panel 

(switchboard/distribution board) capacity 

for the required level of vehicle charging, 

along with conduit or cable tray to the 

relevant parking spaces, to readily enable 

future cabling to spaces. Additional base 

infrastructure may be included, but 

cabling and charger units are not required 

to be included with partial provision of 

EVSE. 

 

A system to ensure load management 

must also be included. 

 

Shared space EV charging. Where one or 

more visitor/shared parking spaces are 

provided in a development a minimum of 

one enabled EV charging unit(s) is 

required to be installed at a shared 

parking space. 

 

Motor cycle, moped, bicycle and scooter 

charging - One double GPO is to be 

provided for every six vehicle parking 

spaces to facilitate charging of electric 

bicycles, scooters, mopeds or motorcycles. 

 

For full details refer to section 5.2.2 

The provision of EV 

charging 

infrastructure is to 

be at the discretion 

of the owner / 

tenant.  

 

Developers should 

be made aware of 

the benefits of on-

site EV charging as 

a source of 

inexpensive fuel 

from roof top solar 

PV panels for work 

EVs or an income 

source for worker or 

visitor EV charging. 

 

For full details refer 

to section 5.3.2 

Can the standard 

achieve Net Zero 

Emissions alone? 

No – contributing 

measure to net zero 

emission transport 

but will require other 

actions. 

No – contributing measure but will require 

other actions. 

No – contributing 

measure but will 

require other 

actions. 
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 Medium density 

(Dual Occupancy 

and townhouses) 

Apartment developments Industrial / 

Warehouse 

developments 

Planning 

objectives 

• To encourage development designs that support the Moreland goal of Net Zero 

Emissions by 2040.  

• To future proof new residential developments so they can readily accommodate 

Electric Vehicles. 

• To encourage the up-take and use of transport with the potential for zero 

emissions.  

• To enable the introduction of Electric Vehicles in a way that is designed and 

managed to minimise increases to the maximum peak demand load on the 

electricity network.  

• To assist improved air quality and community health by supporting reduced use 

of internal combustion engines. 

 

Contributing 

measures 

To deliver net zero 

emission transport 

the electricity used 

to power the EVs 

must come from a 

renewable source – 

either onsite solar PV 

panels or offsite 

renewable energy. 

 

Including EV 

infrastructure at 

home will support 

EV uptake.  

To deliver net zero emission transport the 

electricity used to power the EVs must 

come from a renewable source – either 

onsite solar PV panels or offsite renewable 

energy.  

 

Including EV infrastructure at home will 

support EV uptake. 

To deliver net zero 

emission transport 

the electricity used 

to power the EVs 

must come from a 

renewable source – 

either onsite solar 

PV panels or offsite 

renewable energy.  

 

Including EV 

infrastructure at 

home will support 

EV uptake. 

Cost as a 

proportion of total 

construction cost 

0.02 – 0.39% 

 

See section 5.1.4 for 

detail 

0.10 – 0.18% 

See section 5.2.4 for detail 

0.16 – 0.4% 

For voluntary 

measures. See 

section 5.3.4 for 

detail 

 

Medium Density Developments 

Where load management in medium density dwellings allows charging at the full rate of 

7kW 32A charging to cover daily commute distances can be achieved in 1-2 hours, a 

convenient scenario that will help accelerate the uptake of EVs. Due to the lack of owners 

corporations and central control in medium density developments, it is less practical to 

target only guaranteeing a minimum daily charge of 12 kWh as is proposed for apartment 

developments.  

32 A charging is also the common standard rate recommended by manufacturers and 

international government jurisdictions. To install infrastructure that supports slower charging 

than adopted internationally would risk our EV infrastructure becoming obsolete and not 

serving its desired purpose. 

The impact of faster 32 A charging on network supply infrastructure will differ from street to 

street. In many cases there will be no impact. In other cases, the network infrastructure will 

need to be upgraded primarily due to the increased density of dwellings placed on sites. In 

other cases again, EV charging will be the difference and drive the upgrade to a higher 

level of infrastructure. The Distribution Network Supply Provider (DNSP) representatives we 

spoke to confirmed that they would accommodate consumers requirements and that they 
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would rather start planning for what consumers want now, rather than future upgrades 

after developments are completed.  

The recommendation for passive provision / EV ready infrastructure in medium density 

dwellings is also deemed appropriate due to the small additional costs, and increased 

incentive for owner and renter occupants to shift to EVs. 

The total cost premiums to install the proposed 32A circuit range from $150 to $1,580 per 

dwelling which includes the upgraded outlet, cable and mains network connection. The 

cost premiums as a percentage of total construction cost range from 0.02% to 0.39%. For 

more detail refer to section 5.1.4 Costs. 

Apartments 

Due to load management opportunities in apartments, and designing to provide a 

minimum charge of 12 kWh per vehicle, EV charging in apartments is not considered to 

provide additional demands on electricity distribution supply networks.  

There are significant benefits from the developer installing the partial provision / EV 

capable infrastructure for 100% of allocated resident parking spaces:  

• It enables all residents to build on the infrastructure skeleton as they move to EV 

ownership over coming years - it is very scalable.  

• The approach is considered fairer than the common approach of some jurisdictions 

and ESD tools where 5, 10 or 20% of spaces are required to be active with chargers.  

• All residents obtain the same financial benefit of having a significant amount of the 

infrastructure paid and installed by the developer before the existence of the 

owners corporation.  

• It removes the significant impediment of seeking additions to common infrastructure 

when owners corporations are in place.  

Providing the partial provision skeleton infrastructure ensures the later cost to EV owners to 

be EV active with an installed charger is the cost to cable from the EV distribution board to 

their car parking space (approximately $300 - $500) plus the cost of the charger unit supply 

and installation (approximately $2000 for a unit with some load management capability).   

The total cost premiums on developers to incorporate 12 kWh charging at 32 A for the case 

studies range from $9,560 to $25,865 for the whole development. The cost premiums as a 

percentage of total construction cost range from 0.10% to 0.18%. For more detail refer to 

section 5.2.4 Costs. 

The proposal recommends some active charging be supplied at development, for a 

minimum of one visitors car parking space.  

Industrial / Warehouse. 

There is no recommended requirement to include Electric Vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) 

in industrial / warehouse developments. This is due to: 

• the ease of retrofitting EVSE in most of these types of developments  

• the variability in stationary business and potential transport EV electricity 

consumption demands of different tenants 
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• complexity in assuming what EV demands different businesses might have; and  

• the fact that many industrial /warehouse developments are speculative and at the 

time of planning approvals and sometimes construction, a tenant is not known. 

However, with industrial / warehouse developments potentially becoming sites for large 

electricity generation in the future, there may be an interest in solar PV installation owners 

selling or providing EV to workers vehicles as a priority over feeding excess electricity back 

into the grid.  

Given the potential for this scenario, and the small cost associated with the measure, 

developers should consider installing EV cable suitable conduit from the main switch board 

to nominated EV charging location(s) or garden bed(s) beside car parking bays.   
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2 Introduction – Current State + 

Document Purpose 

 

Cities around the globe are committing to emissions reduction targets.  This includes targets 

of Net Zero Emissions in response to the global climate crisis.  Every State and Territory 

government in Australia has committed to achieving Net Zero Emissions by 205010.  In 

addition, a momentum tracking report for Net Zero emissions prepared by ClimateWorks 

Australia reveals that of the 57 councils that ClimateWorks assessed, representing over fifty 

percent of the Australian population, thirty seven percent have already committed to 

reaching zero community emissions by or before 2050.11  

In September 2018 Moreland City Council adopted the Moreland Zero Carbon 2040 

Framework which set the vision, principles and direction for efforts to realise a zero carbon 

Moreland by 2040. 

Electric Vehicles are an integral part of the plan to become Net Zero. 

Beyond Zero Emissions has found that a shift to 100 per cent electric vehicles would 

eliminate at least six per cent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions12. States and 

Territories around Australia are either researching or already investing EV infrastructure and 

technology, as investing in infrastructure has been shown to increase EV adoption13.  

 
10 Climate Council, ‘What Does Net Zero Emissions Mean?’, Climate Council, 9 July 2020, 

https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/resources/what-does-net-zero-emissions-mean/. 
11 Richard Proudlove et al., ‘Net Zero Momentum Tracker – Local Government Report’ (ClimateWorks Australia, January 2020). 
12 Beyond Zero Emissions and MRCagney, ‘Zero Carbon Australia Electric Vehicles’ (Beyond Zero Emissions, 9 October 2017), 

https://www.mrcagney.com/uploads/case-studies/bze_ev_report.pdf. 
13 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC), ‘Australian Electric 

Vehicle Market Study’ (Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), May 2018), 

https://arena.gov.au/assets/2018/06/australian-ev-market-study-report.pdf; Pheobe Drake et al., ‘Electric Avenue: Preparing 

the NSW Planning System for Electric Vehicles’ (City Futures Research Centre, UNSW Built Environment, UNSW Sydney, March 

2019); State of Queensland, ‘Economic Development Queensland: Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure’ (Department 

Every State and Territory government in Australia has committed to achieving Net 

Zero Emissions by 2050.   

Electric Vehicles are an integral part of the plan to become Net Zero – with the shift 

to EVs expected to cut Australia’s Greenhouse gas emissions by 6%. 

Predictions on EV uptake speeds vary considerably but the Victorian Government 

has recently released its Zero Emissions Vehicle Roadmap targeting 50% of new light 

vehicle sales to be zero emissions by 2030.   

At the time of writing this report, no State has implemented EV readiness 

requirements for new building/precinct developments. 

The purpose of this document is to provide recommendations to future proof new 

residential and industrial / warehouse developments in the City of Moreland so they 

can be built to readily accommodate Electric Vehicles. 
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Public charging infrastructure in Australia has increased by over 400% since 2017, strongly 

supported by local governments14. At a State level, New South Wales has established an EV 

plan, including investment in public charging points and investigating how to make 

buildings EV ready. Queensland’s Electric Vehicle Strategy envisions large-scale charging 

infrastructure investment. Tasmania has established an Electric Vehicle Working Group as 

part of its climate response strategy. Victoria is also investing in charging infrastructure and 

has released its Zero Emissions Vehicle Roadmap. This roadmap includes a target for 50% of 

new light vehicle sales to be zero emissions by 2030, and also includes funding for an ‘EV-

readiness’ in new buildings study15.    

However as at the time of preparation of this report no State has implemented EV readiness 

requirements for new building/precinct developments16.  

A 2019 forecast report published by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) 

revealed that the combination of rooftop solar, battery storage and EVs are increasingly 

impacting peak energy demand and ‘are expected to become key drivers of state-level 

maximum electricity demand and consumption over the next 20 years’.17 

The Electric Vehicle Uptake: Modelling a Global Phenomenon research report released in 

August 201918 suggested that with a business-as-usual approach without any additional 

taxes or incentives, electric cars would account for around half of all new cars sold in 

Australia by 203519. 

Energeia and AEMO predict by 2060 all cars on the road will be electric.20   Bloomberg New 

Energy Finance support this view with the forecast that the cost of EVs will start to become 

competitive in 2024 with increasing EV adoption and the demand for electric vehicle 

chargers from developers and residents.21 

More than half the buildings in 2050 will have been built after 2019, meaning the decisions 

we make today will reverberate in the built environment and influence millions of 

Australian’s access to EVs for decades to come.22 

 

There are currently no mandated requirements for the inclusion of electric vehicle charging 

facilities in privately developed buildings in Australia, despite EV requirements existing 

across progressive cities around the world for over a decade now. Australia is only 

 
of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning, November 2018); John Kassakian et al., Overcoming 

Barriers to Plug-in Electric Vehicle Deployment (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2015). 
14 Electric Vehicle Council, ‘State of Electric Vehicles in Australia’. 
15 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), ‘Zero Emissions Vehicles - Victoria: Supercharging Our Zero 

Emissions Vehicle Future’, Victoria State Government - Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 1 May 2021, 

https://www.energy.vic.gov.au/renewable-energy/zero-emissions-vehicles. 
16 Electric Vehicle Council, ‘State of Electric Vehicles in Australia’, chap. 5. 
17 Energeia, ‘Distributed Energy Resources and Electric Vehicle Forecasts’ (Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), 13 

June 2019), https://www.aemo.com.au/-/media/Files/Electricity/NEM/Planning_and_Forecasting/Inputs-Assumptions-

Methodologies/2019/Distributed-Energy-Resources-and-Electric-Vehicle-Forecasts---Report-by-Energeia.pdf. 
18 Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (BITRE), ‘Electric Vehicle Uptake: Modelling a Global 

Phenomenon. Research Report 151.’ (Canberra ACT, 2019), https://www.bitre.gov.au/sites/default/files/bitre-report-151.pdf. 
19 Nick Kilvert, ‘Driver Taxes Will Put Australia Even Further behind in Electric Vehicle Market, Research Finds’, ABC News, 26 

November 2020, https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-11-26/ev-tax-slow-electric-vehicle-report/12891524. 
20 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC), ‘Australian Electric 

Vehicle Market Study’, May 2018. 
21 Colin McKerracher et al., ‘Electric Vehicle Outlook 2020’, BloombergNEF, 2020, https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-

outlook/. 
22 Suzanne Toumbourou, Matthew Li, and Eli Court, ‘Built to Perform: An Industry Led Pathway to a Zero Carbon Ready Building 

Code’ (Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council (ASBEC), July 2018), https://www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wp-

content/uploads/2018/10/180703-ASBEC-CWA-Built-to-Perform-Zero-Carbon-Ready-Building-Code-web.pdf. 
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beginning to catch up with thoughts to NCC 2022 including EV infrastructure 

requirements.23 

Moreland City Council provided 25 case studies that are representative of typical 

development within its jurisdiction. The final recommendations made have been tested 

against these case studies for Moreland and reviewed by leading industry stakeholders. 

  

 
23 Commonwealth of Australia and States and Territories, ‘Outcomes Report: Energy Efficiency NCC 2022 and Beyond’ 

(Australian Building Codes Board, 2019). 
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3 Background 

 

3.1 Moreland Policies and Actions 

3.1.1 Policies 

The City of Moreland are climate leaders with a long history of environmental and planning 

policies which support a safe and healthy future for generations to come.  

At all levels of government, there is much to be done to reduce carbon pollution.  Shortly 

after declaring a climate emergency in 2018, Moreland City Council released their own 

Moreland Zero Carbon 2040 Framework.  The framework sets the vision, principles and 

direction for efforts to realise a zero carbon Moreland by 2040, ten years ahead of the State 

government 2050 target.  The vision in the 2040 Framework includes: 

Sustainable Transport: 

Active or Zero Emissions Transport – including: 

o Moreland is known for its pedestrian and cycle friendly streetscapes 

o Use of electric car/ride share services complimenting active travel and public 

transport options, helping to reduce private car ownership 

The City of Moreland has committed to becoming a carbon neutral community 

through the Moreland Zero Carbon by 2040 framework. This and supporting 

strategic documents and action plans have identified low emission transport as a 

key priority to contribute to the zero carbon community goal.  

With EV uptake projected to grow dramatically in the community, EV charging 

options need to be considered and planned for.  

For residential charging, overnight top up charging is considered manageable 

and suitable for the typical short daily commutes by private vehicles.  

Fast charging is also seen as a critical part of the charging infrastructure mix to 

complement residential top up charging.   

The City of Moreland in addition to wishing to encourage the inclusion of EVSE in 

new developments, recognises the critical nature of fast charging stations as part 

of charging infrastructure. In response Moreland has the highest number of free-to-

use, renewably powered public EV chargers owned and operated by a Victorian 

council. Moreland also supports EV uptake with further policy and purchasing 

commitments.  
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The Zero Carbon Moreland - Climate Emergency Action Plan 2020-2025 sets priorities over 

the first five years (2020 – 2025) and beyond, 24 being: 

Sustainable Transport: 

Action 3.3 - Continue to expand the network of public and private Electric Vehicle 

(EV) charging stations across Moreland and beyond. This includes: 

o Council installation of renewably powered charge stations to service the 

public and Council’s expanding fleet of EVs   

o Promotion of EV charging infrastructure within or adjacent to new private 

developments via ESD Policy implementation and seeking to raise standards 

for ‘future proofing’ developments for broader take-up of EVs. 

Moreland City Council’s Notice of Motion (NOM) NOM33/18 to achieve zero carbon within 

the Planning Scheme25 aligns with the 2040 Framework and Action Plan 2020-2025. The 

approach to achieve zero carbon in the Planning Scheme will be sought by the following 

specific changes: 

• Future proofing buildings for electric charging infrastructure 

• Require the installation of specific electric infrastructure in new developments 

Similarly, the Zero Carbon Evolution, getting on track to a carbon neutral Moreland 

community - Refresh to 202026 publication by Moreland City Council and Moreland Energy 

Foundation (now Australian Energy Foundation) outlines that transport accounts for over a 

quarter of the community’s total emissions27.  

The document also sets Strategic direction 3: 

Low emissions transport  

Moreland will have a well-designed and efficient transport system. Moreland people 

will preference sustainable modes of travel such as walking and cycling, and invest 

in zero or low emissions public and private transport. 

3.1.2 Actions 

Moreland has shown a commitment to reducing private transport emissions with this current 

project. It has also demonstrated a commitment to reducing Council fleet emissions and 

providing zero emissions public charging.  

In 2013, Council incorporated its first electric vehicle in its now zero-emissions fleet and 

Moreland became home to the first fast charger installed in Victoria. Following a 2014 

Electric Vehicle feasibility study, Moreland began to lead with a new Electric Fleet Vehicle 

Policy, transitioning the Council’s fleet to entirely zero emission vehicles. 

 
24 Moreland City Council, ‘Moreland Zero Carbon – 2040 Framework’ (Moreland City Council, 2018). 
25 Dale Martin, ‘Council Agenda NOM33/18 - Achieving Zero Carbon within the Planning Scheme’ (Moreland City Council, 

2018), https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/key-docs/meeting/agenda-council-upc/council-agenda-8-august-

2018---no-attachments.pdf. 
26 Moreland City Council, ‘Zero Carbon Moreland - Getting on Track to a Carbon Neutral Moreland Community. Refresh to 

2020.’ (Moreland City Council, October 2018), https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/key-docs/policy-strategy-

plan/zero-carbon-evolution---refresh-to-2020---council-resolved.pdf. 
27 Moreland City Council. (page 6) 

https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/areas/esd/esd-electric-vehicle-ev-feasibility-study-august-2014
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Moreland has the highest number of free-to-use, 

renewably powered public EV chargers owned and 

operated by a Victorian council, offering 14 free to 

use electric vehicle charging stations, including 5 fast 

chargers. In turn, Moreland also has significantly higher 

rates of ownership of Electric Vehicles than the 

Melbourne metropolitan average, partially lead by 

public EV charge infrastructure increasing by 60% 

since 2017.28  This can be expected to increase as the 

network expands through the implementation of the 

Climate Emergency Action Plan 2020-2025.29 

The current network of free to use public fast charging stations in Moreland is shown on the 

following PlugShare map (Figure 1). The legend indicates green points with Level 2 AC 

charging stations up to 22kW and orange DC charging stations up to 50kW, located in 

Council-owned car parks in Moreland activity centres. Note in-use stations are stations that 

are in-use or otherwise unavailable. 30   

 

 

Figure 1  PlugShare map showing where 14 of Moreland’s free to use, public fast EV charging stations can be 

found.  

 
28 Holly Keys, ‘EV Uptake Growing in Moreland’, Roads & Infrastructure Magazine (blog), 6 October 2019, 

https://www.roadsonline.com.au/ev-uptake-growing-in-moreland/. 
29 Moreland City Council, ‘Zero Carbon Moreland - Climate Emergency Action Plan 2020-21 - 2024-25’ (Moreland City Council, 

2019). 
30 PlugShare, ‘EV Charging Station Map’, PlugShare, 6 July 2020, https://www.plugshare.com/. 

 

Moreland has the highest 

number of free-to-use, 

renewably powered 

public EV chargers 

owned and operated by 

a Victorian council. 
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3.2 Electric Vehicles 

Electric vehicles describe a range of related technologies which use electricity to power or 

assist in powering a vehicle. This report will refer to vehicles which store electrical energy in 

rechargeable batteries, sourced from an external plug system and require additional 

building infrastructure to operate. The following technologies meet these criteria: 

• Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) have an electric motor, use a battery pack and rely 

entirely on an external electricity source; 

• Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) combine a gasoline or diesel internal 

combustion engine (ICE) with an electric motor and a rechargeable battery. If the 

battery is depleted the vehicle is able to run entirely on the internal combustion 

engine. These cars can be charged via an external power supply. 

• Extended Range Electric Vehicles (E-REVs) are similar to PHEVs which combine a 

battery, electric drive motor and a combustion engine, with an additional feature 

that the ICE will act as a generator for the battery when it is depleted. 

The battery is an important characteristic of an electric vehicle. Electric vehicle batteries 

differ in capacity, number and composition, which subsequently affects the driving range 

of the vehicle.   

The market for hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles is at an earlier stage than for plug-in 

hybrid or battery electric vehicles and has not specifically been considered in this report.  

3.2.1 Electric Vehicle vs Standard Combustion Engine Emissions  

Electric vehicles have been accepted globally as a key player in meeting emissions 

reduction targets when powered by renewable energy sources. If charged with 100% 

renewable energy sources, EVs can be zero emission vehicles. With zero or low tailpipe 

emissions they also contribute to better air quality both community wide and within 

apartment car parks. 

At present times while many owners charge from renewable energy sources (typically 

onsite PV solar panels or purchased green power) not all do. Where EV owners charge from 

the grid, in all States other than Victoria the CO2 emissions from EVs charged from the grid 

are still lower than the emissions from internal combustion engines (ICEs) (as at 2018 based 

on 2016 figures).31  Charging from the Victorian grid provides a poor outcome in terms of 

emissions because the Victorian grid is reliant on energy generation from high emission 

sources such as brown coal, as detailed in the table below. However, things are changing 

with the Victorian government renewable energy target of 40 percent by 2025, and 50 

percent renewables by 203032. When the comparison was made in the State of Electric 

Vehicles in Australia report 2018 based on 2016 figures, 15.5% of the Victorian energy mix 

was renewable energy.  In the last year, 29% of the Victorian energy mix was made up of 

renewable sources33.  If not yet, in the near future charging from the Victorian grid will 

ensure electric vehicles produce lower emissions than internal combustion engines.  

 
31 ClimateWorks Australia, ‘The State of Electric Vehicles in Australia - Second Report: Driving Momentum in Electric Mobility’, 

14–15. 
32 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), ‘Renewable Energy - Victoria’s Renewable Energy Targets 

(VRET)’. 
33 McConnell et al., ‘An Open Platform for National Electricity Market Data’. 
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When the scope of comparison is enlarged to consider a whole of life fuel comparison of 

well-to-tank emissions in addition to the tank-to-wheel emissions discussed above, even in 

Victoria EVs are currently estimated to have 20% lower carbon dioxide equivalent 

greenhouse gas emissions than a typical petrol vehicle34. 

Table 2  Estimated emissions of CO2 equivalents tonnes per MWh from Australian power stations by fuel type35  

Fuel source Emissions Comments 

Subcritical brown coal (e.g., 

Latrobe valley) 

0.9 to 1.38 tCO2-e/MWh Older plants are dirtier 

Subcritical black coal (e.g., 

most of the rest of the coal 

generation fleet in the 

country) 

0.8 to 1.07 tCO2-e /MWh Better than brown coal, but 

still not sustainable  

 

Natural gas between 0.37 and 0.62 

tCO2-e /MWh 

Variation depends on whether 

the plant uses heat recovery 

Hydro, Solar, Wind, Nuclear, 

Geothermal. 

 

0.0 tCO2-e /MWh 

 

Zero emissions source 

 

3.2.2 Electric Vehicle Uptake 

EV Uptake is growing. Section 1.3.2 of the Energeia 

Australian Electric Vehicle Market Study36 predicts that by 

2030, with no policy intervention by governments, 22% of 

new vehicle sales in Australia will be EVs.  Although, with 

moderate policy intervention, this could be as high as 

49%. Modelling with no intervention shows all new vehicle 

sales to be EV by 2046. However, with moderate market 

intervention, such as through government policies, this 

timeline shortens to 2040.  

 

 
34 Jake Whitehead, ‘Clean, Green Machines: The Truth about Electric Vehicle Emissions’, The Conversation, 5 September 2019, 

http://theconversation.com/clean-green-machines-the-truth-about-electric-vehicle-emissions-122619. 
35 Anita Talberg and Leslie Nelson, ‘Performance Standards to Reduce Energy Emissions’, Parliament of Australia, 14 January 

2011, 

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/BN/1011/PerformanceSt

andardsemissions. 
36 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC), ‘Australian Electric 

Vehicle Market Study’, May 2018. 

 

EV sales per annum are 

expected to be >22% 

by 2030 and represent 

100% of all vehicle 

sales by 2040-46 
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Figure 2  Annual EV sales percentage based on three different scenarios for government intervention37 

 

From the same cited Energeia report, levels of EV ownership are expected to still be 

approximately 5% - 13% (no intervention vs moderate intervention) by 2030 rising steadily to 

75 – 94% by 2050 - see below. 

 

 

Figure 3  EV fleet proportion based on three different scenarios for government intervention38 

 
37 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC). 
38 Energeia, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), and Clean Energy Finance Corp (CEFC). 
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There are a wide range of projections for EV uptake.  We note that the Distributed Energy 

Resources and Electric Vehicle Forecasts June 2019 report prepared by Energeia for the 

Australian Energy Market Operator (in Section 1.2 Forecasting Battery and Plug-in Hybrid 

Electric Vehicles) states that “accurate, stable forecasting of EVs also continues to 

challenge the forecasting industry in Australia, again evidenced by the wide range of 

forecasts produced in the last few years”.  

3.2.3 Charging – levels, rates, commuting and batteries 

There are a range of ways to externally charge an electric vehicle. For simplicity, charging 

is described by levels, with the higher level representing faster charging. Table 1 below 

describes the standard range of charging available in the market. Charging time and 

range can vary depending on various elements including: the age/condition of the 

battery, current level of charge in the battery, car models, ambient weather conditions, the 

terrain where driving occurs, driving patterns and features being used in the car e.g. air-

conditioners draw significant power. 

Table 3  Standard electric vehicle charger speeds (approximate only)39 

Plug type image and descriptor 
Rated Power 

(kW) of charger 

Current (A) 
required for 
the charger 

Approx. time to 
charge 60 kWh 
battery (hr) 40 41  

Range 
charge per 
hour (km) 

Level 1 Charging  
 
Charging from a standard home wall power 

outlet with an extension cord directly into the 

vehicle. This type of charge has been outlawed in 

some countries. 

 

1.8 kW 

single phase 

power 

8 A 

(10 A GPO) 
34 hr 9 km 

3 kW 

single phase 

power 

13 A 

(15 A GPO) 
20 hr 15 km 

Level 2 Charging (wall mount solutions) 
 
Level 2 charging is now standard across Australia 

and Europe, with adapter cables used to make 

the charger accessible to older Level 1 type cars. 

 
Some Level 2 chargers are able to adjust their 

power between 2.3 - 22 kW, 6 A - 32 A. 

 

 

3.7 kW 

single phase 

power 

16 A 

(Fixed 

charger) 

16 hr 18.5 km 

7.4 kW 

single phase 

power 

32 A 

(fixed 

charger) 

7 hr 37 km 

22 kW 

three phase 

power 

32 A 

(fixed 

charger) 

3 hr 110 km 

24-25 kW DC 

(Relies on 3 

phase AC power 

supply) 

35 A per 

phase 

(fixed 

charger)  

<3 hr 120 km 

 
39 Table 3 prepared in consultation with Ross De Rango - NHP, Member Standards Australia EV committees and AIG Chair EV 

Reference Group. The table is based on the assumption of 230 V and ignoring power factor although variations in figures 

presented elsewhere occur as voltage in the network ranges from 216 V in times of excess demand to 253 V during times of 

excess generation. The relationships in the table are based on: 

• Current (Amps) x Volts (V) = Power (kW) 

• Approximate time to charge a 60kWh battery is 60/Power kW 

• Range is assumed 5 x the power (kW) 
40 A 60kW battery has been selected as the median battery size of 94 electric vehicles on the market. 
41 EV Database, ‘Useable Battery Capacity of Full Electric Vehicles’, EV Database, 2020, https://ev-

database.org/cheatsheet/useable-battery-capacity-electric-car. 
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Level 3 Charging (fast charging) 
 

Level 3 charging stations provide DC charging 

and generally are only available on select public 

networks or for commercial use.  Usually, they 

include a tethered cable that is non-removable. 

 

 

50 kW DC 

 

(Relies three 

phase AC supply 

power) 

80 A  

(3-phase 

Power supply 

to charger. 

Fixed 

charging 

unit) 

20-30 minutes to 

80% 

 

1.2 hr to 100% 

70 km in 10 

minutes 

 

250 km in 1 

hour 

 

Short average daily travel distances. Australian Bureau 

of Statistics data shows that Australians drive on 

average 30-40 km per day.42 Based on the estimate 

that 1kWh of battery charge will deliver approximately 

5km of range, it is reasonable to estimate that, on 

average, each car might require a minimum charge 

of 6-8kWh/day without energy consumption from 

heating or air-conditioning.43 With heating or air-

conditioning in use, this figure is closer to 10-12 kWh per 

day.  

Battery capacity significantly exceeds the charge 

required for typical daily travel distances. The 10-

12kWh typically required per day is less than for most 

vehicle battery sizes. This is based on the following 

example battery capacities: 

• 17.6 kWh for two-seater urban micro-cars such as the Mercedes Smart EQ  

• 40kWh for the 2020 Nissan Leaf  

• 100 kWh for the Tesla Model S and Model X.44   

Given this partial battery charge run-down on a typical daily commute, EVs generally only 

require a partial battery charge at the end of a day. This partial battery charge is 

considered to be a top-up charge, and this can readily be provided by charging that 

occurs relatively slowly overnight.   

Where users need to travel further than the car’s battery range or a battery is almost fully 

run down from a long trip and another trip is required, fast charging might be required in a 

short period of time. So, in addition to slower overnight chargers, rapid chargers are also a 

critical part of the electric vehicle charging mix. To this end, rapid chargers are increasingly 

being installed at public facilities (as already seen in Moreland City Council), along roads 

and highways, and at destination travel points such as shopping centres.   

 
42 Australian Bureau of Statistics, ‘Survey of Motor Vehicle Use, Australia, 12 Months Ended 30 June 2018’, Australian Bureau of 

Statistics (c=AU; o=Commonwealth of Australia; ou=Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2018), 

https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/9208.0. 
43 NHP Electrical Engineering Products, ‘The High Rise: Addressing the Need for EV Charging Infrastructure’ (NHP Electrical 

Engineering Products, 2019). 
44 Jim Gorzelany, ‘Electric Vehicle Battery Basics - Here’s What You Need to Know about the Cells That Power an EV’, 

MyEV.com, 1 May 2019, https://www.myev.com/research/ev-101/electric-vehicle-battery-basics. 

 

Australian Bureau of 

Statistics data shows that 

Australians drive on 

average 30-40km per day. 

 

This travel distance 

requires a charge of 

12kWh per day - a top-up 

charge to most batteries. 
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Wireless charging is a potential future charging technology. Wireless inductive charging 

recharges electric vehicles without any cables, potentially using a magnetic coil in the 

ground. The vehicle drives over a charging plate which is connected to a source of power. 

Wireless charging will be particularly helpful in removing the need for cables lying on the 

ground between car spaces and hanging near moving parts where cars are parked in car 

stackers. 

Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and Vehicle to Home/Building (V2H/V2B) charging. Other near future 

developments are vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and vehicle-to-home/building (V2H/V2B) bi-

directional charging systems, all based on DC charging (DC charging plugs are required for 

V2H/V2G).  

While Electric vehicles need to be charged, when vehicle-to-home/building and vehicle-

to-grid (V2G) capability becomes more widely available, they will also be able to provide 

power from their substantial batteries back to the connected building or even the wider 

electricity network.  

The ideal scenario with V2H/V2B is if EVs are charged via renewable energy PV panels 

during the day, then some of this power can be used after dark when PV panels are no 

longer producing electricity. Where this arrangement is possible and cars still have enough 

charge for local travel the following day, the use of renewable energy is extended, 

reducing the reliance on fossil fuel electricity.  

The value of V2G is where EVs have spare charge that can be accessed, and some sold 

back to the grid during peak energy use times.   

However, the Renew magazine Edition 152 – “The Future of EV charging” article by Bryce 

Gaton is less certain of the speed of the pending take-up of V2H facilities commenting that: 

“V2H is touted as the way to combine vehicle and home energy storage into one 

battery, thus eliminating the financial and material costs of a second battery. V2H 

systems are a ‘behind the meter’ solution: the energy drawn from the vehicle 

battery and used by the home isn’t seen by the grid (or energy provider).  

AC (from mains electricity) charging will still dominate residential charging well into 

the future as most homes are single-phase and charging / discharging via a V2H 

system that you need to always plug into is not as convenient as just plugging in 

once or twice a week (or less). AC charging systems will also become ‘smart’, 

meaning they will incorporate grid communication systems to enable them to take 

advantage of off-peak and demand-based EV electricity tariffs. 

V2H systems are likely to be readily available in Australia by 2025.” 

The article also comments without a time frame:  

“However, the applications of DC charging are very likely to expand well into the 

grid itself as V2G and big-battery systems develop and grow as a natural result of 

the expansion in the worldwide EV feet in combination with the opportunity for 

providing a second-life use for older EV battery cells.”  

These technologies appear to still be distant enough to be addressed in future iterations of 

Moreland EV policies so are not addressed further in this report.  
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3.2.4 Electric Vehicle infrastructure - Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE)  

There are multiple sources of definitions for different 

levels of EV infrastructure.  

• An ‘active charge point’ - ‘A GPO or hardwired 

charge station connected to the electrical 

supply system that vehicle owners can use to 

recharge their vehicle’. And; 

• A ‘passive charge point’ - includes ‘the network 

of cables and power supply necessary so that at 

a future date a socket [charge station] or 

equivalent can be added easily to allow vehicle 

owners to recharge their vehicle’.45 

• The third option discussed for many jurisdictions is partial provision. Partial provision 

typically refers to the provision of electrical panel capacity for the required level of 

vehicle charging, along with conduit or cable tray to the relevant parking spaces to 

readily enable future cabling to spaces. Additional base infrastructure may be 

included, but cabling and charger units are not included with partial provision of 

EVSE.  

 

While there are a variety of EV charger types, the infrastructure required for each one 

makes some more suited for particular locations and use. Note: 

• Most people charge their cars overnight at home, with some charging at work and 

with public chargers 46. 

• Individual homes, dual occupancy and townhouse dwellings are generally single 

phase to each making 1.8 - 7 kW electrical supply systems desirable. To go beyond 

to three-phase in these dwelling types requires expensive panel board and circuitry 

upgrades. 

• Three-phase power exists in new apartments and warehouse / industrial 

developments where multiple large electrical loads are drawn. Faster charging 

greater than 22kW may be more possible in these development types. 

The basic equipment requirements for electric vehicle installation are: 

• Switchboard and / or distribution board of sufficient capacity 

• Cable trays, conduit or an in-wall space for locating cables 

• Cabling  

• Load management capability - where multiple users will be on the system 

concurrently 

 
45 UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’ 

(UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, 2019). 
46 ACT Government, ‘The ACT’s Transition to Zero Emissions Vehicles’ (ACT Government, 2018), 

https://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1188498/2018-21-ACTs-transition-to-zero-emissions-vehicles-

Action-Plan-ACCESS.pdf. 

NO EV 
INFRASTUCTURE      

EV PARTIAL
PROVISION -
EV CAPABLE

EV PASSIVE
PROVISION -

EV READY

EV ACTIVE
PROVISION -

EV INSTALLED

 

Terms for different levels 

of EV charging 

infrastructure ranges from 

partial (EV capable), 

then passive (EV ready) 

to active (EV installed). 
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• Metering - where multiple users will access the system 

• GPO (power point) or hard-wired connection 

Physical and technical design considerations include: 

• Location of the charger, including if individual or shared use 

• Type of charging system 

• Charging speed required 

• Load management system 

• Use payment options 

EVSE installation costs are affected by: 

• The required capacity of the electrical supply, main building switchboard and 

number of distribution boards. 

• The size of the development and distance from the point of electrical supply to 

vehicles to be charged.  

• The complexity of the load management and metering systems.  

3.2.5 Load Management  

EV charging beyond 10-15A electrical loads can be a significant demand on the power 

supply of new developments and the local distribution network.  

As such EV charging at higher loads must be factored into the electrical load calculations 

for each dwelling, the development as a whole and the distribution network (poles and 

wires in the street).  

For load calculations there are alternatives: 

• Where the standard load calculation method for a development is used from AS3000 

2.2.2(a), potential EV loads are added directly to the total maximum demand of the 

development, most likely pushing up electrical infrastructure costs.  

• Where the assessment method from AS3000 2.2.2(b)(i) is used, load management 

can be taken into account in some situations to not increase the total electrical 

demand significantly.  

If the AS3000 2.2.2(b)(i) assessment method is used to calculate loads, the timing and rate 

of EV charging must be planned for and controlled to occur outside of the development’s 

peak electrical demand time. Charging outside of peak times is considered simple load 

management.  

The need for in dwelling load management is explained further by Ross De Rango (Member 

Standards Australia EV committees):  

“It is relatively common for new housing developments in Victoria to be provisioned 

at 40Amp single phase per house.  Adding a 32Amp EV charger to a home with a 

40Amp main circuit breaker in it is clearly a problem if there’s no load management 

in place. If you turn on any other high power electrical device while the car is 

charging (kettle, electric hot water service, electric stove/oven, toaster, hairdryer, 

heater, aircon), you’ll hit or exceed the 40Amp limit. 
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In this scenario load management would ensure the EV 

charges at a time when other high powered electrical 

devices are not being used i.e. outside of the otherwise 

peak electrical demand time.  

A further consideration in multi-dwelling developments, is 

that distribution network supply providers assume not 

everyone is using their full capacity of electricity at once. 

In these developments the total electrical capacity for 

the development is less than the sum of its individual 

parts. For a medium sized townhouse development, 

while the total demand for each dwelling might be 40A, 

the total demand for the development might be 

calculated by the distribution network supply provider 

(DNSP) at 25A per dwelling. This reduction is known as 

the ‘diversity’ factor in electrical terms.  

This reduced total development capacity through the 

diversity factor further increases the need and incentive 

for development wide load management.  

So, load management is critical in the discussion of EV 

charging systems. Ultimately where EV charging does not exceed the peak demand level 

or the total demand level in a development, then EV charging will not cause the upgrade 

of any onsite or network infrastructure.  

For more detail on peak and total demand, and load management refer to Appendix 1.  

3.2.6 Standards and Codes 

The following Australian and international standards, as well as, local policies should be 

considered when installing, operating and maintaining electric vehicle charging systems to 

ensure they are in keeping with best practice for quality and safety.    

• AS/NZS 3000: 2018, Wiring Rules. The Standard provides mandatory rules for wiring 

safety and acceptable methods to allow for calculating peak demand – relevant 

when considering EV charging. Appendix P provides- guidance for installation and 

location of electrical vehicle socket-outlets and charging stations.  

• National Construction Code (NCC) 2019 Currently efficient energy use is the main 

focus of the NCC 2019 Volume One Section J although energy monitoring is 

considered in Part J8.3. 

• National Construction Code (NCC) 2022 A review is being conducted for this edition 

to better incorporate Electric Vehicles and Photo Voltaic solar panels. Refer to 

section 4.6.1 of this report. 

• National Measurement Institute (NMI) standards - billing requirements 

• Moreland Planning Scheme Clause 22.08 - An objective of Clause 22.08 is to 

promote the use of low emissions vehicle technologies and supporting infrastructure. 

• AS IEC 62196.2:2014 Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors and vehicle inlets – 

Conductive charging of electric vehicles  

 

Load management is 

scheduling of charging.  

Load management 

solutions are required to 

minimise excess building 

and network electricity 

supply requirements.  

Load management is the 

key element of cost-

effective EV charging. It 

can keep charging below 

the peak demand level or 

maximum total demand 

level over a day. 
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4 Trends and Insights from Policy Case 

Studies  

 

Globally, EV adoption is strongly correlated to Government policy.47  The International 

Energy Agency (IEA) Global EV Outlook has shown us that policy, along with economic 

incentives and charging infrastructure, is critical to escalating EV uptake.48  Key examples 

have been selected as case studies to further inform this report and exploration into 

mandating EV requirements for Moreland City Council. EV policies have been enacted 

across progressive cities around the world for over a decade now. The trend in leading 

countries have seen local governments implement their own planning or building code 

requirements for electric vehicles, inspiring surrounding local governments to update theirs 

in turn, resulting in increased EV uptake. Early policies have generally begun with a 

requirement for 10-20% of car spaces in townhouses and apartments to provide passive 

provision for electric vehicle ready spaces, however this percentage-based requirement for 

EV ready spaces has often become 100% EV capable, with some local governments’ 

trialling to require a percentage base of complete EVSE installation. 

4.1 Policy case studies summary 

The following table summarises the policy positions of some stand out jurisdictions which are 

leading the way in EV policy. More detail on the code or document where this is specified 

for each jurisdiction is provided in Appendix 3.   

Table 4  Summary of Policy Case Studies EV requirements* **  

 Partial 

provision / 

EV 

capable % 

required 

Passive 

provision / 

EV ready % 

required 

Active 

provision 

% 

chargers 

required 

Req’d 

charge 

rate 

Year and 

Code 

type 

International Construction Code (ICC)  

One-two family/Multi-family (three or more 

units)  

- / 3 – (20-

25%) 

1 per 

dwelling/ 

(1-2) 

- 40 A 
2021 

Building 

California, USA (Calgreen Code) 

One-two family/Multi-family (three or more 

units) - Mandatory 100% / 10 

- - 40A 

2010 

Building 
Single-detached/Apartments: Tier 1 -

Voluntary 
- 100% / 15% -  

Single-detached/Apartments: Tier 2 - 

Voluntary 
- 100% / 20% -  

 
47 Tom Gotsis, ‘Electric Vehicles in NSW’ (NSW Parliamentary Research Service, May 2018), 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/researchpapers/Documents/electric%20vehicles%20in%20NSW.pdf. 
48 International Energy Agency, ‘Global EV Outlook 2019’. 

Globally, EV adoption is strongly correlated to Government policy. 

The broad shortfall with respect to planning requirements has led Moreland City 

Council to revise and develop a set of objectives and standards to pursue mandating 

the uptake of EV readiness within new development.   
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San Francisco, California, USA 

One-two family/Multi-family (three or more 

units)/Commercial 

- / 100% 

/100% 

100% / 10% 

/ 10% 
- 40 A 

2017 

Building 

Boulder, Colorado, USA 

Residential three or more multi-family 

dwellings. Parking spaces: 1-25 / > 25  

Commercial spaces: 1 / 2-25 / > 25 spaces  

 

- / 40% 

- /(1)/10%  

(1)/10% 

(1)/(1)/10% 

 

- /5% 

- /(1)/5% 

40 A 
2020 

Building 

UK Department of Transport – proposed not 

yet enacted 

All residential / Commercial  

- - 
100% / 

20% 
- 

2019 

Planning 

London, UK (The London Plan and Greater 

London Authority) 

Residential car spaces/Workplace/Retail 

- 

100% / 

100% / 

Flexible - 

Rapid 

20% / 

Flexible / 

Flexible 

32A 
2019 

Planning 

Turnbridge Wells, UK 

Houses with garages / Flats /Commercial 
- 

100% / 

100% / 20% 

- / 10% / 

5% 

16A or 

32A 
2017 

Planning 

Edinburgh, UK 

Dwellings with garages / Developments 

>10 spaces Apartments 

- 100%/ - / - 
- / 16.7% / 

16.7% 
32 A 

2017 

Planning 

Surrey, Canada 

Single-detached/Apartments/Commercial 
- 

100% / 

100% / 20% 
- 40 A 

2019 

Planning/

Building 

Vancouver, Canada 

Single-detached/Apartments/Commercial 
- 

100% / 20% 

/ 20% 
-  

2017 

Building 

 

* ( ) Brackets indicate where a minimum number of electric vehicles have been specified 

** Single-detached includes townhouses 

 

4.2 Australia 

To date there is no evidence of mandatory EV 

requirements for private developments requiring 

planning or building approval. 

4.2.1 Current Planning Scheme Requirements 

Within Moreland City Council’s Planning Scheme, there 

are several components facilitating the incorporation of 

EV infrastructure within development.  However, such 

planning requirements are particularly weak to ensure a 

definitive and conclusive outcome that EV infrastructure 

will in fact be provided. 

As part of the Planning Policy Framework (PPF), clause 15.02-1S provides an objective to 

encourage ‘development that is energy and resource efficient, supports a cooler 

environment and minimises greenhouse gas emissions’. A strategy to support this objective 

includes to ‘support low energy forms of transport’, however the strategy goes on to 

promote walking and cycling as examples of low energy forms of transport.  Furthermore, 

clause 18.02-1S regarding sustainable personal transport similarly avoids reference to EVs or 

EV infrastructure. 

With respect to prescriptive requirements, the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) Particular 

Provisions, provides context pursuant to clause 52.06 with respect to car parking spaces.  

 

In Australia there is little 

evidence of mandatory 

EV requirements for 

private developments. 
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However, reference to EV infrastructure or guidance as to identifying that some car parking 

bays should be demarcated for EV readiness is not provided. 

Of prominence however is clause 15.02-1L (translated from clause 22.08 under the Local 

Planning Policy Framework (LPPF)) regarded as Council’s statutory ESD Policy. The statutory 

ESD Policy is centred upon a development demonstrating that the overarching objective of 

‘Best Practice’ is achieved. A thematic strategy under clause 15.02-1L Transport 

encourages to: 

• Promote the use of low emissions vehicle technologies and supporting infrastructure. 

 

Whilst positively encouraging or alluding to the incorporation of low emission vehicles and 

supporting infrastructure, the specific language articulated within the new clause 15.02-1L 

strategy (formerly objective) is not binding nor assertive to necessitate the inclusion of low 

emission vehicles.  

Previously clause 22.08-2 Transport, encouraged: 

‘to support the use of low emissions vehicle technologies and supporting 

infrastructure’.  

 

Given the similar use of language there were issues with this clause 22.08 objective. There 

was no requirement for the physical incorporation of supporting infrastructure for low 

emissions vehicles.  

Furthermore, the clause only stated that the list of 

thematic ESD objectives (i.e. energy performance, 

water resources, transport) should be satisfied 

where applicable, taking into consideration the 

Decision Guidelines that were also articulated within 

the ESD Policy. This approach to ‘should’ is at odds 

with mandating that development provides low 

emission vehicles supporting infrastructure.   

4.2.1.1 Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning Process (SDAPP)  

Victorian Councils that have Local Planning Provision ESD Policies in their Planning Schemes 

typically refer to or rely on the Sustainable Design Assessments in the Planning Process 

(SDAPP) framework.  This is to encourage improved sustainability in private developments.   

As a part of the SDAPP framework, there are a set of SDAPP Factsheets development for 

each thematic ESD category.  This entails a specific SDAPP Factsheet for ‘Transport’.  The 

SDAPP ‘Transport’ Factsheet states that it is Council’s Best Practice standard to 

“Incorporate electric vehicle charging infrastructure into the development”. Council ESD 

Officers and Planners encourage developers to incorporate EV charging infrastructure by 

referring them to the SDAPP Factsheets, particularly the ‘Transport’ factsheet.  

The former clause 22.08 Council ESD Policy did not refer to the SDAPP framework. However, 

the Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning Process (IMAP, 2015) framework is 

explicitly referenced as a part of the Policy Guidelines under clause 15.02-1L. The SDAPP 

Factsheets are indirectly a part of the SDAPP framework. Therefore, it may be argued that 

an applicant is required to provide EV infrastructure in order to demonstrate that Council's 

 

There was and still is no 

mandated requirement for 

PV within the VPP and PPF 

frameworks. 
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Best Practice standard has been met as per the SDAPP framework and factsheet, which in 

turn addresses the Best Practice objective within Council’s ESD Policy. 

However, the application of and documentation referenced within the Policy Guidelines of 

Council’s ESD Policy is limiting; the SDAPP Framework only needs to be ‘consider[ed] as 

relevant’ to support the preparation of a Sustainable Design Assessment or Sustainability 

Management Plan. Additionally, guidelines do not serve as binding instruments 

necessitating prescriptive and inflexible requirements. Therefore, the approach towards the 

utilisation of the SDAPP framework considers the SDAPP factsheets as informative materials 

which aim to guide best practice development through a quasi-formal manner. 

As such, the mandatory uptake of EV infrastructure while facilitated through the use of the 

SDAPP factsheets is not comprehensively supported in the current policy setting. The 

incorporation of EV infrastructure therefore remains voluntary, to be considered as relevant, 

by the applicant. 

4.2.1.2 Assessment Tools 

Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) – Transport Category 

The Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) is an assessment tool created by local 

governments in Victoria. It provides builders and developers a means to demonstrate how 

a proposed development demonstrates ESD at the planning stage, supporting planning 

permit applications. Moreland City Council’s ESD Policy clause 15.02-1L (previously clause 

22.08-4) indicates that the BESS Assessment tool may be used to support an application in 

meeting the respective ESD Policy objective and strategies.  

The BESS Assessment tool comprises of 8 thematic ESD categories with the additional 

category including innovation.  Of the 8 thematic categories, the category pertaining to 

‘Transport’ requires a user to demonstrate how a development responds to respective 

sustainable transport related criterion and prompts with the award of points to satisfy a 

category and achieve an overall performance score.  With respect to EV, points are 

awarded when facilities are provided for the charging of electric vehicles.  At a minimum, 

one parking space should be nominated for electric vehicle charging, with appropriate 

signage and charging infrastructure installed. 

The issues however is that the ‘Transport’ category is a discretionary category that is not 

mandatorily required to be addressed by the user unlike the ‘Energy’, ‘Water’, ‘Stormwater’ 

and ‘Indoor Environment Quality’ categories.  As such, addressing such category, as well 

as, replying affirmatively to the prompt that EV infrastructure will be provided is not 

mandated and purely optional for a development to address. 

Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) – Electric Vehicle Credits 

The GBCA has a suite of sustainable assessment tools under the Green Stat assessment tool 

framework.  With respect to planning purposes, Moreland’s ESD Policy lists the Green Star 

framework as an example tool that may be utilised to support that the objectives of the 

ESD Policy have been addressed.  The most suitably appropriate, applied particularly to a 

building asset, is the Green Star Design & As Built assessment tool.  The assessment tool 

rewards development through the accrual of points paired with respective credits. 
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With respect to the Green Star Design & As Built version 1.3 assessment tool criteria, Credit 

17 pertains to Low Emission Vehicle Infrastructure.  The respective requirement includes that 

for a development to claim one point, which is put towards meeting the required total 

Green Star score, that car parking spaces and/or dedicated infrastructure is provided to 

support the uptake of low emission vehicles.  In particular this requires that a minimum of 5% 

of car parking spaces are to be dedicated to EV in order to satisfactory claim such point.  

No further detail is provided but this requirement is understood to refer to the provision of 

active charging capability. 

Whilst such requirement is stated under version 1.3 of the Green Star Design & As Built 

assessment tool criteria, the newly released Green Star Buildings assessment tool criteria 

details a hybridised prescriptive and performance requirement with respect to providing EV 

infrastructure.  Details are required to be provided within an approved Sustainable 

Transport Plan.  Pursuant to Credit 27, this particularly entails that a building must include: 

• That car sharing parking spaces must include an electric vehicle connection, 

regardless whether the vehicles are electric at the time of practical completion; 

• Infrastructure to allow for future of electric charging to each parking spot in the 

parking area. This means ensuring the building has EV distribution boards to allow 

for allow for future connection for EV’s.  These distribution boards must be located 

so that no connection requires a cable of more than 50 m from the parking bay to 

the connection; and 

• A fitted EV load management system.  The EV load management system must be 

capable of determining how and when the electric vehicles should be charged to 

minimise building peak power demand whilst ensuring the vehicles are charged. 

Under both the Green Star Design & As Built and Green Star Buildings assessment tool 

criterion, addressing the respective credits are discretionary.  That is, a user, aiming to 

achieve a respective overall score to achieve a Green Star rating is given discretion 

whether to pursue respective credits pertaining to transport, or more precisely, electric 

vehicles.  As such, utilisation of such tools does not mandate nor guarantee that EV will be 

incorporated within a development. 

EnviroDevelopment v3  

Similarly, this tool is voluntary, but credit is achievable: 

In multi-unit developments (per Criteria 6.4.7 Efficient Vehicles) and industrial developments 

(per Criteria 6.3.7 Efficient Vehicles) the requirement is for: “Providing parking for low-

emitting, zero emitting, fully electric and fuel-efficient vehicles at all community facilities 

and retail/commercial businesses within the project, for 5% of the total vehicle parking 

capacity of each site”. No more detail is provided but this requirement is understood to 

refer to the provision of active charging capability. 

In summary, the broad shortfall with respect to planning requirements has led Moreland 

City Council to revise and develop a set of objectives and standards to pursue mandating 

the uptake of EV readiness within new development.  Incorporating such ESD principles 

and features within new development will support the City of Moreland to achieve its 

objectives and targets, particularly in relation to delivering a zero carbon community by 

2040. 
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Additional details are included below on the latest frameworks acting to encourage EV 

uptake within Australia and other Australian States.  Beyond these frameworks, forward 

thinking developers are taking their own initiative to install some EV capacity in their new 

developments. 

4.2.2 Federal 

The Commonwealth Government has committed to develop a national Electric Vehicle 

Strategy which will deliver 10 million tonnes of greenhouse gas abatement by 2030.49 At the 

Federal level it is expected that Electric Vehicle requirements may be included in the 

upcoming revised National Construction Code (NCC) however the position, as it currently 

stands, is tentative.  

4.2.2.1 National Construction Code 2022  

The Building Code of Australia (BCA - part of the National Construction Code - NCC) is next 

due for update in 2022.  Updates to the BCA are managed by the ABCB.  The 2019 ABCB 

Scoping Study: Energy efficiency NCC 2022 and beyond indicates in Section 2.2.1 Item 4 

that there may be:  

“New provisions that ensure buildings can accommodate the future installation of 

on-site renewable energy equipment and electric vehicle charging”. 

 

At the time of writing this document, Michael Dodd, Senior Project Officer at the ABCB 

provided the following update from a technical perspective and of relevance to building 

regulation requirements: 

The focus for NCC 2022 is future proofing through the provision of space on 

switchboards and for cabling as opposed to a minimum number of charging points, 

and potentially some form of building management system capability.  It is similar to 

what the Australian Industry Group (AiG) and Electric Vehicle Council EV Working 

Group have suggested. 

The draft NCC intent is anticipated for public review post July 2021 cognisant that a 

Regulatory Impact Statement is prepared.  Until this time, it cannot be certain what the 

ABCB will put forward as recommended inclusions within the NCC 2022 noting that there 

have been several industry recommendations and suggestions. 

The purpose of recognising NCC intentions, recommendations and suggestions with 

respect to this project are to ensure that the requirements and standards established for 

Planning align or dovetail with NCC requirements.  Therefore, it was appropriately sought 

that such industry recommendations and suggestions put to the ABCB were identified and 

considered for incorporation within this report. 

4.2.2.2 Industry Recommendations and Suggestions 

We note that the AiG and Electric Vehicle Council Working Group discussion paper 

September 2019 provides recommendations of relevance: 

 
49 Ai Group, ‘Achieving “Electric Vehicle Ready” in the Built Environment - Discussion Paper and Recommendations’ (Ai Group 

and Electric Vehicle Council, September 2019), 

https://cdn.aigroup.com.au/Business_Services/Standards/2019_09_AiGroup_EVC_EV_Ready_recommendations.pdf. 
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Recommendation 2 - Standalone domestic dwellings - For new standalone and 

semi-detached domestic dwellings with off-street parking, at least one (1) 

dedicated circuit to support the future installation of an EV charger shall be included 

as part of the electrical installation. 

In these cases, the electric vehicle driver will be well served by a 7 kW (32 A single 

phase) AC charger. 

Recommendation 3 - The provision of dedicated distribution boards in new multi-

residential car parks. 

The specific requirement from a construction standpoint would be to include 

sufficient distribution boards in the car parking areas such that there is a spare 32 A 

circuit available for every car parking space in the structure. Each board would be 

capable of supplying up to half of the EV chargers connected to it at full power, or 

all of them at half power. The actual load being presented would be handled by 

the load management system. 

In order to fairly share the costs of installation, cable tray should be installed at the 

time of construction to enable the easy future installation of the cabling from the 

distribution board to the EV chargers. Unlike with the domestic home, there is no 

need to put the final circuit cabling in at time of construction, but there is a 

requirement to provision for where it will go. Failure to do this will mean that the first 

installation of an EV charger will require the installation of cable tray which will be 

shared by future EV charger installations – it will be more equitable to put it in at the 

outset, as it will ultimately be shared by and deliver benefit to the bulk of residents. 

Alternate strategies are recommended in a recently completed report by consultancy 

Delta Q “Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the NCC (2020)”.50 This report recommends: 

Our analysis shows that there are a wide range of measures that could be 

undertaken for the Code to reduce the cost of future installation and retrofitting of 

DER equipment. A summary of priority recommendations in this respect is presented 

below. The recommendations are listed in order of priority for each technology.   

1. Electrical infrastructure allowing installation of 7kW Type 2 EV chargers for:  

a. at least 10% of car spaces in building class 2, 3, 5 and 6  

b. at least 20% of car spaces in building class 7b, 8 and 9a/c 

2. Electrical infrastructure allowing installation of 7 kW Type 2 EV chargers for at least 

5% of car spaces in building class 7a and 9b. The expected retrofit cost for this 

system for an existing building is lower than those listed in Item 1 above, therefore it is 

of lower priority.   

3. For class 1, electrical provision in the main electrical switch board for at least one 7 

kW Type 2 EV charger. This is lowest priority as it is possible for private EV vehicles to 

be charged using a standard 10 A general purpose power outlet at time of writing.   

 
50 Grace Foo et al., ‘Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the NCC - Final Report’ (Delta Q, 19 June 2020). 
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Note that with respect to terminology, dual occupancy and townhouse dwellings are class 

1 buildings, apartments are class 2 buildings, warehouses are class 7b while industrial 

process buildings are class 8. 

4.2.3 Australian States  

Victoria 

Victoria is also investing in EV charging infrastructure and preparing a Zero Emissions Vehicle 

Roadmap to be released later in 2020.51 

Australian Capital Territory 

As a part of their zero emissions framework, in 2018 the ACT government announced that 

by 2021 they intend to “amend the Parking and Vehicle Access General Code to require 

all new multi-unit and mixed-use developments to install vehicle charging infrastructure”52. 

The ACT branch of the Australian Electric Vehicle Association (AEVA) confirmed that after 

the initial commitment, no further work has been released at the time of preparing this 

report.53 

NSW 

New South Wales has established a NSW Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Plan 54, including 

investment in public charging points and investigating how to make buildings EV ready.  

The updated NSW Apartment Design Guide references EV charging in Objective 3J-2 

Design guidance. However, it is only guidance, suggesting: “Conveniently located 

charging stations are provided for electric vehicles, where desirable”.  The position is in no 

way a binding requirement, as reflected similarly in various Victorian Planning controls and 

a Council’s statutory Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) Policy. 

Queensland 

Queensland’s Electric Vehicle Strategy 2017 envisions large-scale charging infrastructure 

investment however commitments are generally around raising EV awareness and creating 

a public charging network. There is also a statement the government will undertake an 

analysis of existing buildings to “inform building guidelines to ensure the installation of EV 

charging infrastructure can become a straightforward task.” 

Tasmania 

Tasmania has established an Electric Vehicle Working Group as part of its climate response 

strategy Climate Action 21 with a view to reviewing relevant policy and regulatory settings 

(Action 3.2).  

 

 
51 Ai Group, ‘Achieving “Electric Vehicle Ready” in the Built Environment - Discussion Paper and Recommendations’. 
52 ACT Government, ‘The ACT’s Transition to Zero Emissions Vehicles’. 
53 Australian Electric Vehicle Association (AEVA), ‘ACT Working Group on EV Policy and Advocacy’, January 2020, 

https://aeva.asn.au/act-working-group-on-ev-policy-and-advocacy/. 
54 NSW Government, ‘The NSW Government - NSW Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Plan’ (Transport for NSW, January 2019), 

https://future.transport.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/media/documents/2019/Future%20Transport%20NSW%20Electric%20%26

%20Hybrid%20vehicle%20plan.pdf. 
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4.2.4 Other Local Government Initiatives 

In relation to Local Government Authorities, such as Councils, ClimateWorks Australia (2020) 

confirmed that Australian Councils are committing to lowering emissions. This is facilitated 

by reducing transport-related emissions through increasing public EV charging 

infrastructure and fleet-owned EVs. The ClimateWorks review of the emission reduction 

policies of 57 of Australia’s most progressive councils confirmed there are no existing 

prescriptive or mandatory council-level policies requiring EVs for new or existing private 

development buildings.55 

At the time of preparation of this report this has also been reconfirmed by industry leaders, 

Chris Jones, National Secretary of the AEVA, Bryce Gaton, Victorian Branch AEVA Secretary 

and Editor at The Driven.io, and Ross De Rango, Chair of the AiG Member Reference Group 

on Electric Vehicles and Product Development Manager at NHP Electrical Engineering 

Products.  

  

 
55 Proudlove et al., ‘Net Zero Momentum Tracker – Local Government Report’. 
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5 Recommendations 

5.1 Medium Density Development 

The majority of new residential projects in Moreland City Council are of a medium density 

development typology. In order to future proof these development types the EV factors 

discussed under Recommended requirements should be applied to new medium density 

developments. 

 

5.1.1 Development Characteristics 

These developments differ in form quite significantly but many typically have some or most 

of the following characteristics: 

• Most dwellings have their own private garage or tandem car spaces (one in front of 

the other) that can accommodate one or two cars, connected to the dwelling. 

• With typically timber framed or even pre-cast structures, running electrical and data 

wiring prior to the installation of plasterboard is inexpensive and a standard part of 

any dwelling construction. Most dwellings would contain multiple power points and 

potentially a data point to most habitable rooms. Running electrical and data 

cables to one additional point before plasterboard is installed is inexpensive, simple 

and neat. 

• In most medium density developments, each dwelling has its own separate meter 

and electricity supply direct from the street mains supply. Only in larger multi-

dwelling townhouse developments is electricity supplied to each dwelling from an 

onsite shared main switchboard.  

Low emission and electric vehicle infrastructure considerations 

for medium density dwellings 

The ideal for EV charging is to provide the convenience of faster charging than is 

currently available from plugging into a standard 10 A power point, while 

minimising the impact on the required in-dwelling, wider development and local 

network infrastructure.  

Minimising the impact on in-dwelling, development wide, and local electricity 

network infrastructure requires ensuring EV charging does not occur at the same 

time as peak electricity consumption occurs within the dwelling(s). Charging 

outside of peak consumption times relies on a system being in place for load 

management in order to spread and level out electricity consumption over a 24 

hour period.  

In scenarios where load management does not prevent the upgrade of 

development wide or local network infrastructure due to proposed EV charging 

capacity being installed, DNSPs have indicated that the upgrade can be 

managed. DNSP strategy representatives suggest it is better to upgrade now to 

account for future demand than not plan ahead for this.  
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• Typically, new and existing medium density dwellings are supplied with single phase 

power supply, which is sufficient for slower or overnight partial electric vehicle 

charging via a standard 10 A. While not commonly supplied, three phase power is 

available in street mains and can be supplied to these developments if sought.  

Examples of medium density case study garage floor plans can be found in Appendix 2.  

5.1.2 Recommended Requirements 

The following represents the recommended EV factor for medium density development.  

 

 

Implementation considerations 

Before deciding on an application, in addition to the required EV factors, the Responsible 

Authority should consider: 

• For all installations whether and how the provision of EV charging can be 

accommodated so as to minimise additional peak load to the electricity network. 

• How energy efficiency initiatives in the development will create more capacity 

within a building for EV charging. 

• Details of how the items below in these Implementation considerations have been 

addressed. 

Where EV infrastructure is required to be installed, the following items are to be addressed 

and demonstrated. 

• Details of the location of the future charger unit are to be shown on the plans. In 

many cases, the optimum position for a future connection location will be at one 

Low emission and electric vehicle recommendations for medium 

density dwellings  

Passive provision / EV ready infrastructure. 

Infrastructure and cabling (without the EV charger unit) is to be provided for each 

garage, to support Level 2, 32 A EV car charging. 

A system to ensure load management (to ensure EV charging occurs outside of 

peak electricity consumption hours) must also be included for each dwelling.  

The proposed location of the charger unit and load management approach is to 

be shown on the plans.  

Minimising impact on the electricity supply network. 

Any increase to the typical maximum demand of the development as a whole 

due to the introduction of EV charging within the development is to be kept to a 

minimum via load management. 
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corner of the parking space to allow charge leads to be drawn along the front or 

side of the car. Where there are two car spaces it should be placed between the 

two spaces to allow access for both vehicles.  

• Base EV infrastructure to be included in each dwelling: 

o A dedicated circuit within each load centre (in dwelling switchboard) 

sufficient to supply 1 x 7 kW 32 A to each future electric vehicle charge 

station.  

o Cabling capped off at either a junction box or isolator in readiness for a future 

7 kW 32 A electric vehicle charge station.  

o Signage is required to be placed next to the junction box / isolator / GPO 

indicating the circuit cabling can accommodate charging an EV at 32 A.  

o A timer and contactor or current sensor installed on each dedicated EV 

circuit in each dwelling load centre (unless an alternate load management 

system is proposed). The timer would limit charging in off peak times similar to 

off peak hot water re-heating. The current sensor would switch on the EV 

charger when there is spare electrical capacity. 

o All wiring must be compliant with wiring standards ASNZS3000 and the NCC. 

• Confirmation of the proposed load management strategy within each dwelling and 

between the dwellings on site. Load management considerations to address: 

o For larger sites (potentially beyond three dwellings) AS3000 maximum 

demand calculations should be lower under the clause 2.2.2(b)(i) Assessment 

method rather than clause 2.2.2(a) Calculation method. The Assessment 

method will better take account of a load management system minimising 

any charging that would contribute to peak demand. 

o Where a local or cloud-based load management communication system is 

proposed this is to include a requirement that all charge units installed in 

future are Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) 1.6 compliant. 

o Whether solar PV systems are proposed. Solar PV will provide another source 

of daytime charging power in addition to the mains electricity. 

• In townhouse developments of up to and including three dwellings, each dwelling 

will have electricity supplied on a separate one of the phases available from the 

three phase street mains supply. However, the proposal must recognise the 

responsibility on medium density sites above three dwellings, without an owners 

corporation, for an understanding of charging arrangements to be confirmed with 

agreement of the individual dwelling occupants especially where electricity supply is 

on the same phase. Similarly, where an owners corporation is likely to be established 

the proposal must identify that the owners corporation is to be responsible to 

implement a framework and rules to ensure effective load management between 

EV owners on the same phase. Charging rates and times will be less of an issue while 

EV ownership rates are low, but become mor so when EV ownership rates rise in the 

future. Again, co-ordinated load management will be the key to good outcomes.  

Townhouse common area management is not as present or effective as in 

apartment blocks so load management to balance charging over a larger number 

of EVs in dwellings is a greater challenge, that could best be managed by an 

increase of the responsibilities of owners corporations in townhouse developments. 
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Note there are advantages and disadvantages of each of timer, cloud based or 

physical load management communications system approaches: 

 

• Simple timer-based or current sensor load management solutions: 

o Very low cost to implement at time of construction 

o Provides enhanced certainty around avoidance of vehicles recharging at 

peak times 

o Doesn’t pin the consumer down to a particular brand of EV choice in the 

future. 

o For some individuals (e.g., night shift workers), adjustment of timer settings with 

consent of the body corporate may be necessary in future. 

• Cloud-based load management platforms (potentially associated with EV chargers):  

o Requires the least amount of up-front infrastructure capital cost,  

o May be considered more expensive overall due to the ongoing annual load 

management fee provided by the platform provider, marginally more 

expensive charger units, and potential SIM card communications provider 

costs.  

o Is more prone to failure in the event of communications network outages, 

although units can now fail safe to a limp mode where only minimal charging 

occurs in the event of an internet outage. 

• Physical load management unit and data/communications cabling between each 

dwelling garage: 

o Requires higher capital cost, for conduit and data/communications cable to 

each dwelling garage as well as the supply of the physical load 

management unit and box to accommodate this, probably near the 

townhouse site switchboard.  

o Depending on when the load management equipment is purchased, this 

may be susceptible to becoming old technology. It might seem pointless to 

purchase the load management equipment if purchasers or occupants of 

the townhouses do not own EVs at completion of the build, or any time in the 

near years afterwards.  

o Provides more significant infrastructure cost allocation issues. There is simplicity 

in the developer supplying the load management equipment before the 

owners corporation coming into existence, after which time agreement to 

purchase such units might be more difficult. Also, consideration should be 

made on whether it is appropriate for the cost of the load management 

equipment to be apportioned across the full development, as would be done 

by the developer or if the owners corporation purchased the load 

management equipment at owners corporation inception. Or is it more 

appropriate for the first EV owner to supply the load management equipment 

and have all subsequent EV owners contribute to the fee for load 

management and reimburse the original purchaser? With only one EV owner 

on site, the load management equipment would also be less necessary as 

control of charging outside of peak times without overlap with other EV 

owners should be simpler, so the trigger for when the load management 
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equipment was purchased might be less obvious, but also needed to be 

defined.  

o Once the load management system is purchased, the chargers need to talk 

to the load management unit or be OCPP compliant.  

o Over the longer term this solution is likely to be the less expensive option as 

capital costs over time would be cheaper than annual cloud-based system 

costs.  

o Is likely to be more reliable due to the hard-wired connection to the load 

management system, so is not prone to communication system issues.  

5.1.3 Comments on Factors 

5.1.3.1 Simple, common, slow, Level 1, 10 A charging 

Most EV owners have a portable charging cable that is 5-7m long and includes a built-in 

inverter, that allows connection to standard 10Amp GPOs. This charging is considered Level 

1 charging, and is slow, charging at 1.8kW per hour which equates to sufficient charge per 

hour to travel 9km. Over an 8 hour charge period the car will be able to top up to travel a 

range of 60-80km. 

This slow overnight charging would suffice for most instances, particularly where EV users 

drive the typical daily commute as identified in section 3.2.3, or less in a day than the 

distances provided by an overnight charge (i.e. less than 60-80km), or when EV users are 

able or inclined to plug their EV in and top-up the battery each evening so that they are 

always driving with a near full battery. 

This slow charging keeps the amount of power drawn down in charging at a minimum, so 

the EV is charging at a similar rate, drawing similar power, to many normal household 

appliances. This rate of charging has no real impact on the required in-building, 

development wide or network electricity infrastructure.  

5.1.3.2 Faster charging options 

Slow charging with limited overnight capacity may be an inconvenience and irritation 

where EV users are unable to top up regularly or for a number of days, or they come home 

after a long trip having run down the battery and want to re-charge their car fully for an 

evening trip or long trip the next day.  The solution is to have access to faster Level 2 

charging onsite or Level 3 charging offsite at a publicly available charging facility.  

A comparison of level 1 compared to potentially suitable level 2 charging options follows. 
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Table 5  Comparison of hourly range charging per hour, range charge for 8 hours and time to charge for 

comparative distance (taken from Table 1). 

Level of 
charging 

Current 
(Amps) 

Rated 
Power 
(kW) 

Approx. time to 
charge 60kWh      
battery (hr) 56 57 

Range 
charge per 
hour (km) 

Range charge 
for 8 hours of 

charging 

Time to deliver 
charge to travel 

72km 

Level 1 
8 A 

(10 A GPO) 

1.8 kW 

single phase 

power 

34 hours 9 km 72 km 8 hours 

Level 1 
13 A 

(15 A GPO) 

3 kw 

single phase 

power 

20 hours 15 km 120 km 4.8 hours 

Level 2 

16 A 

(Fixed 

charger) 

3.7 kW 

single phase 

power 

 

 

16 18.5 km 148 km 3.9 hours 

Level 2 

32 A 

(fixed 

charger)  

7.4 kW 

single or 

three phase 

power 

7 37 km 296 km 2 hours 

 

Understandably, driver preference is for the convenience of faster Level 2, 32 A charging 

where re-charging after the average daily commute can be completed in 1-2 hours. 58 

5.1.3.3 Level 1, 13 A charging 

Level 1, 13Amp charging is charging provided by a standard domestic 15 A power point. 

This charging is significantly faster than charging from a 10 A power point, and a common 

approach to charging within existing dwellings in countries leading in EV uptake such as 

Norway. The requirements in the dwelling load centre (switchboard) are the same as for 

charging at the higher Level 2, 16 A charging rate.  

5.1.3.4 Level 2, 16 A charging 

This charging rate draws marginally more peak power and 

at a faster rate than 13 A charging, but is typically the 

lower level used to support more sophisticated level 2 

charging equipment. Level 2 charging equipment provides 

the opportunity for load management to be more 

sophisticated within a dwelling, between vehicles within a 

dwelling, or between other dwellings connected in a virtual 

load sharing system managed by some level 2 charging 

units. The requirements in the dwelling load centre 

(switchboard) are similar as for charging at the lower 13Amp charging rate.  

 
56 A 60kW battery has been selected as the median battery size of 94 electric vehicles on the market. 
57 EV Database, ‘Useable Battery Capacity of Full Electric Vehicles’. 
58 Ross McIntyre, ‘Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings - for the City of Sydney’ (Wattblock, 26 July 2018). 

 

Faster Level 2 

charging 

infrastructure allows 

the opportunity for 

more sophisticated 

load management. 
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16 A 3.7 kW charging also allows EV charging within developments without necessarily 

increasing the peak electricity demand drawn by the development beyond current levels 

if the charging occurs at the right time(s).  

Ross De Rango (Member Standards Australia EV committees, Chair Member Reference 

Group on Electric Vehicles - Australian Industry Group) commented:  

“Standalone dwellings in Australia used to have an 80 A single phase main switch, 

and a 100 A service fuse above that, but they’re not typically sized that way 

anymore.  It is relatively common for new housing developments in Victoria to be 

provisioned at 40 A single phase per house.  Adding a 16 A EV charger to a home 

with a 40 A main circuit breaker may be a problem if there’s no load management 

in place – if you turn on any other high power electrical device while the car is 

charging (kettle, electric hot water service, electric stove/oven, toaster, hairdryer, 

heater, aircon), you may hit or exceed the 40 A limit”. 

This scenario can also be understood from the load management discussion and figures in 

Appendix 1.  

The key consideration is that where charging does not exceed the peak demand level or 

the maximum total demand level in a dwelling or development, then EV charging will not 

cause the upgrade of any onsite or network infrastructure. This is the possible scenario with 

16 A charging, when charging is timed to occur when electricity consumption by other 

services or appliances in the dwelling is low.  

5.1.3.5 Level 2, 32 A charging 

The primary attraction of the faster Level 2, 32 A 

charging is the increased speed of charging and 

associated convenience – allowing charging at 

approximately twice the speed of 16 A charging. 

One hour of charging delivers approximately 37 km of 

range compared to 18 km for 16 A charging. 

Average daily travel distances can be charged in 1-2 

hours.  

As with Level 2, 16 A charging, a benefit of Level 2, 

32A charging is that the hard-wired charger units that 

accommodate this level of charging typically have 

in-built load management capabilities that allow 

some form of smart charging – a critical element in 

ensuring peak demand is not surpassed in any 

building. However, load management flexibility is 

greater with 32 A charging compared to 16 A 

charging as faster charging at available times can 

ensure the required charging occurs in smaller 

parcels of time.  

 

7.4 kW, 32 Amp supply 

allows charging at twice 

the speed and with more 

load management 

flexibility than 16 A EV 

charging. 

 

Level 2 charging units 

often also allow more 

sophisticated load 

management capabilities 

due to daily commute 

charges occurring in 

shorter parcels of time. 
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Adding a new circuit to charging at level 2, 7.4 kW, 32 

A, will increase the required in-dwelling infrastructure 

by less than $500 per dwelling as detailed in the costs 

section below. However, the cost difference between 

installing an appropriately located level 1 standard 10 

A power point and a level 2, 32Amp installation as 

specified in this report is less at approximately $200-300 

i.e. the premium to move from the slowest level 1 

charging to the preferred level 2 charging.  

On development sites of multiple townhouse dwellings, 

this increase in cost will be multiplied by the number of 

dwellings, although the per dwelling fee would be 

expected to drop slightly.  

In addition to in-dwelling infrastructure, the impact of 

level 2, 32A charging needs to be considered on the 

network supply infrastructure.  The Distribution Network 

Supply Provider (DNSP) capacity calculations and 

charges to developers vary from street to street, and 

depend on the capacity in the street. Three scenarios 

might occur:  

1. In some cases, no upgrade to the infrastructure in the street will be required with the 

inclusion of EVs.  

2. In many cases the infrastructure will need to be increased anyway even without the 

inclusion of an EV load in maximum demand calculations due to the shift from one or 

two dwellings to a higher density of dwellings on the site.  

3. In other cases, the introduction of EVs will be the driver of the increase in infrastructure 

or will drive larger increase in infrastructure than was otherwise required.  

We have sought feedback from Distribution Network Service Providers Citipower and 

Jemena to cost the impact of increases on our townhouse case studies. Feedback from 

Citipower59 suggested that there would be no additional costs for 7 kW charging to side by 

side dual occupancy dwellings with their own separate house titles, however there would be 

costs for the larger developments in case studies 3-6. See the following section 5.1.4 Costs.  

5.1.3.6 Documented support for 32 A charging 

Where overseas and recent local policy is prepared 

for charging in dwellings, Level 2, 32A charging (or 

greater) is almost universally proposed, for the 

reasons discussed below.  

Generally, the same level of charging is required for 

single dwellings, medium density dwellings or 

apartments (although different language is used). 

  

 
59 Daniel Bye, ‘CitiPower - Additional DNSP Infastructure Costs of Including EVs’, 9 September 2020. 

 

The additional cost to the 

developer of in-dwelling 

infrastructure for 7.4kW, 

32A charging in stand-

alone dwellings is not 

considered significant. 

 

The impact of cost of 

connection to electricity 

networks may be 

negligible, may be due 

to increased dwelling 

density, or due to the EVs. 

Scenarios differ by site. 

 

Overseas and local policy 

almost universally stipulates 

a minimum of 30-32 A EV 

charging. 
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Table 6  Charging rates proposed in jurisdictions overseas and reports completed for Australia 

Jurisdiction / Report Charging rate where proposed Building types where 

required   

International Code Council 

(ICC) 

40 A charging  One – two family 

dwellings, and multi-

family dwellings (three 

or more units) i.e. 

medium density 

dwellings and 

apartments. 

California (CALGreen) 40 A charging New one- and two-

family dwellings and 

town-houses 

with attached private 

garages. 

San Francisco 40 A charging  New one- and two-

family dwellings and 

town-houses 

with attached private 

garages. 

UK Dept for Transport 

(recommendation only at this 

stage) 

7 kW charging (at average 

230 V equates to 

approximately 32 A) 

All residences. Also, 

non-residential new 

and buildings 

undergoing major 

renovations with more 

than 10 parking 

spaces. 

London Plan via Greater 

London Authority 

7 kW charging (equates to 

approx. 32 A) 

All residential car 

parking spaces. 

 

Tunbridge Wells (UK) 3.6 kW 16 A or 7.4 kW 32 A 

charging 

Houses with garages, 

flats, commercial, 

retail, industrial. 

Edinburgh (UK) 7 kW (equates to approx. 32 A) Residential and non-

residential. 

Australian Industry Group (AiG) 

and Electric Vehicle Council 

(EVC) Working group 

recommendations to the ABCB 

32 A single phase Stand-alone dwellings 

with off-street parking 

and multi-residential.  

Delta Q report “Distributed 

Energy Resources (DER) in the 

NCC (2020)” for the ABCB 

7 kW (equates to approx. 32 A) Excludes standalone 

or medium density 

dwellings but includes 

apartments, office, 

industrial/warehouse 

buildings. 
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The Australian Industry Group (AiG) and Electric Vehicle Council Achieving “Electric Vehicle 

ready” in the built environment – discussion paper and recommendations September 2019 

recommends: 

“In these cases (individual dwellings), the electric vehicle driver will be well served by 

a 7 kW (32 A single phase) AC charger, which is capable of delivering 30 - 40km of 

range into an electric passenger vehicle per hour plugged in.  This style of charger is 

available with a wide range of optional features from a large number of 

manufacturers, can be installed by any qualified electrical contractor, and can be 

mounted either in the garage or external to the house near the driveway”.   

Comments from member of Standards Australia EV committees and the AiG EV Working 

Group Chair, Ross De Rango, similarly supports 32 A charging but also qualifies that load 

management is required so charging only occurs outside of existing peak electricity use 

times. 

“With 32 A charging, even if it’s scheduled there will be some impact on maximum 

demand at the dwelling level, just because it’s such a large load in the context of a 

domestic dwelling. 

This said, provided it’s managed in some way to minimise the impact, requiring 32 A 

circuits won’t be too big a deal.  In small developments (<6 dwellings), the extra 

network costs on the developer will be small.  In bigger developments it’ll be possible 

to manage how many are running concurrently on each phase, in order to negate 

the site-level impact on peak demand entirely.  The big potential problems stem 

from letting large numbers of EV chargers run at the same time - if they’re being 

controlled (the loads managed) then it doesn’t really matter if they’re 16 A or 32 A 

from this point of view. 

The key trade-off with going from 32 A down to 16 A is recharging speed.  A 32 A 

charger will typically deliver twice as much range to an EV per hour.  Note that not 

all vehicles can actually use the whole 32 A, and all vehicles are capable of 

recharging at lower rates, but they’re generally heading in the direction of being 

able to use 32 A.  Given the costs of the larger circuit can be managed, and there’s 

a potential amenity benefit to the driver, 32 A will likely make sense as the basic 

requirement”. 

Further comments in support of 32 A charging in residences come from Moreland City 

Council Climate Change Technical Officer Stuart Nesbitt: 

“My opinion, and it is certainly a requirement in our Council buildings policy for new 

buildings, is that 32 A single phase should be considered the minimum rate of current 

to be considered ‘EV ready’ charging infrastructure. 
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You’ll find that most of the manufacturers 

recommend 32 A single phase or 7 kW to be the 

minimum rate of charge for their EV’s and 

recommend only using their portable 16 A EVSE 

adapters in an emergency. The second 

generation EV’s have much larger batteries than 

the first generation and this may be the reason 

why (with 16Amp charging too little current is 

going into each battery cell). 

Also, you’ll find with multiple arrays that a lot of the time there may only be one or 

two vehicles charging where you’ll have 6 or more stations and you’ll be penalising 

those two vehicles and doubling the amount of time they need to achieve a full 

state of charge. 

From my position, the recommendation should not be for a 16 A minimum rate but 

mandate load management technologies to manage an array of 32 A single phase 

chargers in all circumstances. 32 A single phase should be the minimum”. 

The UK Department for Transport noted in sections 6.7 to 6.8 of their EV charging report:60  

6.7 Government proposes specifying a minimum 7 kW charge point both for 

residential and non-residential buildings. Some early home installations are 3.6 kW 

charge points, however, today the majority of the installations are 7 kW and 

expected increases in battery sizes and technology developments could make 

charge points less than 7 kW obsolete for future car models. Our discussions with 

industry indicate 7 kW is a sufficiently future-proofed standard for home charging.  

6.8 A 7 kW standard also better enables some of the smart charging benefits (i.e. 

managing of the supply of electricity to the vehicle over time) than slower speed 

charge points because any modulation in charge can be more quickly 

compensated for at other times. This reduces the impact on the local network and 

could reduce the spare capacity needed to operate the charge point.   

5.1.3.7 Distribution Network Supply Provider (Jemena and Citipower) concerns 

Engagement with the electricity Distribution Network Service Providers (DNSPs) Jemena and 

Citipower indicated they were still developing their policies in relation to EVs. As such 

responses in relation to the grid Impacts of EV charging were limited and high level.  

Jemena Commercial Strategy Manager (Acting) Stephen McLennan advised 61:  

“Jemena supports that provisions are made such as a dedicated circuit to supply 

future EV charging station within the new development, to support EV uptake. 

However, at present, there isn’t sufficient policy to manage and govern how the EV 

chargers would be used in the future. For this reason, Jemena proposes two methods 

to determine the maximum demand:  

 
60 UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’. 
61 Stephen McLennan, ‘Moreland Council EV Policy - Additional DNSP Infrastructure Costs of Including EVs’, 7 September 2020. 

 

With vehicle batteries 

growing in size, EV 

manufacturers are 

increasingly nominating 

32 A charging as their 

recommended minimum. 
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• the first method is to calculate the maximum demand for any-time charging 

with reference to the standard, applying appropriate diversity factors”. (I.e. 

AS3000 2.2.2(a)).  

• the second method is to calculate the maximum demand if Load 

Management is utilised effectively, (i.e. AS3000 2.2.2(b)(i)) and  

He also commented that allowing for load management now 

was important, and that allowing for expected future EV 

demand is a cheaper option than upgrading capacity later (i.e. 

a potential second post-development capacity upgrade): 

“The connection assets to be built now would be 

determined based on the maximum demand with an 

effective Load Management scheme in place (with 

realistic EV load uptake). However, the developer - in 

consultation with Jemena - should make allowances for 

space that may be required in the future for the maximum 

demand for any-time charging (“future provision” 

planning). We believe this will reduce the upfront 

Connection Charges and overall cost to the developers, 

whilst future provision in terms space would mitigate any risks in the future”. 

Thanh Bui, Principal Engineer, Customer and System Planning from Distribution Network 

Supply Provider (DNSP) Jemena, who engaged with us during this report preparation 

expressed a preferred position that there be no increase in the capacity requirements of 

dwellings with the introduction of EVs as this flows-on to the network. Although as service 

operators he confirmed they would of course meet the electricity demand of consumers.  

To counter this concern of the Jemena delivery team, the impact of the introduction of EVs 

will be gradual over time (since EV ownership is forecast to be 5-13% of all vehicles in nine 

years’ time62) so there is time to plan for this.  

In addition there are decreases in some areas 

of energy consumption across the electricity 

network (such as more efficient street lighting 

reducing night-time loads), increases in supply 

of daytime renewable energy (from the growth 

in solar electric PV panels) and new 

technologies at various stages of development 

or implementation that allow real time remote 

control of building energy consumption by the 

DNSP, or that enable car batteries to act as a 

power source for the network (see Vehicle to 

Grid technologies discussed in section 3.2.3 

Charging of this report).  

 
62 Energeia, ‘Electric Vehicles Insights’ (Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), September 2017), https://aemo.com.au/-

/media/files/electricity/nem/planning_and_forecasting/demand-forecasts/efi/2018/final---aemo-ev-insights---september-

2017.pdf. 

 

Jemena 

commented: 

“Allowing for 

expected future 

EV demand now 

is a cheaper 

option than 

upgrading later”. 

 

The uptake of EVs and required 

charging will be gradual – 

leaving DNSPs time to plan.  

There are many other factors 

influencing electricity supply 

and demand beyond just EVs.  

For almost all of the year there 

are no network constraints on 

supporting greater EV charging. 
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The electricity energy mix and requirements are always changing. DNSPs will respond to this.  

Jemena also advised that the wider electricity network is only really constrained on 5-10 

days in Victoria when it is very hot i.e. approximately 38 degrees and above. This occurs 1-

2% of total time for the year. These are the times that the DNSP would like to take control, 

and may be able to in future with technological developments. All other times there were 

no insurmountable network constraints.  

Citipower’s Daniel Bye, Head of Customer Connections & Requests, Strategy & Customer 

Group also confirmed that despite some streets needing upgrades, with system wide 

upgrades, there would be capacity for EVs being added into the total system.  

Addressing the discussion of exceeding peak demand levels, the London electric vehicle 

infrastructure delivery plan 63 notes: 

“A common concern is that EVs will put too much strain on the power supply and will 

cause the system to fail. However, evidence provided by the National Grid and local 

distribution networks suggests that this can be effectively overcome through better 

coordinated and ‘smarter’ use of our power networks” (p7). 

Network operators monitor activity and work to forecast demand to anticipate 

potential ‘headroom’ hotspots to ensure upgrades can be performed in advance, 

but this is not the only mitigation tactic available. Smart charging, which is already 

being introduced to charging systems, enables controlled timing of charging to occur 

through two- way communication between the car battery system and the grid. This 

would ensure demand from EVs is shifted to a less popular time of day, such as 

overnight between 22:00 and 06:00, which would mean no net increase in power 

demand and no concerns for the grid. These mitigations are most relevant for home- 

and office-based charging (p40-41)”. 

5.1.3.8 Load management options in dwelling and multiple dwelling sites 

The importance of load management has 

already been discussed in Load 

Management section 3.2.5 of this report and 

Appendix 1. Load management is the 

cheapest way to avoid the need to 

significantly upscale in-building, development 

and network infrastructure when additional 

electricity demand EV loads increasingly 

impact dwellings and network infrastructure.  

Due to the potential for un-controlled EV 

charging at peak electricity use times, where 

site and individual load centre capacity may 

be exceeded, some form of load 

management will need to be instituted. This would need to be implemented by all dwelling 

occupants with EVs or, where relevant, by the owners corporation on behalf of EV owners.  

 
63 The Mayor’s Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Taskforce, ‘London Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Delivery Plan’ (The Mayor’s 

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Taskforce, June 2019), https://lruc.content.tfl.gov.uk/london-electric-vehicle-infrastructure-

taskforce-delivery-plan.pdf. 

 

A (load management) system is 

required for scheduling EV loads 

to ensure charging occurs 

outside of pre EV peak 

electricity consumption times.  

Load management solutions are 

the cheapest option in 

accommodating EV charging 

into our electricity infrastructure. 
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The simplest in-dwelling load management is the installation of current sensors in dwelling 

load centres (switchboards). These current sensors allow switching on the EV charger when 

there is spare capacity in the dwelling.  

Another simple alternative is applying time restrictions via the use of simple timers on the EV 

circuit in a switchboard. Distribution Network Supply Providers (such as Jemena, Citipower, 

Powercor or their predecessor the State Electricity Commission of Victoria) have 

encouraged simple in-dwelling load management for decades. Offering discounted 

electricity rates and fixing timers in residential load centres (switchboards) has been 

common practice to encourage overnight storage hot water generation, ensuring power 

use is contained to the set off-peak times correlating with low electricity use in the 

electricity network. Ensuring EVs are charged at similar off-peak times, should similarly not 

create a problem for the electricity network.  

Simple load management between dwellings in a development, would involve different 

time allocations for different dwelling EV owners to charge their vehicles. Power is available 

in three phases from the street main. If there are three dwellings in a development each 

dwelling will be supplied by a different phase. If there were 6 dwellings in the development, 

two would be supplied by each phase. The load on phases should be balanced where 

possible.  

Owners by agreement or allocation by the owners corporation, particularly when dwellings 

are on the same electricity phase should have a non-overlapping time period in non-peak 

demand times, to charge their EVs.  

Where sites are larger or seeking a more nuanced load management solution the owners 

corporation will need to be more active in ensuring the site does not exceed maximum 

electricity demand due to the charging of electric vehicles. This can be achieved by 

ensuring the operation of the electrician set load centre timers do not occur concurrently 

on a single phase, or by a central load management hub for the site which could 

implement static, rotational or active/dynamic load management as described in section 

Appendix 1. This central load management hub might be either a physical unit located 

beside the site’s main switchboard, connected for communication to each charge unit for 

by data/communications conduit and cable; or a cloud-based software solution that is 

communicated to via Ethernet, Wi-Fi or SIM cards in each charger unit. The costs of the 

cloud-based load management systems are discussed in section 5.1.4 Costs.  

5.1.3.9 PV solar panel capacity supports daytime charging 

In addition to on-site load management, flexibility of daytime charging can be facilitated 

by the inclusion of PV solar panels in developments. This will not provide a fully reliable 

charging solution as its performance will be reduced on overcast days. However, it can 

potentially provide substantial daytime charging opportunities on a large proportion of 

days of the year, equivalent to on average 3.6 kWh per 1 kW installation per day each year 

in Melbourne.  

Separate policies to encourage greater uptake of PV solar panels in medium density 

dwellings will help facilitate this additional energy management opportunity.  
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If load management becomes an issue in medium density developments, the owners 

corporation could include a bylaw for EV owners to charge during the day from their PV 

solar supplied power when available.  

5.1.3.10 Signage notifying residents of EV charging capability 

Installing signage to make residents aware that the load centre and circuit in their garage 

can readily accommodate faster EV charging at 32 A, is expected to contribute to 

encouraging the faster uptake of EVs. By reminding occupants their dwelling has capacity, 

it reminds them that it may not be difficult to charge an EV at a faster rate at their 

residence.  

5.1.3.11 Benefits of passive provision of infrastructure during construction 

The provision of capacity within a load centre (in 

dwelling switchboard) and cabling to a potential 

charger location for Level 2, 32 A charging is not 

expensive, particularly if undertaken at the time of 

construction when the electrician is already on-site 

wiring cables inside of walls prior to the installation 

of plasterboard (assuming the most common 

timber stud framing construction).  

The cost of the adding the required dedicated 

circuit to the load centre, the electrical and data 

cabling to the proposed charge point junction box 

or isolator, and the timer and contactor in the load 

centre is detailed in the costing section but is up to 

$500 per dwelling.  

When the cost of the passive provision base infrastructure work is undertaken as part of a 

larger tendered contract, this will always be cheaper than where a separate quote is 

provided, separate visit to site required, and more complex destructive works, fixings, 

connection into an existing load centre (switchboard), and rectification work (potentially 

patching and painting plasterboard. Electricians factor in extra hours work and job risk 

when dealing with occupied dwellings where access to the dwelling may potentially be 

problematic, where shutting down the electrical supply may cause occupants problems 

and where if problems occur it means another visit to site, and not just a rescheduling of 

jobs within a day.  

The added benefit of installation at the time of construction is that cabling can be neatly 

concealed within stud walls before plasterboard is fitted, rather than surface mounted or 

more challenging in-wall insertion while plasterboard is installed.  

There are multiple studies from both the UK Department for Transport, Oakland and San 

Francisco that support the benefits of the installation of EV Supply equipment at the time of 

construction rather than as a retrofit. These are discussed further in the section 5.2.4.2 of this 

report.  

 

The cost of passive provision 

base EV infrastructure for dual 

occupancy and townhouse 

dwellings is small, particularly 

when installed at the time of 

construction of a new 

dwelling(s).  

Installation is cheaper and 

neater at this time than 

retrofitting.  
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In addition to the above cost benefits of passive 

provision installation when new medium density 

dwellings are built as opposed to retrofits, there is the 

added benefit that once the base infrastructure is 

installed, the only additional infrastructure required for 

active EV charging is the connection of a charger unit 

to the installed cable. This final step is shorter and 

simpler, than would be required if the full infrastructure 

installation was required. This reduced additional cost 

and simplification would reduce an infrastructure 

provision related disincentive to buy an electric vehicle.  

It is also attractive to renters who would be able to 

simply connect their charger to the existing installed EV 

circuit cabling, and disconnect their chargers if they 

shift.  

This passive installation of infrastructure will support the 

goals of future proofing new buildings for the coming 

technologies and encouraging the uptake of EVs to 

readily accommodate future zero emissions transport 

electric vehicles.  

While passive provision is proposed, active provision of the charger units at the time of 

construction has not been proposed as the ownership rates for EVs as discussed previously 

in this report is still only projected to be 5-13% by 2030. To require developers to purchase 

this additional charger infrastructure at construction stage would, if projections are correct, 

show 95% of charger expenditure being un-used and wasted within 10 years’ time. Active 

provisioning might speed the uptake of EV more than passive provisioning, but the 

uncertainty of uptake and significant additional cost of active provisioning makes it more 

difficult to justify in this review. The UK Department for Transport in its draft paper does 

however support the benefits of active provisioning,64 although the EV uptake rates in the 

UK are different to Australia.  

5.1.3.12 Only one passive provision circuit required 

Where townhouses have two or more car parking spaces the proposed charge point 

should be placed between and accessible to both spaces, to allow sharing of the charger 

unit with one car to charge at a time.  

5.1.3.13 Less desirable alternative to load management – increased maximum 

electrical capacity 

The alternative to the discussed load management solutions is for an increase in the 

maximum capacity to dwelling load centres, at a cost, so that the load centre can 

accommodate charging at unrestricted times, including at the existing pre-EV maximum 

electricity demand time. Un-restricted charging potentially at the existing peak time 

directly adds to the required maximum demand in a dwelling.  

 
64 UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’. 

 

With passive provision 

base infrastructure 

installed, going active 

with charging requires the 

reduced expense and 

effort of connecting the 

charger unit. Renters are 

not significantly 

disadvantaged.  

Passive provision of EV 

infrastructure encourages 

the uptake of EV without 

the unnecessary cost and 

later obsolescence from 

100% active provisioning.  
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In addition, where a main switchboard exists for a larger townhouse site the maximum 

electrical capacity of this would need to be increased, and if wide spread non-restricted 

charging occurred through a street or neighbourhood, it would become likely that an 

upgrade to the network supply capacity would also be required, at further cost, which 

would be passed on to consumers at some point. 

The costs of infrastructure upgrades are discussed in section 5.1.4 Costs. 

5.1.3.14 Offsite load management 

Additional load management options outside of onsite load management are increasing in 

prominence and will most likely become more common. However, these are less certain 

than the proposed onsite load management solutions discussed above.  

• Electricity retailers offer incentivised rates for power use in off-peak times, or cost 

penalties for use in peak times. Such rates are already available with different 

retailers. Energy retailer PowerShop has implemented a super off-peak electricity 

rate for EV charging. This charging structure creates a financial incentive that 

encourages local and grid wide load management. The rate is equivalent to the 

feed in tariff (FIT) obtained when sites export electricity to the grid, at 12 cents per 

kWh. This rate is available when charging occurs between the hours of 12 midnight 

and 4 am. Retailers are encouraged to provide this rate and make electricity sales 

at times when they would otherwise not be selling electricity. This can improve 

further with a greater move to flexible pricing based on system demand. While much 

of this aspect of load management is outside of the direct control of Councils, 

Councils can promote the availability of such rates. The limitation on this type of load 

management is that it is not guaranteed. While this will influence the patterns of 

charging in the desirable way to level out electricity use across the community, it 

cannot be relied upon in all instances as some people will still choose to charge in 

the more expensive times.  

• Smart appliances regulations that will allow electricity retailers to load control and 

switch off appliances within private properties. 

• Network load shedding practices. 

Note the roll out of smart meters has greatly helped in enabling electricity supply providers 

to monitor real time household or building electricity usage 24 hour per day to understand 

these usage patterns. 

  

 

Ultimately there are many methods to accommodate increased 

electricity demand from the charging of EVs, and many variables that will 

change possible scenarios.  

Level 2, 32 A charging with load management considerations similar to 

those included in the recommended requirements are our preferred 

solution to facilitate a policy. 
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5.1.4 Costs 

The total additional in-dwelling plus DNSP infrastructure costs provided below for selected 

case studies are for adding the following additional circuits (for comparison): 

• Level 1, 10 A circuit  

• Level 2, 16 A circuit or  

• Level 2, 32A circuit.  

The total cost premiums to upgrade to a 16 A or 32A circuit range from $150 to $1,580 per 

dwelling. The cost premiums as a percentage of total construction cost range from 0.02% to 

0.39%. 

Table 7  Cost premiums in medium density dwellings for upgrading from a standard 10 A circuit to 16 A or 32 A 

circuit 

Case study Option A - Cost 

of adding an 

additional 

10Amp circuit in 

garage  

Option B – 

upgrade to 

3.7kW 16Amp 

EV charging off-

peak times 

Option C – 

upgrade to 

7.4kW 32Amp 

EV charging off-

peak times 

Case study 2 - Dual Occupancy – Hope St 

Brunswick.  

   

In-dwelling infrastructure upgrade $250 $150 $150  

Network upgrade cost premium 

per dwelling 

 0 0 

Total cost premium per dwelling of 

charging beyond 10Amp 

 $150 $150 

Total construction cost per dwelling 

(average of both dwellings)  

 $706,660 $706,660 

EV infrastructure percentage of 

total construction cost  

 0.02% 0.02% 

Case study 3 – 7 townhouses – Pascoe 

Vale Rd Oak Park.  

   

In-dwelling infrastructure upgrade $250 $150 $150  

Network upgrade cost premium 

per dwelling 

 $715 $1,430 

Total cost premium per dwelling of 

charging beyond 10Amp 

 $865 $1,580 

Total construction cost per dwelling 

(average across the dwellings) 

 $406,403 $406,403 

EV infrastructure percentage of 

total construction cost  

 

 0.21% 0.39% 
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Case study 5 - 29 townhouses – Albert St 

Brunswick.  

   

In-dwelling infrastructure upgrade $250 $150 $150  

Network upgrade cost premium 

per dwelling 

 0 0 

Total cost premium per dwelling of 

charging beyond 10Amp 

 $150 $150 

Total construction cost per dwelling  

(average across the dwellings) 

 $535,867 $535,867 

EV infrastructure percentage of 

total construction cost  

 0.03% 0.03% 

 

For more details on source figures refer to Appendix 4. 

The above costs for 16 A and 32 A charging include the load management timer for off 

peak charging. If more sophisticated load management is considered between townhouse 

dwellings the cost of cloud-based load management of EV charging on larger townhouse 

sites would be approximately $400 - $600 per EV owner per annum but the DNSP 

infrastructure contribution cost may be reduced using the AS3000 Maximum demand 

calculation clause 2.2.2(b)(i) Assessment method.65   

The cost of EV charger units are an additional cost, but in the proposed recommended 

requirements section of this report these are to be borne by the EV owner and not the 

developer. The additional cost to supply and install charger units generally ranging 

between $1,800 - $2,200 (Universal Single-Phase System – cost provided by Brendan 

Wheeler from EVSE). 

  

 
65 Carola Jones CEO of Everty (charging station management company), Zoom interview, 7 July 2020, https://everty.com.au/. 
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5.2 Apartments 

Moreland council has experienced significant growth of apartment developments of five or 

more storeys.66 In order to future proof these development types the EV factors discussed 

under Recommended requirements should be applied to new apartment developments.  

 

 

 
66 Moreland City Council, ‘Better Apartments – A Discussion Paper. Moreland City Council Submission.’ (Moreland City Council, 

July 2015), https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/areas/amendments/amendmentslib-7208/c142/c142---madc---

better-apartments-discussion-paper---council-submission---july-2015.pdf. 

Low emission and electric vehicle infrastructure considerations 

for apartments 

As with medium density dwellings, when considering the incorporation of EV 

facilitating infrastructure within apartments, the competing considerations of 

the desire for fast charging and load management to minimise the impact on 

electrical infrastructure are critical.  

Level 1 slow charging (e.g. with standard 10 A or 15 A power outlets) is the 

simplest and cheapest solution to installing charging in apartments, however 

32A has been widely identified as the preferred option for residential overnight 

charging. Further providing a minimum 12 kWh charge has also been identified 

as the desirable minimum charge to be able to be provided to each vehicle. 

With EV uptake expected to continue to grow significantly over the life of 

apartment buildings, the goal to future proof apartment dwellings sets the 

parameters for the EV recommendations.  

As such a skeleton of infrastructure should be installed, that allows 100% of 

individual residents with access to an onsite allocated car space, to easily add 

the final elements to enable charging in their car space, when required.  

There are also financial benefits from installing this base EV infrastructure 

skeleton at the time of construction.  

The proposed solution aims to balance challenges between:  

• Encouraging EV uptake 

• Ensuring uptake opportunities are equitable 

• Upfront capital costs  

• Avoiding obsolescence of equipment  

• Reducing reliance on the often difficult process of obtaining owners 

corporation agreement for infrastructure upgrades  

• Not disadvantaging renters from joining the EV market, 

• Promoting EV uptake by ensuring a presence in buildings from day one, 
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5.2.1 Development characteristics 

Apartment developments in Moreland typically have some or most of the following 

characteristics. 

• A wide range of apartment basement and ground level car park configurations – 

See selected apartment case study car park layouts in Appendix 1.  

• Most residential apartment developments are space constrained in relation to car 

parking. Planning schemes set requirements for resident car parking numbers and 

potentially accessible and/or visitor parking spaces. There is often limited space to 

provide additional parking spaces dedicated to EV charging.  

• Charging EVs in apartment buildings differs from medium density townhouses in that 

most of the charging infrastructure is shared and located within a common property 

car park, unlike medium density where charging infrastructure is located within the 

private property of each individual townhouse.  

• For the above reasons, EV energy use billing in new apartments is typically different 

to with townhouses. In apartment developments electricity to EVs is typically 

supplied from the common area power rather than the metered electricity supply of 

each dwelling,   

• Of the 15 apartment building case studies reviewed in this project, 3 case studies 

(20%) have specified one or more EV charging locations. Examples of how EV has 

been provisioned for are shown in Appendix 2. Two of the Nightingale developments 

have EV car parking spaces but all spaces are shared parking spaces – there are no 

privately allocated spaces. EV charging for these spaces is proposed to be via 10 or 

15 A standard slow power sockets. 

• Of the case study apartment buildings 47% include car stackers. 

• Currently, the uptake of EVs in Australia is low, but this is expected to accelerate 

over coming years. While there are small numbers of vehicles charging, the 

demands on the power supply within an apartment building will be small. If as 

expected the demand for private electric vehicles grows then it may be desirable 

for Individual EV charging in apartments to be metered.  

• In addition, as EV uptake grows load management systems will become increasingly 

important to minimise peak electricity capacity requirements for the building.  

• All apartment developments have access to three phase power. 

• Per Table 3 three phase power can support 25 kW DC or greater fast charging. 

• Recognising that publicly accessible fast charging options are becoming 

increasingly available and will be like current petrol station refills; and  

• That charging facilities should also be readily available for electric bicycles, 

scooters, moped and motorbikes.  

In any EV charging system the key element of load management needs to be 

addressed, and this will become more critical as the EV ownership grows within 

apartment developments. To enable load management of charging, the charger 

units of all EVs in an apartment building need to communicate as one system and be 

co-ordinated to occur at times that are outside of non-EV related peak electricity 

consumption times.  
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• With charging leads up to 10 m long, central charge points can service cars either 

side of the parking bay where the charger is located. Long cables might need to be 

temporarily clipped to walls while in use.  

• Overnight charging typically provides up to 12 hours in which to charge. 

• In addition to infrastructure cost the impact of potential future demand from electric 

vehicles on the supply of electricity and the peak demand level which impacts 

mains electricity purchase tariffs are a limiting factor in the installation of EV charging 

capability in apartment developments.  

• Different parking bay configurations include: 

o Open 3 sides with a wall 

o In larger apartments, bays of 2 or 3 

o Middle of the car park, no wall space 

o Car stackers > Contactless charging 

Examples of apartment case study garage floor plans can be found in Appendix 2.  
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5.2.2 Recommended requirements 

The following represents the recommended EV factor for apartments.  

 

 

Low Emission and EV recommendations for apartments 

Required minimum capacity 

Residential apartment developments are to be designed and built with partial 

provisioning of EV infrastructure to enable every car parking space allocated 

for the use of residents to be able to be supplied with a minimum of 12 kWh of 

energy for charging at off peak times. The electrical system is to be designed to 

supply Level 2, 7.4 kW, 32 A single phase EV charging to each space managed 

by a load management system.  

Partial provision / EV capable infrastructure 

To be included in each development at the time of construction: 

• One or more EV dedicated distribution boards is to be provided for each 

car parking level, with capacity to meet the required minimum level of 

charging; 

• An approved power use metering system;  

• A scalable load management system to meet the requirements of this 

policy. (Scalable so that it can accommodate an increasing number of 

EVs as they are introduced to the building over time);  

• Cable trays and / or conduit installed to service each residential parking 

space to accommodate future EV cabling (power and 

communications). 

Minimising impact on the electricity supply network 

Any increase to the typical maximum demand of the development as a whole 

due to the introduction of EV charging within the development is to be kept to 

a minimum via an electricity load management solution. 

Visitor / Shared space EV charging 

Where one or more visitor/shared parking spaces are provided in a 

development a minimum of one enabled EV charging unit(s) is required to be 

installed at a shared parking space.  

The active provision EV charging space(s) should be located in highly visible, 

priority locations, to ensure tenants are aware, encouraged and have an 

incentive to shift to an EV. Clear signage is required to indicate the EV charging 

is available at the shared space(s).  
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Implementation considerations 

Before deciding on an application, in addition to the required EV factors, the Responsible 

Authority should consider: 

• For all installations whether and how the provision of EV charging can be 

accommodated so as to minimise additional peak load to the electricity network. 

• How energy efficiency initiatives in the development will create more capacity 

within a building for EV charging. 

• Details of how items below in these Implementation considerations have been 

addressed. 

Where EV infrastructure is required to be installed, the following items are to be addressed 

and demonstrated in the proposal. 

• Details of the location of the future charger unit (and to be shown on the plans). In 

many cases, the optimum position for a future connection location will be at one 

corner of the parking space. 

• Partial provision / EV capable infrastructure per the required standard.  

• Confirmation the design of the base infrastructure is the responsibility of the electrical 

engineer.  

Non-Residential Parking Spaces 

There are no mandatory requirements for EV charging to be provided to non-

residential parking spaces in mixed use developments. 

The provision of EV charging infrastructure is to be a decision of the developer. 

Rapid/Fast EV charging 

The provision of fast charging spaces is not to be mandated but is to be a 

decision of developer.  

Motor cycle, moped, bicycle or scooter parking 

Where space is provided for motor cycle, moped, bicycle or scooter parking a 10 

or 15 A double General Purpose Outlet (GPO – power points) is to be provided at 

the parking/storage area. One double GPO is to be provided for every six vehicle 

parking spaces to facilitate charging of electric bicycles, scooters, mopeds or 

motorcycles. 

Parking Facilities 

Parking facilities for these low and zero emission vehicles (electric bicycles, 

scooters, mopeds or motorcycles) should be located in a prominent, accessible 

ideally ground floor location to encourage their easy access for use on short trips, 

ahead of higher emission vehicles. 
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• That the load management system must be Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) 

v1.6 compliant to counteract that many load management systems are proprietary 

and only work with that brands hardware and may exclude some owners charging 

units. 

• The proposal should include mention that it is the owners corporation’s responsibility 

to implement a framework and rules to ensure effective load management, 

metering and cost allocation, and EV driver amenity.  

• The proposal should document that all future owners will be informed that the 

developer can facilitate the installation of EV supply equipment (cabling and 

charging units) to individual residential car spaces, at the time of construction, as an 

extra or inclusion.  

The proposal should document details of the arrangements for use of the charging station 

within the shared car space. The shared car space could be marked as a visitor’s car 

space / shared residents EV charging space. Where there are no EVs in the building the 

space would remain available for visitors. When one or multiple residents have EVs the 

owner’s corporation should enact a rule that the space is available for visitors during the 

day and residents with EVs from 6 pm – 8 am for EV charging.  

5.2.3 Comments on factors 

5.2.3.1 Required capacity for 100% of vehicles at 

32 A 

Based on Energeia AEMO report prediction that all 

vehicles will be electric during the life of new 

buildings (by 2050-60) (per section 3.2.2 of this 

report), where feasible the electrical capacity of 

the building should be such that 100% of 

residential owners’ vehicles in building car spaces 

can be adequately charged overnight.  

With this goal applying for the preferred level 2, 

32A overnight EV charging (32 A identified in the medium density comments section), then 

the electrical system installed at time of construction needs to be designed to enable every 

car parking space allocated to a dwelling to be supplied with a minimum of energy to 

enable top-up charging, as discussed in the Background-charging section of this report. 12 

kWh of electricity each night is considered the key goal as 12 kWh is the energy required for 

a typical passenger EV to drive ~60 km under conditions where the air-con and heating 

aren’t being heavily used, or the average driving range of approximately 40km when they 

are being heavily used. 67  

The minimum of 12kWh of energy to be supplied to each car will typically easily be able to 

be exceeded in the early years of EV uptake within a development, with charging 

available during most times over a 24 hour period, perhaps other than over the typical 

peak demand time(s) on the highest electricity use days. Similarly in mixed-use 

developments where there’s a large network connection and main switchboard on site to 

 
67 Ross De Rango, ‘NHP - Update on EV Factor Considerations’, 10 July 2020. 

 

100% of vehicles are 

expected to be EVs within 

the life of a building. To 

ensure future-proofing, 

apartment developments will 

need to be able to charge 

all residents vehicles 
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serve the non-residential portion of the building, total charging may exceed the minimum 

given the expected availability of non-residential capacity when that use is not active.  

Charging outside of residential peak times (i.e. outside of 7 am to 9 am, or 5 pm to 10 pm) 

will become more critical as more EVs are charged in the development.  

The intent of the recommended requirements is 

such that electrical system in conjunction with load 

management supports Level 2 charging with a 30-

32 A single phase supply to every car parking 

space allocated to a dwelling while minimising the 

increase in size of the main switchboard and the 

network connection to the site.  

Ultimately understanding the energy consumption 

trends of the apartment development is the key to 

effective load management, and will drive the 

available times for EV charging.  

5.2.3.2 Policy in other jurisdictions 

Where overseas policy is prepared for overnight charging in residential apartments, where 

stipulated, Level 2, charging at a rate of 30-40Amps is almost universally proposed, similar 

to in medium density development (see Section 5.1.3.6, Table 6). 

While there is near agreement on the rate of charging within apartment buildings, the level 

of provision of infrastructure varies significantly amongst jurisdictions who have 

implemented required infrastructure levels.  

The base level of infrastructure recommended in this report aligns most closely with that 

required by San Francisco i.e. 100% partial provision of adequate capacity in the main 

switchboard, separate EV distribution board(s), metering, load management and cable 

tray and concealed conduit. This exceeds the base level of infrastructure requirements in 

other US jurisdictions. San Francisco has the added requirement of cabling to 10% of 

spaces.  

However, there are recommendations and existing requirements in Tunbridge Wells in the 

UK and Surry in Canada that go beyond the partial provision requirements identified in this 

report and also require a level of cabling to 100% of individual parking spaces. See Section 

4.1 and Table 4 and Appendix 3.  

 

 

Ultimately understanding the 

energy consumption trends 

of the apartment 

development is the key to 

effective load management, 

and will drive the available 

times for EV charging. 
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5.2.3.3 Partial provision of infrastructure - 

providing the ‘skeleton’ for a functioning 

EV charging system 

The base level of infrastructure nominated in this 

report is similar to that outlined in the AiG and 

Electric Vehicle Council Working Paper, and in 

consultation with the Moreland EV project Working 

Group. 

The infrastructure nominated as required is that 

specified to avoid destructive or replacement 

work in the future.  

It is also the ‘skeleton’ for individual EV users to 

then attach their own cabling and charger units 

to be operational, and is what is required for future 

owner’s corporation managers to adequately 

manage charging of EVs within apartment 

buildings.    

Ensuring the building has electrical capacity to charge the required number of EVs is the 

critical starting point when designing for a proposed level of EV capacity within a building, 

to ensure expensive supply and switchboard upgrades and potential remodelling for 

increased switch room space are not required. This capacity is ensured by incorporating a 

load management system and delivering top up charging rather than upgrading the 

switchboard capacity.  

The separate distribution board for EV circuits on each floor is good electrical design 

practice allowing isolation of EV circuits; it can also more easily and centrally 

accommodate required total or individual circuit-based metering, and if well located 

potentially shorten cable runs to eventual EV charge units.  

Where proposed EV charger units are to be supplied by common property power rather 

than from the metered supply to their dwelling, and electricity is to be sold by the kWh, 

metering of the individual circuits to each EV space is required via a NMI pattern approved 

meter installed in or adjacent to the distribution board. Metering of each circuit within the 

EV distribution board is a common practice, and can be added progressively to the 

distribution board as EV circuits are wired to new charger units.  

Charging stations need to be part of a system that facilitates a central load management 

platform, and this platform needs to be specified and provided by the developer for each 

apartment building. Addressing load management at the development stage helps to 

avoid the challenges (discussed in section 5.2.3.5 and Appendix 6) of the owner’s 

corporation negotiating over or bearing the costs of this equipment at a later date. This 

load management platform can be cloud based or local onsite, both options taking 

readings from charging stations (via Wi-Fi or data cabling) as well as the building 

management system to balance with real time building energy use. Local control ensures 

management of charging if there are problems with the internet (NBN) or 

 

The skeleton should be built 

into the building to readily 

facilitate residents adding 

EV chargers and cabling at 

a later date when required. 

 

The skeleton includes: 

• Main switchboard 

capacity 

• EV distribution board(s) 

• Load Management  

• Metering   

• Cable tray to all resident 

spaces 
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telecommunications (4G/5G) networks. Local control may require a small hub or computer 

that sits in the switch room or comms room.  

Cloud based systems can also have a minimum control limp mode in the event of internet 

failure where by charging drops down to the minimum rate.  

Hybrid systems are also available. One system investigated relies on the chargers to 

communicate with the central load management platform which is connected to and 

monitors the buildings energy use. Active load management can occur within the building 

without relying on the internet, although the load management platform does rely on the 

internet for readings and more fine grain control. This system comprises EO Genius chargers 

connected to the EO Hub (Active Load Management platform). The EO Hub can manage 

up to 32 EO Genius units68. 

It is critical that any load management system is Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) v1.6 

compliant to counteract that many load management systems are proprietary and only 

work with that brands hardware.  

The load management system must be scalable so that it can accommodate an 

increasing number of EVs as they are introduced to the building over time, up to the point 

where it can accommodate EV charging to all residential parking spaces.  

The load management system is perhaps the most critical element of required EV related 

infrastructure in an apartment development. It spreads charging loads to facilitate the 

charging of EVs to reduce the need for significantly increased infrastructure. From the 

AiGroup and Electric Vehicle Council Achieving “Electric Vehicle ready” discussion 

paper:69 

Modelling of apartment complex energy use data (provided by Distribution Network 

Service Providers (DNSPs)) by the working group has shown that providing a system 

to intelligently manage these loads is implemented, typical apartment complex sites 

have the capacity to deliver sufficient energy overnight to easily support the daily 

usage of two electric vehicles per dwelling, without breaching the 3kW/apartment 

capacity level, even during the highest demand periods on record.  

There is also likely to be a future substantial market for demand response to deliver 

improved outcomes in the wholesale and network segments of the electricity 

system. Load management systems can potentially facilitate participation in 

demand response, allowing shifting of charging behaviour to maximise value.  

With this in mind, a load management solution which can scale to include new 

electric vehicle chargers as they are added is a required element of preparing a 

multi-residential building for the cost-effective future installation of electric vehicle 

chargers.  Overall costs will be higher and fairness lower if a load management 

system is not installed at the outset. 

If not installed at the beginning, and the building had no structured system to manage the 

load, the switchboard and network connection would need to be very much bigger at the 

time of construction, which would be cost prohibitive. It is much cheaper to schedule all 

 
68 Vivek Kasar, ‘Apartment EV Charging Stations (EVSE Sales Team)’, 10 September 2020. 
69 Ai Group, ‘Achieving “Electric Vehicle Ready” in the Built Environment - Discussion Paper and Recommendations’. 
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future EV charging loads via a load management system. For example, a 250 apartment 

tower will generally be provisioned with something like a 750 kVA transformer and matching 

main switchboard. Un-managed EV charging would imply a requirement for a much 

greater significantly more expensive 2 MVA connection. Such load imposts when repeated 

over other local developments would also be unsustainable on the upstream mains 

electricity network.70 

The installation of cable tray along car park ceiling soffits and concealed under slab or in 

column conduit is considered an inexpensive minimum path to plan for the future 

increased uptake in Electric vehicles, and to future proof a building for this. If cable tray or 

concealed conduit are not put it in, then destructive concrete cutting or drilling work will 

often be required, and individual circuits would be run individually and at greater cost to 

the required parking space. This creates the opportunity for uncontrolled and potentially 

messy cabling paths. Cable tray controls the location for cabling and reduces wall and 

floor penetration and cable fixing costs.  

5.2.3.4 Community wide economic cost benefits 

of passive provision of infrastructure 

during construction 

Beyond the base infrastructure being required to 

provide the skeleton of a functioning system, there 

are also community wide economic cost benefits 

of the passive provision infrastructure being 

installed by the developer at the time of 

construction. A number of assessments 

demonstrate the intuitive position that the costs of 

retrofitting EV infrastructure are shown to be 

multiple times the cost of installing at the time of 

construction (see section 5.2.4 Costs).  

Following the option where costs are lower to the 

community is a strong starting metric when 

economists evaluate economic choices.  

5.2.3.5 Challenges of owner’s corporations 

installing EV infrastructure 

As important as the above reason for the 

developer installing base EV infrastructure, is the 

ease of installation that is possible when decisions 

can be undertaken by one party, the developer, rather than by committee, as occurs once 

the owner’s corporation is established.  

Discussion with owner’s corporation experts confirmed the challenges in Victoria of 

obtaining approval for new owner’s corporation expenditure that causes a change to 

common property. If not installed by the developer, the base EV infrastructure work would 

need to be voted on and agreed by owner’s corporation members, generally in significant 

 
70 NHP Electrical Engineering Products, ‘The High Rise: Addressing the Need for EV Charging Infrastructure’. 

 

There are total community 

wide economic cost savings 

from building in base 

infrastructure at the time of 

construction of new 

developments.  

 

While this may cost the 

developer more, it is not 

proposed that they pay for 

cabling to chargers and 

chargers.  

 

Once base infrastructure is 

built in developers have 

apartments that are EV ready 

which has clear marketing 

benefits.   
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numbers. Obtaining such approvals for EV infrastructure would in many, if not most, 

apartment buildings be a challenging task, particularly in the next few years when it is likely 

that only a small percentage of OC members would be current or keen potential EV 

owners.  

The difficulty in obtaining approvals via the owner’s 

corporation for base EV infrastructure would place 

too much cost and challenge onto potential EV 

owners and would, as occurs with existing 

apartment buildings, hamper the installation of EV 

infrastructure to recently completed apartment 

buildings.  

An indication of the challenges the processes to 

obtain approval for common property work are 

included in Appendix 6. 

The Wattblock Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings report71 in its 

appendix A.13 has some of the survey responses from apartment occupiers and provides 

an insight into the varying views on providing further EV infrastructure in apartment 

buildings.  

5.2.3.6 Marketing and sale price premium benefits of EV capable base infrastructure 

While for the above reasons it is recommended the developer incurs the costs to install the 

base infrastructure, the developer will get the marketing advantage of having an EV 

capable development, that will make it very easy for future dwelling owners to install 

equipment and charge their EVs.  

As a consequence of this marketing advantage EV provision is expected to deliver 

premiums in the sale price of dwellings and help support the preservation of resale value in 

the future. This is intuitive, EVs might be a factor in making apartments more premium, and 

without EV charging soon apartments may not be considered premium.   

The relationship between EV charging and increased sale price or value to owners is 

alluded to in multiple locations, mainly blogs, but at this point in time no research based 

evidence was available to validate this intuitive expectation. The Wattblock report refers to 

the Lumina development in California but we were unable to find details on this:72 

“We are now also beginning to see evidence of developers marketing their buildings 

as being “electric vehicle ready”. At the time of publication Sasco developments in 

Sydney was already promoting their Genesis development as being ready for 

electric vehicle charging. This is included in addition to solar PV being integrated in 

the development as well. In California developments like Lumina have proven a 

market demand for electric vehicle charging does attract additional demand and 

supports premium property valuations”. 

 
71 McIntyre, ‘Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings - for the City of Sydney’. 
72 McIntyre. 
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5.2.3.7 Why only partial provision of base 

infrastructure 

It is important that early installation of infrastructure at 

the time of construction does not also introduce 

obsolescence and associated cost of waste. Limiting 

the extent of installation reduces the potential cost of 

obsolescence.  

Charger units are potentially more prone to 

obsolescence due to technology upgrades than 

perhaps switchboard capacity and cable trays. 

Obsolescence would become a possibility if charger 

units were installed to all parking spaces with many 

not used for 10 years, 20 years or potentially never.  

The never scenario might occur if ride share has a big 

impact on reducing private car ownership or other 

technologies such as hydrogen vehicles supplant 

electricity as the preferred option for cars.  

Hence the infrastructure proposed does not propose 

cabling, or the installation of charger units to all 

spaces.  

There is also no proposal for providing cabling or 

charger units to a smaller set percentage of 5 or 10% 

of residential car spaces, as occurs with a number of 

ESD tools. This topic is discussed further in section 

5.2.3.8, but the preference of recommendations in 

this report is to ensure all spaces are partially 

provisioned rather than a few spaces fully 

provisioned. Where a balance is sought between 

options this is considered preferable.   

In addition, it is considered there is no compelling 

reason why the apartment development as a whole should fund individual resident’s 

charging equipment. It may not be equitable for apartment owners without cars or who 

have no plans to purchase EVs in the near future, to have to contribute to funding the 

cabling and charger units for the EV owners. By the development being EV capable with 

capacity and conduits and/or cable tray to all spaces, EV charging is already funded for a 

significant proportion of the total cost to be actively charging.  

Developments being EV capable as proposed without cabling and charger units is still a 

very attractive proposition to future EV users. 

  

 

Installing just the base 

infrastructure that makes 

up the skeleton of the EV 

infrastructure helps avoid 

excessive unneeded up-

front costs and 

obsolescence.  

 

Also installing the skeleton 

is a considerable 

contribution to EV 

infrastructure paid for by 

the developer and 

ultimately all residents in 

development prices. 

Fairness dictates it is not 

unreasonable for EV 

owners to contribute to 

the final required 

infrastructure – cabling 

and charger units. 

 

OCs may choose to 

supply additional 

chargers if they can earn 

revenue from them. 
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5.2.3.8 When full active charging installations may be appropriate 

It is recommended that developers be required to offer the installation of cabling and EV 

charger units to provide active EV provisioning, as an inclusion or cost extra, to off the plan 

apartment purchasers. This would simplify the EV experience for some EV or future EV 

owners.   

In addition, having cabling and EV charger units 

installed during the construction stage has been 

shown to be value in promoting EV uptake73.  

Another example of where providing active EV 

provisioning is worthwhile is when developments 

have space within car parks for additional 

dedicated shared EV charging spaces. Providing 

shared EV spaces is an interim solution that removes 

the need for individuals and renters to purchase 

their own EV equipment, so the barriers to entry in EV 

ownership are slightly lower than in the partial 

provisioning base infrastructure only case.  

The existence of dedicated shared EV charging 

spaces is unfortunately not common, only provided 

in a few of the project case study developments. In 

most cases residential car parking is a premium, with 

spaces allocated to each residence or potentially 

shared visitor parking, based on town planning 

requirements.  

The limitation of providing shared EV parking spaces 

is that the system is not scalable to handle a 

growing number of EVs within an apartment building.  

Once the number of EV owners exceeds the number 

of shared EV car spaces, shared EV parking spaces 

become less convenient as owners will have to 

relocate their vehicles perhaps twice each evening 

to get their car charged. This might occur if you arrive 

home from work and the shared EV bays are all full. 

The waiting EV owner would have to wait until one of 

the charging vehicles has finished charging and 

been moved out of the charging bay, before 

charging their own EV.  

Even though there can be measures to streamline this 

such as allocating different nights for different EV 

owners to charge, penalty pricing for people that 

leave their car connected after it has been charged, 

or notifications when the incumbent vehicles are 

 
73 Beyond Zero Emissions and MRCagney, ‘Zero Carbon Australia Electric Vehicles’. 
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residents from 112 strata schemes 
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charged and disconnected, the inconvenience of monitoring charging and multiple shifts 

will still exist. The set and forget ideal of overnight EV charging, without the need for shifting 

EVs is a significantly preferable solution. And this preferred solution only occurs with EV 

charging for each car parking space that requires EV charging, facilitated by EV owners or 

the owner’s corporation installing their own cabling and charger units when required.  

The requirement for installation of a set percentage of cabling and charger units is a 

common scenario in ESD tools and a number of jurisdictions world-wide. In these scenarios 

the percentage of cabling and charger units is typically 5% of residential car spaces or 10% 

when considering cabling only to a junction box where charger units can be later installed.  

Issues with this approach can occur because: 

• This relies on allocating active provisioning to shared EV parking spaces with the 

associated issues discussed above; or 

• Specific car spaces are part of the title and owned by each dwelling in most 

apartment developments in Australia (as confirmed in Appendix 6 and unlike some 

other countries). In the early days of EV take up, where the percentage figure 

exceeds the number of EV owners or imminent EV owners, the issue is which owner’s 

spaces should be the additional active EV installed or passive EV ready spaces? 

Would allocations be arbitrary? If so, this reduces the impact of the infrastructure 

spend.  

The second bullet point issue would not arise if 

residential car spaces were not allocated to owners, 

similar with parking spaces at a shopping centre.  

There may be opportunities if planning rules change 

to reduce the requirements for minimum number of 

car parking spaces to be allocated to dwellings, as 

has occurred in the Nightingale developments. In the 

two Nightingale apartment case studies with car 

parking spaces, none were allocated, all were shared 

use car spaces. It is interesting to note that the draft 

London Plan requires residential car parking to be 

leased and remain unallocated, rather than sold.  

Another way around the issue of potentially arbitrarily allocating active or passive EV 

infrastructure to meet a minimum percentage or number of spaces requirement on 

developers might be if the developer could pay a set figure to the owner’s corporation for 

the future installation of cabling and chargers to a set number of spaces. However, the 

allocation and quarantining of this money to provide future active EV spaces may not be 

guaranteed, and would rely on the strength of the owner’s corporation laws and 

governance processes.   

Visitor space EV charging. Despite the challenges of going beyond partial provision base 

level infrastructure installation, it is still recognised as worthwhile to have a visible active EV 

charging presence in buildings, from day one, to keep EVs at the front of mind for all 

residents and encourage further EV uptake.  

 

Unallocated parking 

spaces, like at shopping 

centres, would better 

support developer 

installation of a minimum 

percentage of cabling 

and charger units. This is 

common at Nightingale 

developments. 
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Where dedicated shared EV charging bays are not available, and parking spaces remain 

allocated to residences or no new residence owners propose to require EV charging, one 

feasible way to provide a visible EV presence might be to enlist the visitor’s car parking 

space.  

As visitor spaces are usually prominent, when well-

marked as visitor and active EV spaces, tenants will 

become aware and reminded that their building has 

cabling and charging facilities for EVs, which may help 

incentivise some to move to electric vehicles. The 

concept of using a visitors parking space to locate EV 

car chargers is not new74.  

Another opportunity potentially available might be to 

increase the number of visitor spaces required in a 

development, thus providing more unallocated shared 

spaces available for shared EV charging.  

The added value of shared EV charging spaces is that it 

provides EV infrastructure that is accessible to renters, 

who would be much less inclined to install their own 

cabling and chargers given the uncertainty of their time 

in a residence. As around one in five potential Victorian 

electric vehicle drivers lives in rental accommodation75 

and renters make up a third of the Moreland population76, there is a great benefit to 

making the market also accessible to this group. The Victorian Department of Transport 

(2018) have identified a lack of EV infrastructure as a key barrier to EV adoption.77  

A final benefit of this active EV infrastructure from day one of the development is that it 

may also enable residents to trial EV’s and the process, before committing to the installation 

of their own EVSE (cabling and charger unit).  

As the number of EV owners in the building grows and sharing of limited spaces becomes 

more difficult, residents will then most likely opt for the option of dedicated charging every 

night in their own parking bay, at their own reduced expense (as the base cable tray and 

load centre capacity is included already for the building).  

  

 
74 McIntyre, ‘Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings - for the City of Sydney’. 
75 Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure (VIC), ‘Creating a Market: Victorian Electric Vehicle Trial Mid-

Term Report’. 
76 Statistics New Zealand, ‘City of Moreland Community Profile’, Community Profile - City of Moreland, n.d., 

https://forecast.id.com.au/moreland/residential-development. 
77 Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure (VIC), ‘Creating a Market: Victorian Electric Vehicle Trial Mid-

Term Report’. 

 

Where dedicated 

shared EV spaces are 

not possible, visitor 

parking could include 

an EV charger. 

 

Increasing the number 

of shared parking 

spaces increases the 

number of unallocated 

car parking spaces.  
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5.2.3.9 Management of EV charging by owner’s corporations 

The title to privately owned resident car spaces is just the 

area of the actual parking space. The area surrounding 

the space, the walls, floors and ceiling, is common area. 

In addition, the infrastructure such as car park lighting, 

switchboards, cable trays, electrical power outlets are 

the common property of the strata scheme. 

Since the shared base infrastructure is common property, 

and charging and associated load management is 

required during the operation of the building, the owner’s 

corporation will need to co-ordinate and manage the EV 

charging process. (The existence of and expectation for owner’s corporation involvement 

in management of apartments is a key benefit in the management of EV charging in this 

type of residence(s). It contrasts with the potential limitations in larger townhouse 

developments where there is less expectation for owner’s corporation involvement, and 

less formal co-ordination of load management).  

The owner’s corporation will need to set parameters for charging and charging equipment 

to ensure load management can be properly facilitated. They will also need to ensure 

billing for electricity use can be managed. And everything needs to communicate. To aid 

this all chargers need to be Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) compliant.   

While it is recommended developers provide partial provision of EV infrastructure, it may be 

attractive for owners corporations to install charger units. In this scenario the OC would then 

own these units and may be able to generate an income source by selling the electricity to 

EV users at rate including a fee component to gradually pay back the charger unit and 

cabling investment(s). Where Embedded Networks exist on larger apartments, or large PV 

arrays are available for common area electricity generation, producing cheap or free 

electricity, there may be more space between the cost of the electricity to the OC and the 

rate charged to EV users, to make this OC supply of cabling and charger units worthwhile. 

However, given that this decision is likely to be made during the operation of the building, it 

is outside the scope of this project in terms of influence.  

Note should owner’s corporations desire to provide cabling and charger units to potential 

EV users post construction, and further support the uptake of EV in apartment buildings, 

Appendix 6 provides a work-around that may enable this.  

For more detail on recommended owners corporation processes for management of EVs 

refer to section 5.2.3.5, Appendix 6 and the Wattblock “Electric Vehicle Recharging in 

Residential Strata Buildings” report 2018 for the City of Sydney, Appendix A.8. 

5.2.3.10 EV charging should be metered 

The importance of metering and owners corporation management of the rules and 

frameworks relating to EV charging will become more evident with the growth of EV 

ownership. In many existing developments people charge from 10 A or 15 A non-metered, 

common property power points. The growth in use of non- metered power points will 

create future problems for the OC as the building owners will be paying for EV owners to 

charge their vehicles.  

 

As EV charging occurs 

during the operation of 

the building, owner’s 

corporations need to 

have a framework and 

rules to manage 

charging. 
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5.2.3.11 Car stackers 

From the 15 apartment case studies, 7 of the 15 

developments include car stackers.  Stackers present 

slight challenges to EV charging as charge leads and 

connections to charge units may become entangled 

with moving stacker parts. While one retailer suggests 

they stay away from EV charging in car stackers due 

to the risks involved, another confirms it can be 

managed78. Their approach is for car charger unit 

cabling to be included with the power supply to the 

stacker ramps in the flexible energy chain (flexible 

‘conduit’ to partially protect the cables).  

A benefit of requiring partial provisioning of skeleton 

infrastructure only is that the developers can choose 

the passive or active provisioning options for stackers that suit them best.  

To ensure partial provisioning can readily be turned into active provisioning stackers should 

be purchased with a capability for EV charging, whether via cable or wireless charging, 

which is an emerging technology.   

5.2.3.12 Rapid charging  

With three phase power to all apartment buildings, Level 2, 22 kW, 32 A three phase rapid 

charging should be possible in all apartment buildings much the same way the proposed 

single phase 7 kW 32 A single charging can be delivered (i.e. approximately 7 kW from 

each of the three phases). This three-phase charging can be more than twice the speed of 

single-phase level 2, 7 kW, 32 A charging, however there are limitations on this charging 

solution, discussed below. These limitations make it useful to distinguish three phase AC 

charging as ‘rapid’ rather than ‘fast’ charging. 

A big limitation on this rapid 22 kW three phase AC charging is that most vehicles only 

come with a single-phase AC to DC rectifier (the rectifier converts the supply power from 

AC to the required DC for the battery). They cannot take advantage of the other phases 

provided with three phase supply, and the vehicles will still charge at the same speed as a 

7kW single-phase charge.  

 
78 KLAUS Multiparking, ‘E-Parking XS and XL - Intelligent Charging Preparation’ (KLAUS Multiparking, January 2019), 

https://www.multiparking.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Data-Sheet_E-parking_2019-01-11.pdf. 

 

Car stackers are a common 

feature of apartment car 

parking solutions.  

Where installed, for building 

future proofing, car stackers 

will need to be able to 

easily incorporate EV 

charging.  
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While 22 kW three phase AC charging is limited 

by the single-phase rectifier in most cars, 

because the power is in DC form and already 

suitable for car batteries, the limitation of the 

single-phase AC to DC rectifier is not relevant in 

DC charging. As such 24-25kW DC charging can 

be a viable alternate to 22kW AC for rapid 

charging. While very few EVs can take 

advantage of 22kW AC (32Amps 3P) rapid 

charging, 95% of EVs can use 25kW DC (35Amps) 

rapid charging for almost the same electrical 

current input. The 25kW DC option offers 

significant value if rapid charging can be 

incorporated in particular development plans 

(assuming 22kW AC charging was being 

considered). The cost of installation of 25 kW DC 

“rapid” charging is estimated in the range of 

$15,000 -$20,00079. 

5.2.3.13 Fast charging 

Fast charging differs from rapid charging in that it involves DC charging not AC charging. 

Unlike three phase AC charging most EVs can accept three-phase DC fast charging.  

The attraction of DC fast charging would provide a convenient back-up charging solution 

on site that can charge most near flat batteries in close to an hour. 

However, one of the challenges in an apartment 

building of DC fast charging is that EV users expect 

it to be available any time, on demand. This has 

implications for the required electrical capacity of 

the building if the potential user (resident) wants to 

fast charge during already peak demand times. 

Due to the additional electrical capacity 

requirements, there are significant implications on 

the cost of supply infrastructure to a development. 

In addition, installing a DC fast charging unit is a 

capital intensive project costing $20,000 to $100,000 

depending on power availability at the site.80 

Further, fast charging, while convenient for emergency charging, may not be regularly 

utilised by residents. While desirable to have available from a speed and occasional 

convenience point of view, a separate fast charger unit will involve moving the vehicle 

after charging and also most likely include a price premium to use (to manage its use). 

Where residents have the option of plugging in to charge in their own parking bay, not 

needing to shift the car during the evening, and paying a lesser fee to charge, this will be a 

simpler and cheaper solution. This is confirmed by Carola Jones CEO of Everty in relation to 

a large apartment building where they manage chargers:  

 
79 Stuart Nesbitt, Advice from Stuart Nesbitt – Climate Change Technical Officer – Moreland City Council, 13 September 2020. 
80 Wattblock “Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings” report 2018 for the City of Sydney, p18. 

 

While fast charging on site for 

residents’ use offers back-up 

convenience, it is an 

expensive extra and may not 

be used significantly. The 

payback may be slow. There 

is a risk for the planning 

authority to require this. 

 

Rapid charging via 25 kW 35A 

DC charging might be a viable 

charging alternative to 7kW 32 A 

charging. There are advantages 

to having this option available, 

however, where each car only 

takes an allocation of 10-12 kWh 

of charging, this only shortens 

the charge time from 2 hours to 

40 minutes. The practical issues 

discussed below in fast charging 

also apply.  
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“Users avoid the fast DC charger because they have to move their car and pay 

extra for this”. 

Given residential apartment developments are unlikely to have too many fast chargers, 

they are not a scalable solution to satisfactorily accommodate large numbers of EV 

charging. They are a nice to have convenience, expensive and not the best overall 

solution.  

For these reasons we believe it should be an optional choice for developers to install fast 

charging technology.  

5.2.3.14 Mixed-use developments – commercial parking 

Where commercial / non-residential developments are included with residential 

developments the load profile for the development will differ to a purely residential 

development. These mixed-use developments may afford opportunities to accommodate 

fast charging for commercial visitors, but due to the potential significant additional costs 

per above, we believe it should be an optional choice for developers to install fast 

charging technology. Developers should be free to choose if the benefits outweigh the 

considerable costs.  

5.2.3.15 Electric mopeds, motorbikes, electric and traditional bicycles, electric and 

traditional scooters 

The provision of adequate 10 or 15 A power points 

in bicycle, moped or motorbike storage locations is 

an insignificant expense to developers ($100 - $200 

each) and easy to include to support charging of 

these smaller electric vehicles. The rate of one 

double GPO per six spaces allows points for 

charging one out of every three vehicles.  

This rate assumes there will always be a significant 

number of ordinary non-electric bicycles in any 

bicycle parking area. We have assumed at least 

half will always be non-electric into the future, and 

also factored in that while most electric bicycles 

batteries are locked in place in the bicycle, they 

can also be removed by owners. This allows some 

owners to remove the battery and charge this in 

their apartment if they desire.  

Ultimately it would not be expensive to retrofit additional 10 or 15 A power points if 

additional ones were required.  

The location of bicycle stores should be such that use of these zero or low emission vehicle 

options for short distances is easier than taking a car out, for example bringing a car up 

from the basement. Given about 40% of car trips in Melbourne are less than 2 km81, there is 

a very big opportunity for emissions reduction if bicycles or electric bicycles can replace 

 
81 Environment Victoria, ‘Sustainable Living - Active Transport’, Environment Victoria, 16 November 2015, 

https://environmentvictoria.org.au/resource/active-transport/. 

Figure 5  Poorly located power points 

leading to long extensions leads to charge 

this EV 
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internal combustion engine cars for many of these short trips. To facilitate ease of use 

bicycle stores should be located at ground level with an easy path to the roadway or path 

beside the development.  

 

Figure 6  Bicycle store opens directly onto the footpath and road at the Nightingale development, 30 Railway 

Place Fairfield. Image LID Consulting. 

 

5.2.3.16 Electric vehicle car-share 

New developments should contact car share providers during the design phase and 

investigate whether there is an opportunity for a share car to be located within their 

development.  

Car share operators currently operating in Melbourne include: 

• Flexicar 

• GoGet 

• Green Share Car 

• Good Car Company (100% electric cars) 

• Ohmie (100% electric cars) 

• Popcar 

• Oyo 

Locating a car share within a development would require a parking space for this car, but 

may reduce the private vehicle requirements for apartment dwellers. This is to be 

encouraged where possible as it provides access to a car without the need for the more 

expensive ownership of vehicles.  

Car share might also be a smart interim measure while the future of private car ownership is 

uncertain (if Uber style transport with drivers or autonomous vehicles becomes the norm 
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private car ownership may drop. It is one of the potential scenarios in the future of 

transport).   

Where a car share space is provided within a development, this space should be able to 

accommodate an electric car share vehicle. Charging of a share car would need to be 

via a fast charger as the vehicle would ideally be well used. Given a fast charger would be 

required for an electric share car, it should be an optional choice for developers to install 

fast charging technology.  

5.2.4 Costs 

5.2.4.1 Costs and percentage of total construction costs, of partial provision 

infrastructure 

From the AiG and EVC Achieving “Electric Vehicle ready” in the built environment – 

discussion paper and recommendations September 2019 (p8): 

Modelling of apartment complex energy use data (provided by Distribution Network 

Service Providers (DNSPs)) by the working group has shown that providing a system 

to intelligently manage these loads is implemented, typical apartment complex sites 

have the capacity to deliver sufficient energy overnight to easily support the daily 

usage of two electric vehicles per dwelling, without breaching the 3 kW/apartment 

capacity level, even during the highest demand periods on record.  

Based on this information and discussions with 

AiG’s Ross De Rango the provision of 12 kWh 

charging for every EV allocated to a dwelling to 

cover average daily travel distances 

recommended in this report will not cause an 

increase in the electrical supply costs or 

switchboard peak demand capacity of the 

development. Load sharing as always in EV 

charging is the key to prevent a required 

capacity increase.  

There will be however be other non-supply 

capacity costs from the proposed infrastructure. 

Typical items may include:   

• Circuit in main switchboard for EV distribution board(s) to allow 7.4 kW charging per 

car 

• New distribution boards on each car parking level  

• Cable trays and / or conduit throughout internal car park roofing  

• Framing out for or drilling core holes in concrete floors and walls for required cabling  

• Cables and connection from distribution board(s) to main switch board and fuse 

switches  

• Fire sealing of core holes  

The costs of installing these items have been calculated at the time of construction and are 

as follows. More detail is provided in Appendix 4 Apartment case studies.  

  

 

The provision of 12 kWh 

charging for every EV 

allocated to a dwelling will not 

cause an increase in the 

electrical supply costs or 

switchboard peak demand 

capacity of the development. 

However, three will be other 

non-supply capacity costs.  
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Table 8  Costs and percentage of total construction costs, of partial provision infrastructure in apartment 

building case studies 

Element 

Case study 7 

(Cost excl 

GST) 

Case study 10 

(Cost excl 

GST) 

Case study 14 

(Cost excl 

GST) 

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost $9,560 $20,210 $25,865 

Total construction cost of development $7,014,022 $11,291,456 $26,544,306 

EV infrastructure as a percentage of total 

development cost 
0.14% 0.18% 0.10% 

 

5.2.4.2 Benefits of infrastructure installation at the time of new builds vs retrofits. . 

The above costings represent the expected cost of EV installation undertaken at the time of 

construction. As discussed, installing the base skeleton of infrastructure for all dwellings at 

once during construction is significantly cheaper than retrofitting all as a group, or 

individuals retrofitting as required.  

The UK Dept for Transport study82 discussed in the dual 

occupancy and townhouse costs section of this report 

indicates the significant benefits of installation during 

construction as opposed to retro-fitting of cabling and 

charger units. The cost of installation at construction is 

seen to be over 50% cheaper than the retrofit.  

While we are not recommending the installation of 

cabling or charger units as in that report, just the 

skeleton of the distribution boards and cable trays, a 

similar principle applies. As indicated in the Comments 

on factors section 5.2.3 of this report the EVSE 

nominated as required is that infrastructure specified to 

avoid destructive or replacement work in the future.  

It is cheaper to plan to install conduit prior to a 

concrete pour than to drill, install and patch concrete at a later date. It is also better when 

installing the main switch board (MSB) to ensure it has a circuit for the EV distribution 

board(s) that can accommodate the EV circuit without needing to replace an at capacity 

main switch board (MSB) later.  

The real benefits arise however due to the simplicity of installing at construction compared 

to later due to the challenges of installation due to owner’s corporation common area 

expenditure challenges.  

The cost savings of installing EV infrastructure at the time of construction as opposed to 

retrofit is shown below from the US City of Oakland study undertaken by the California Air 

 
82 UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’. 

(p.7, 21)  

 

UK studies support an 

intuitive understanding 

and suggest the savings 

from installing EV 

equipment at the time of 

construction rather than 

retrofitting are greater 

than 50%. US studies 

suggest the savings can 

be closer to 75%. 
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Resources Board 83. While the costs are in US dollars the order of magnitude is of interest. EV 

ready vs EV capable infrastructure installed at the time of construction vs a retrofit, is shown 

for each of three different scenarios. Installing EV capable infrastructure in apartments (the 

last scenario) at the time of construction is approximately one quarter of the cost of the 

installation during a retrofit. 

 

 

Figure 7  California Air Resources Board study: Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure: Multi-family 

Building Standards April 2018. 

 

A similar study of the benefits of installation during construction as opposed to retrofitting, 

(although for EV ready infrastructure only) is from nearby San Francisco. The study similarly 

found it is 3-4 times more expensive to install EV infrastructure after the point of 

construction84. 

 

 
83 Dana Papke Waters et al., ‘Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure: Multifamily Building Standards’ (California Air 

Resources Board (CARB), 13 April 2018); Matt Frommer et al., ‘CE217-19 Part II - 2018 International Energy Conservation Code’ 

(ICC Committee Action Heatings, April 2019), https://newbuildings.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CE217-P2.pdf. 
84 ICF, Santa Clara County, and California Strategic Growth Council, ‘Plug-in Electric Vehicle Best Practices Compendium’ 

(Santa Clara Driving to Net Zero (DNZ), 9 March 2018). 
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Figure 8  Costs of passive provision of EV infrastructure new construction v retrofit85 

 

Australian context advice from AiG Chair of the Member Reference Group on Electric 

Vehicles, Ross De Rango similarly suggests for apartment complexes with shared parking 

infrastructure, the benefit to cost ratio of installing partial provision infrastructure to all 

spaces at new works construction rather than as a retrofit is 5 to 1.86 

5.2.4.3 Benefits of group bulk installation  

While discussing bulk retrofits compared to individual retrofits the Wattblock report 87 

discusses the benefit of group bulk installation action as opposed to individual action (for 

the retrofitting of 16Amp charging in existing apartment buildings), stating: 

“Setting up basic infrastructure for all residents is more cost effective than requiring 

individual EV owners to install their chargers without any infrastructure being 

provided.  As a guide, Wattblock estimates a basic infrastructure upgrade to 

prepare everyone for 16 Amp EV charging to be approximately $600 per apartment.  

For individuals setting up their own chargers one at a time this is expected to be 

more than $1,500.   

This costing assumes cable trays, cabling, core holes, fire sealing core holes, connection to 

distribution boards for a 16Amp installation but excludes the cost of the charger unit88. 

These allowances align broadly to the recommendations of this report for base skeleton 

installation to all residential parking spaces (except for the capacity of the circuit being 

32Amp).  

  

 
85 ICF, Santa Clara County, and California Strategic Growth Council. 
86 Ross De Rango, Construction vs retrofit costs discussion, Phone, 12 June 2020. 
87 McIntyre, ‘Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings - for the City of Sydney’. 
88 Wattblock “Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings” report 2018 for the City of Sydney p54 
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5.2.4.4 Fast charging costs   

The Wattblock report89 comments (in relation to retrofitting fast charging) 

If the developer wants to provide this facility to charge anytime it will come at cost. 

Fast charging draws a very significant additional electrical demand with implications 

on the cost of supply infrastructure to a development. In addition, installing a DC fast 

charging unit is a capital intensive project costing $20,000 to $100,000 depending on 

power availability at the site. 

  

 
89 Wattblock “Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings” report 2018 for the City of Sydney, p18. 
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5.3 Industrial / Warehouse 

 

  

Low emission and electric vehicle infrastructure considerations 

for industrial / warehouse developments 

There is no recommended requirement to include Electric Vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) in industrial / warehouse developments. This is due to: 

• the ease of retrofitting EVSE in most of these types of developments  

• the variability in stationary business and potential transport EV electricity 

consumption demands of different tenants 

• complexity in assuming what EV demands different businesses might have; 

and  

• the fact that many industrial /warehouse developments are speculative 

and at the time of planning approvals and sometimes construction, a 

tenant is not known. 

However, with industrial / warehouse developments potentially becoming sites for 

large electricity generation in the future, there may be an interest in solar PV 

installation owners selling or providing EV to workers vehicles as a priority over 

feeding excess electricity back into the grid.  

Given the potential for this scenario, and the small cost associated with the 

measure, developers should consider installing EV cable suitable conduit from the 

main switch board to nominated EV charging location(s) or garden bed(s) 

beside car parking bays.   
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5.3.1 Development characteristics 

Industrial / warehouse developments in Moreland typically have some or most of the 

following characteristics: 

• Industrial / warehouse developments typically have predominantly obstruction free 

flat roofs.; they have large span, open space buildings with a smaller office area 

near the front.  

• Many of these developments are built as a number of smaller factories without a 

known tenant in mind at the time of the town planning application. Many are also 

built with known tenants and expected uses.  

• The uses of these buildings vary wildly and may include:  

o Storage - builder, plumber, tradesman’s yard, personal or commercial storage  

o Retail 

o Manufacturing - commercial kitchens, food storage, printers, auto mechanics, 

steel fabricators, window fabricators and other manufacturing facilities 

incorporating ovens, freezers, hoists, production facilities etc.  

• A review of typical warehouse/industrial occupants in Hossack St Coburg North 

showed the following businesses along with a number of unmarked 

warehouse/industrial buildings: 

o Marble bench top manufacturer 

o Mechanics 

o Wholesale Bakery 

o Direct to the public meat retailer  

o Funeral Parlour 

o Appliances repair 

o Mechanics 

o Fruit and Vegetable Wholesalers 

o Renewable energy contractors 

o Poultry factory outlet 

o Construction fasteners supplier 

o Other – non specified. 

During this project three industrial / warehouse development case studies were reviewed. 

The ground floor and parking area plans from these case studies are represented in 0.  
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5.3.2 Recommended requirements  

The following represents the recommended EV factor for industrial / warehouse 

developments.  

 

 

5.3.3 Comments on factors 

5.3.3.1 Ease of retro-fitting circuitry and charging units. 

There is no recommended requirement to include Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment in 

industrial / warehouse developments due to the ease of retrofitting EVSE in most of these 

types of developments. 

Retrofitting EV chargers within warehouses/industrial buildings is expected to be simple for 

the following reasons: 

• All industrial/warehouse developments are expected to have three phase power 

• Cabling is not concealed but wall or roof mounted  

• By design warehouses are large and open plan, providing space for occupants to 

configure as they see fit.  

Retrofitting EV charging infrastructure to external car parking spaces around these building 

types is also, not overly difficult, although a little more so than retrofitting EVSE internally. In 

many warehouse/factory developments garden beds run alongside car parking bays. It is 

not particularly difficult or expensive to remove plants, install conduit in garden beds and 

reinstall plants. Cable can easily be drawn through conduit to proposed charge station 

locations. Where there is solid concrete pavement between the warehouse/factory and 

the garden beds or potential charge points, concrete would need to be cut, conduit laid, 

the trench backfilled and concreted over. Cable could again be easily drawn through the 

conduit. Typically, this is not an unusual, difficult or particularly expensive process, unless the 

distances of concrete cutting and relaying are significant.  

However, due to the low cost of installing suitable conduit to potential external EV charging 

locations at the time of construction, it is recommended that developers provide for 

potential future charging facilities to external car spaces. This should be done by installing 

electrical conduit with draw wire from the main building load centre, under concrete 

pavement to the nominated car spaces (or garden beds beside car spaces). 

Low emission and electric vehicle infrastructure recommendations 

for industrial / warehouse developments 

There are no mandatory requirements for EV charging to be provided to industrial / 

warehouse developments, either inside or outside of the building. 

The provision of EV charging infrastructure is to be at the discretion of the 

owner/tenant. 

It is recommended that conduit be provided between the main switch board and 

nominated EV charging location(s) or garden bed(s) beside car parking bays. 
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5.3.3.2 Large range in stationary and vehicle energy uses for different industrial / 

warehouse tenants. 

Energy consumption in industrial / warehouse developments is not as homogenous as with 

townhouses and apartment developments.  

In hand with a very wide range of uses, and a wide range of potential non EV charging 

electricity use profiles, industrial / warehouse tenancies might wish to charge a wide variety 

of vehicles.  

Industrial / warehouse building occupants may wish to charge work cars, staff privately 

owned cars, one tonne trucks, rigid flat-bed tray trucks, rigid storage trucks, articulated 

semi-trailers and variants on all of these. They may wish to charge one vehicle or a fleet of 

vehicles. Or they may choose to not charge any vehicles (for businesses that don’t rely on 

their own transport).  

The electrical demands might vary from slower overnight car charging with desirable level 

2, 7 kW 32 A charging (as described in the Apartments Comments on Factors section) to 

fast daytime truck charging charge with level 3, 80-120 kW, 350-520 A fast charging.  

It is easy to see a very wide range in potential differing electric vehicle energy requirements 

for different businesses. 

This variability makes it hard to know EV charging 

needs until a tenant is known. This is a significant 

issue given industrial / warehouse buildings are 

often built as speculative developments, with no 

specific tenant known at the time of 

development.  

Due to the complexity of specifying a factor for 

this building type, we recommend that planning 

for the potential inclusion of EVs be left to the 

building tenant or owner in the case of a 

purpose-built site. To require infrastructure to be 

installed without knowing a tenant’s potential 

requirements would be to add additional 

infrastructure that may be inadequate to meet 

the tenants needs, yet still be a significant 

additional upfront unnecessary cost to the 

developer (and property purchaser).  

  

 

Many industrial / warehouse 

developments are built as 

speculative developments 

without a tenant in mind.  

 

 

To require infrastructure to be 

installed without knowing a 

tenant’s potential 

requirements risks the 

wasted resources and cost 

associated with installing 

equipment that is not 

appropriate. 
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5.3.3.3 EV charging using excess capacity - Load Management. 

As with medium density and apartment 

developments, load management becomes a 

key element of the EV charging solution. 

Different industrial / warehouse developments will 

have different capabilities to charge at different 

times of the day.  

Dynamic load management systems would be 

ideal for charging EVS when electricity demand 

from other uses is low.  

  

5.3.3.4 EV charging creating excess capacity – upgrades or adding PV systems  . 

The situation where electricity demand is high and not much excess capacity available 

during the day can also be alleviated by augmenting the power supply through the 

installation of PV electric panels (and perhaps batteries) on what is generally ample roof 

space with industrial / warehouse developments.  

5.3.3.5 No percentage uplift in electrical capacity 

While there may be the opportunity to build in an extra percentage (e.g. 10%) or kW 

capacity in all mains supply and building electrical  infrastructure, this has not been 

investigated further due to the above reasons of variability in electricity consumption and 

EV charging needs between different tenants, the potential for off peak (generally 

overnight) charging at the current capacity in many instances and also the potential to 

consider PV electric panels as a possibility of making up for some shortfall in supply 

capacity.  

In addition, mandating any fixed uplift in capacity will drive up construction costs.   

5.3.3.6 Charging workers or visitors private EVs 

Historically it is not common practice for workplaces to provide facilities or fuel for visitors to 

the workplace or workers to refuel their cars at work.  

However, where an industrial / warehouse building is significantly over provisioned with 

electrical capacity (perhaps generated by onsite solar PV), that might otherwise be fed 

back into the grid, it may be more attractive for companies to offer free or paid charging 

for visitors or workers.  

5.3.3.7 Overseas policy and local research 

Overseas policy case studies reviewed generally make little mention of requiring EV 

charging to industrial / warehouse developments. Where mentioned, requirements for 

commercial or non-residential developments are not focussed around providing 

infrastructure within the building. Rather requirements are to provide EV infrastructure to a 

percentage of car parking spaces.  

 

 

Where high electricity uses 

are part of the energy use 

mix, such warehouse 

developments are likely to 

have excess capacity for EV 

charging outside of peak use 

times. 
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As an example, the Delta Q report “Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the NCC (2020)”90 

for the ABCB recommends charging be provided for 20% of car parking spaces for 

warehouses (class 7b) and industrial process buildings (class 8).  

 

However, as mentioned above, we do not believe there are strong enough reasons to 

provide EV ready or EV active at work charging for visitors or workers vehicles (although the 

installation of EVSE capable conduit is recommended). Residential EV charging and public 

fast chargers should provide an adequate option.  

5.3.4 Costs  

The cost of installation of conduit, bends and draw wire from the main switchboard to an 

external car parking space 30m away is estimated at $700 plus GST. Where infrastructure is 

to go to two separate car parking locations 2 x $700 is allowed. The cost is based on 

100mm diameter rigid heavy duty electrical conduit priced at approximately $40 - $47 per 

4m length 91 (assumed $45) plus an allowance of $360 for two 90-degree end of pipe 

bends, draw wire and two hours labour to install.  

These costs are optional and not recommended as a mandated requirement.  

Table 9 Cost assessments of required EV capacity for two representative case studies.  

Element 
Case study 23 

(Cost excl GST) 

Case study 24 

(Cost excl GST) 

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost  $700 $1400 

Total construction cost of development $443,643 $3,558,755 

EV infrastructure as a percentage of total 

development cost 
0.16% 0.04% 

  

 
90 Foo et al., ‘Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the NCC - Final Report’. 
91 Pipe Online, ‘ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PVC’, Pipe Online, 2021, 

https://www.pipeonline.com.au/listProduct/ELECTRICAL+CONDUIT%2C+FITTINGS/ELECTRICAL+CONDUIT+PVC; MJS Electrical 

Products & Supplies, ‘100mm Rigid Conduit Heavy Duty | MJS Electrical Supplies’, MJS Electrical Products & Supplies, 2021, 

https://www.mjselectricalsupplies.com.au/100mm-rigid-conduit-heavy-duty. 
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6 Grants 

 

6.1 Australia 

The following grants are offered in Australia to encourage the uptake of EV charging 

infrastructure.  

6.1.1 City of Adelaide  

The Adelaide Sustainability Incentives Scheme offers a range of charging infrastructure 

incentives via rebates (listed below) for residential, commercial and non-profits 92. 

Developers can also sign pre-commitment agreements to get rebates. 

Electric Vehicle Chargers 

7 kW to ≤ 50 

50% up to $1,000 for electric vehicle one-way charging station/s  

50% up to $5,000 for electric vehicle two-way charging station/s  

50 kW 

50% up to $5,000 for electric vehicle charging station/s  

Bicycle Chargers 

50% up to $250 for electric bicycle charging station/s 

Electricity Demand Management Systems 

25% up to $1,000 – Stand-alone electricity demand management system 

50% up to $10,000 – Network-integrated electricity demand management system 

 

  

 
92 City of Adelaide, ‘Sustainability Incentives Scheme’, City of Adelaide, accessed 14 July 2020, 

https://www.cityofadelaide.com.au/about-council/grants-sponsorship-incentives/sustainability-incentives-scheme/. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) Global EV Outlook has shown us that policy, 

along with economic incentives and charging infrastructure, is critical to escalating 

EV uptake (from Executive summary).   

Grants are an economic incentive often used to subsidies private purchases of EV or 

to encourage the installation of EV infrastructure. 

The City of Adelaide and the UK provide significant grants to encourage the 

installation of charging infrastructure.  
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6.2 United Kingdom 

In the UK, the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) through their Road to Zero Strategy 

provides grants for residential charge points and low emissions vehicles. Local authorities 

can submit applications for 75 percent of the capital costs of procuring and installing a 

charge point and associated parking infrastructure.  

The Road to Zero Strategy outlines a number of ambitious measures including: 

• creating a new £40 million programme to develop and trial innovative, low cost 

wireless and on-street charging technology 

• providing up to £500 for electric vehicle owners to put in a charge point in their 

home through the Electric Vehicle Homecharge Scheme  

• an increase in the value of grants available to workplaces to install charge points so 

people can charge when they are at work.93 

6.3 United States 

6.3.1 California State 

The Californian Cars 4 All program helps lower-income consumers gain access to cleaner 

technology vehicles by retiring their older, higher-polluting vehicle. In addition, the program 

awards up to $2,000 for EV chargers94.  

 

  

 
93 Department for Transport, Office for Low Emissions Vehicles, and Chris Grayling, ‘Government Launches Road to Zero 

Strategy to Lead the World in Zero Emission Vehicle Technology’, GOV.UK, 9 July 2018, 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-launches-road-to-zero-strategy-to-lead-the-world-in-zero-emission-

vehicle-technology. 
94 State of California, ‘Clean Cars 4 All’, Moving California, 14 July 2020, https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/msprog/lct/vehiclescrap.htm; 

Cynthia Shahan, ‘California Offers Up To $9,500 To Purchase Used Or New Electric Vehicle, Focus On Lower-Income Motorists’, 

5 January 2020, https://cleantechnica.com/2020/01/05/california-offers-up-to-9500-to-purchase-a-used-or-new-electric-

vehicle-focus-on-lower-income-motorists/. 
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7 Next steps 
The following should be considered when developing measures to enhance the uptake of 

EV in the City of Moreland. 

1. Implementation of the EV factor recommendations identified in this report into 

planning provisions with supporting technical notes to facilitate the implementation 

into the Moreland Planning scheme.   

 

2. Providing educational material to developers - Supporting developers with 

education to increase awareness of load management technologies that can 

support meeting EV ready requirements. 

 

3. Reducing allocated residential car parking requirements - Council could work to 

change the situation of allocated resident parking requirements in new 

developments. Encouraging less allocated private resident spaces and more 

unallocated spaces would enable vehicle owners to park in any available space; 

similar to what occurs at shopping centres. This has already occurred with 

Nightingale developments. Of our four Nightingale case study developments, two 

do not have any car parking, and the other two have parking only for shared 

vehicles. There are no privately allocated parking spaces.  

 

While this is currently very uncommon, where there are no privately allocated 

spaces, it is easier for active EV infrastructure (i.e. chargers) to be installed by 

developers at the construction stage, for shared use by all occupants. There are less 

of the practical problems associated with deciding which spaces should have 

active EV charging facilities provided (where the number of EV owners is less than 

potential planning required percentage or number of EV charging spaces).  

 

It is also subsequently easier for Owners Corporations to pay to install shared EV 

infrastructure that can be used by all EV owners. And as the number of EV owners 

increases, then the shared EV infrastructure can be fitted to more unallocated, 

shared parking spaces.  

Where parking spaces are not allocated to specific apartments, having a required 

provision of a percentage or number of active EV spaces with charging facilities will 

work better, and will promote the faster uptake of EVs as referenced in this report.  
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Figure 9  Renew Edition 145 Article Strata Strategies – dedicated shared EV charging stations 

 

4. Impacting Owners Corporation rules - Where Council has opportunities to impact on 

owners corporation rules at the establishment of the owners corporation (which 

occurs on settlement of the first apartment), Council should seek to ensure EV 

management frameworks and rules are included in the owners corporation rules 

(refer to Wattblock report Appendix A.8)95. Where EV frameworks are not in place, it 

may take many years of arguing by EV owners, for their owners corporation to 

develop and support a policy that facilitates easy installation of EV infrastructure. 

Some of the content of the recommended requirements implementation 

considerations discussed in this report is intended to ensure owners corporation rules 

include an EV management framework and rules.  

 

5. Advocating lower electricity tariffs that encourage EV use - For the use of EVs in 

existing dwellings, charging out of peak times is critical. Where Council can 

advocate for or publicise retail electricity providers with lower tariffs for out of hours 

charging, they will help to remind community members of the economic 

attractiveness of running an Electric Vehicle. They will also be reminding people of 

considerations of operating an EV. 

 

6. Incentives and Grants - Incentives and Grants are an option to improve the uptake 

of EVs, particularly with supporting financially the adoption of EV infrastructure into 

new development. Examples are provided within section 6 of this report.  

  

 
95 McIntyre, ‘Electric Vehicle Recharging in Residential Strata Buildings - for the City of Sydney’. 
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Areas to investigate further include:  

• Grid Impacts of EV charging – engagement with the electricity Distribution Network 

Service Providers (DNSPs) Jemena and Citipower indicated that policies in relation to 

EVs are in progress. 

 

• Bidirectional charging – where EVs provide energy back to the grid (i.e. vehicle-to-

grid (V2G)) when demand is high and supply from renewables is low. Vehicle-to-

home (V2H) charging where stored energy in EV batteries (whether generated from 

PV solar panels or the grid) provides electricity back to the dwelling. V2H has 

significant potential in assisting PV solar panels to provide power to homes after the 

sun has set.  

 

• Wireless Charging - Wireless charging will be particularly helpful in removing the 

need for cables lying on the ground between car spaces and hanging near moving 

parts where cars are parked in car stackers. 
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Appendix 1. Load management detail 
For a further understanding on energy loads and why load management works refer to the 

figures below.  Figure 10 and Figure 11 both show electricity consumption over the hottest 3 

days of the year, i.e. the worst-case scenario when there is the least available spare 

electrical capacity in the development. Figure 10 is for an individual dwelling and Figure 11 

for an apartment development.  

For the single dwelling a 24 hour period is shown within the red rectangular lines. The aqua 

coloured area between the hours of 7am – 7am represents available unused electrical 

capacity over this 24 hour period. Where total overall electrical consumption is less than the 

area represented in aqua, the addition of EV charging at the dwelling, will not exceed the 

daily maximum total demand for electricity. Also critical is that the EV electricity 

consumption does not exceed the peak demand such that i.e. does not occur at the same 

time as the peaks. If the instantaneous power drawn by an EV(s) added to the summer (or 

winter) demand line, exceeds the peak kW limit, then the circuit breakers will short in the 

switchboard.  

Load management practices should be designed by electrical engineers or electricians to 

ensure these maximums are not exceeded.  

  

Figure 10  Chart of single dwelling electricity consumption modelling by Ross De Rango. The summer electricity 

consumption in this graph was selected as it represents the highest consumption day over a full year period. 

  

The apartment development figure shows a similar excess total demand power capacity. 

The area in green represents the total demand capacity, and is such that at most times 

other than when use rises up towards the peak, the development could facilitate a 

significant number of EVs being charged concurrently.  
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The assessment is for Saturday January 27th to Monday January 29th, 2018 measured in 

kWh each half hour. Outside of peak events, 9pm and 7am, there is almost twice the 

capacity to charge 1.5 cars per dwelling (an approximation) at 10kWh per car per day (82 

dwellings * 1.5 cars per dwelling * 10 kWh per car per day * 3 days 3,690kWh)96. 

 

Figure 11  Energy consumption for an apartment complex of 82 dwellings in Melbourne,  

 

Re-iterating, where charging does not exceed the peak demand level or the total demand 

level in a development, then EV charging will not cause the upgrade of any onsite or 

network infrastructure.  

The same principle similarly applies to non-residential developments, except the peak 

demand time usually occurs during the day. The energy usage data for a typical office 

building on a hot day (see Figure 12) shows that there is often spare electrical capacity 

overnight, when most electrical appliances are switched off or running at low levels 34.  

 
96 NHP Electrical Engineering Products, ‘Sharing the Load’ (NHP Electrical Engineering Products, 2019). 
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Figure 12  Example of an office in Richmond energy consumption on a hot day (vertical axis is kWh per 30 

minute interval)  

If EV charging energy demand is not 

allowed for within the design of a building, it 

could be easy to exceed the maximum 

demand on a building’s supply and 

switchboard during peak times of electricity 

use.  

In addition, local electricity supply 

infrastructure may not have been built to 

support the potential load that significant 

EV can draw – so it is imperative that there is 

control of where and when EVs recharge, in 

order to avoid costly electrical upgrades to 

supply and in-building electrical 

infrastructure.  

A smart load management system regulates electricity during peak demand events and 

allows chargers to lower their output during these times so that electrical capacity in the 

building is not exceeded. Building automation control (also known as building load 

management BLM or a building management system BMS) can incorporate or co-ordinate 

with smart load management systems to allows cars to plug in at the same time, but will 

wait to allocate charge to each car when electrical capacity is available.  

The load management solution for each development will be nuanced based on the 

electrical engineer’s design, but there are a range of load management solutions which 

can simplify the process. 

EV supply equipment load management systems can include: 

• Load centre management (Switchboard management) – this is a simple form of 

infrastructure-based load management and might include timers fitted to the load 

centre EV charging circuits so that the circuits are either available or not available 

(on or off) for charging at set times; 

 

Load management is scheduling 

of charging.  

Load management solutions are 

required to minimise excess 

building and network electricity 

supply requirements.  

Load management is the key 

element of cost-effective EV 

charging. 
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• Static load management – which allows charging of all vehicles at the same time, 

equally apportioning the reduced load managed charge (cap system); 

• Rotational (time-shared) load management – this allows equally apportioned 

sequential charging based on a fixed schedule; 

• Active/dynamic load management – this is smart, communications-based and 

controlled charging that’s responds minute by minute to the energy requirements of 

the building, and supplies charge to vehicles based on the spare electrical capacity 

of the building throughout the day or night.   

Load management can be managed by chargers communicating with each other via 

data cabling or Wi-Fi connection to a Wi-Fi hub that also reads the buildings energy 

consumption. As electric vehicles become more common, the technology involved will 

advance, and many ‘smart’ solutions will become available to support load management. 
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Appendix 2. Case study garage floor 

plans 

2.1 Medium Density case studies 

During this project six medium density case studies were reviewed. This includes dual-

occupancy developments and developments that may include greater than 3 dwellings 

on a lot, other than apartments. The ground floor car park area plans from different 

representative layout case studies are represented below.  

 

Figure 13  Downs St Pascoe Vale (case study 1) - side by side dual occupancy development 

 

 

Figure 14  Hope St Brunswick (case study 2)- garages separate from the dwellings 
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Figure 15  Pascoe Vale Rd Oak Park (case study 3) 7 townhouses with integrated garages along a shared 

driveway 

 

 

Figure 16  Leighton Crescent Fawkner (case study 4) 9 townhouses with integrated garages along a shared 

driveway 
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Figure 17  Albert St Brunswick (case study 5) 29 townhouses along a shared driveway (case study 6) 

 

 

Figure 18  Stuart St Noble Park (case study 6) – 6 townhouses with integrated garages along a shared driveway 
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2.2 Apartment case studies 

During this project 15 apartment development case studies were reviewed. Some of the 

car park area plans from these case studies are represented below. Others are included in 

Appendix 4 where costs have been calculated for the development.  

 

 

Figure 19  Sydney Rd Coburg (Case study 8) 11 car parking spaces side by side and above and below each 

other 
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Figure 20  John St Brunswick East (Case study 9) 16 spaces – 8 footprints double storey car stackers 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21  Sydney Rd Brunswick (Case study 12) – on grade basement car park with 7 spaces – no car stackers 
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Figure 22  Westgarth St Fitzroy (Case study 13) – 22 car spaces with 12 footprints  

This design includes car stackers to 10 of the 12 spaces. The two remaining spaces are 

marked as residential EV charging bays. This is a good initial approach to providing 

charging facilities while EV numbers are low.  

 

 

Figure 23  Snell Grove Oak Park (case study 20) – 10 spaces – 5 footprints double storey car stackers 
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Figure 24  Sydney Rd Brunswick (Case study 21) – Ground floor mixed retail and residential parking. See 

following Figure for basement parking and allocated EV spaces.  

 

Figure 25  Sydney Rd Brunswick (Case study 21) – two spare residential EV charging bays made available for 

any EV users.  

This is a good initial approach to providing charging facilities while EV numbers are low. It is 

not a scalable EV charging solution.  
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2.3 Industrial / warehouse case studies 

 

Figure 26  Joyce Court Coburg North (Case study 22)  

 

 

 

Figure 27  Dawson St Coburg North (Case study 23)   
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Figure 28  Babbage Drive Dandenong South (Case study 24) 
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Appendix 3. International Case Studies 

3.1 United States of America 

In the USA, individual states develop a high-level template model for ordinance, with 

regulations and guidance written so that individual sections can be tailored to the unique 

characteristics of a community, while still providing consistency across jurisdictions. 

3.1.1 International Code Council (ICC) 

States in America that have not developed their own building code to incorporate electric 

vehicles rely upon a version of the code recommendations found in the International 

Energy Conservation Code (IECC) created by the International Code Council (ICC)97.  

Late 2019, the ICC approved changes, ready for their updated residential building 

standards in 2021, which will make all new homes built in the USA EV-ready. The guidelines 

have been recently accepted by local governments within the USA to ensure EVs are 

taken into account for all new building constructions.98 

New definitions added to the Code include: 

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): The conductors, including the 

ungrounded, grounded, and equipment grounding conductors, and the EV 

connectors, attachment plugs, and all other fittings, devices, power outlets, or 

apparatus installed specifically for the purpose of transferring energy between the 

premises wiring and the EV99. 

EV Capable space: Electrical panel capacity and space to support a minimum 40A, 

208/240V branch circuit for each EV parking space, and the installation of raceways 

(cable trays or conduit), both underground and surface mounted, to support the 

EVSE100. 

EV Ready space: A designated parking space which is provided with one 40A, 

208/240V dedicated branch circuit for EVSE servicing Electric Vehicles. The circuit 

shall terminate in a suitable termination point such as a receptacle, junction box, or 

an EVSE, and be located in close proximity to the proposed location of the EV 

parking spaces101. 

The new clauses that call up these different levels of EVSE are: 

R404.2.1 (IRC N1104.2.1) One- to two-family dwellings and townhouses. For each 

dwelling unit, provide at least one EV Ready Space. The branch circuit shall be 

identified as “EV Ready” in the service panel or subpanel directory, and the 

 
97 Building Codes Assistance Project (BCAP), ‘Code Status Maps’, Building Codes Assistance Project, 2020, 

http://bcapcodes.org/code-status/. 
98 All new homes should be EV ready, says international code council , The Driven, 16 January 2020, Bridie Schmidt 

https://thedriven.io/2020/01/16/all-new-homes-should-be-ev-ready-says-international-code-council/ 
99 Frommer et al., ‘CE217-19 Part II - 2018 International Energy Conservation Code’, April 2019. 
100 Frommer et al. 
101 Frommer et al. 

https://thedriven.io/2020/01/16/all-new-homes-should-be-ev-ready-says-international-code-council/
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termination location shall be marked as “EV Ready”. Exception: EV Ready Spaces 

are not required where no parking spaces are provided. 

R404.2.2 (IRC N1104.2.2) Multifamily dwellings (three or more units). EV Ready Spaces 

and EV Capable Spaces shall be provided in accordance with Table R404.2.2. 

Under the new code, single-detached dwellings will need to provide at least one passively 

provisioned / EV ready space to Level 2 charging, with apartments using a mixed 

approach of partial and passive provision to Level 2, depending on the total number of 

parking spaces, shown in the table below.  

Table 10  New apartment requirements for EV capability and readiness required by the ICC 2021 Table 

R404.2.2102  

No. of Parking spaces 
Minimum number of Partial Provision 

/ EV Capable Spaces 

Minimum Number of Passive 

Provision / EV Ready Spaces 

1 - 1 

2 -10 - 2 

11 - 15 3 2 

16 - 19 4 2 

20 - 25 5 2 

26 + 20% 2 

 

The Code also states under “Identification”:  

“Construction documents shall indicate the raceway termination point and 

proposed location of future EV spaces and EV chargers. Construction documents 

shall also provide information on amperage of future EVSE, raceway methods, wiring 

schematics and electrical load calculations to verify that the electrical panel service 

capacity and electrical system, including any on-site distribution transformers, have 

sufficient capacity to simultaneously charge all EVs at all required EV spaces at the 

full rated amperage of the EVSE”.39 

The ICC also notes barriers to EV uptake due to the lack of EV infrastructure: 

“The lack of access to EV charging stations continues to be a critical barrier to EV 

adoption. In particular, there are significant logistical barriers for residents of multi-

family dwellings to upgrade existing electrical infrastructure and install new EV 

charging stations.” 

“A lack of pre-existing EV charging infrastructure, such as electrical panel capacity, 

raceways, and pre-wiring, can make the installation of a new charging station cost-

prohibitive for a potential EV-owner. 

The installation of an EV charging station is made three to four times less expensive 

when the infrastructure is installed during the initial construction phase as opposed to 

retrofitting existing buildings to accommodate the new electrical equipment. 

 
102 Jim Meyers and Terry Rother, ‘Energy Codes Are Going Beyond Energy Savings; How Can You Participate in a World with 

Storage and EVs’ (RESNET Conference 2020, Scottsdale, Arizona, 24 February 2020), 

http://conference.resnet.us/data/energymeetings/presentations/EV-Storage%20RESNET%20Presentation%20PDF.pdf. 
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New residential buildings are constructed to last for decades, and so it is critical that 

EV charging infrastructure is incorporated at the pre-construction stage to ensure 

that new buildings can accommodate the charging needs of future EV-owners”. 103 

3.1.2 The State of California 

In 2010 the state of California adopted their first California Building Standards Code of 

Regulations (Title 24, Part 11), also known as the CALGreen Code. The Code required all 

new residential parking lots to install partially provisioned/EV capable EV infrastructure. This 

namely included a cable tray and conduit (without cabling), capable of accommodating 

a 208/240V branch circuit, a 40A minimum circuit and overcurrent protection device. The 

requirement was for 100% of single-detached dwellings with private parking, and 3% with a 

minimum of one space for apartments.104 

More recently, updates to the Code in 2019 (2019 Code) have ensured the requirement 

remains mandatory for all single-detached dwellings to install partial provision (section 

4.106.4 and 4.106.4.1), however the requirement for apartments increased in the 2019 

Code to 10% of parking spaces (round up to the nearest whole number – section 4.106.4.2) 

to have partial provision. No commercial developments outside hotels and motels have 

been addressed as of yet.42 

In addition, where common use parking is provided, at least one EV space shall be located 

in the common use parking area and shall be available for use by all residents (section 

4.106.4.2.1). 

Before the 2019 Code update, the 2016 Code requirement for apartment buildings was set 

at installing 3% of partial provision for buildings with 17 units or more. However, the 

Californian Government commissioned a study investigating the cost of installing partial EV 

infrastructure in apartments buildings, compared to a do-nothing scenario.105 The results 

showed the cost of retrofit was significantly higher which prompted the removal of the 17 

unit rule and including the following requirement: 

“required [cable trays] and related components that are planned to be installed 

underground, enclosed, inaccessible or in concealed areas and spaces shall be 

installed at the time of original construction.”  

All developments are now also required to provide construction documentation which 

shows the location of cable tray start and end point and proposed location of future EV 

spaces and EV chargers, with information on amperage (40Amps) of future EVSE wiring 

schematics for electrical panel capacity and transformer(s). In addition, minimum 

dimensions are provided for each EV space (5486mm x 2743mm) to simplify access to EVSE. 

The Code includes two voluntary measures which improve on the mandatory requirements. 

These voluntary Tier 1 and Tier 2 requirements have their own prerequisites and elective 

measures which afford a higher standard of sustainable building. Single-detached 

dwellings have a combined Tier 1/2 voluntary measure of installing passively provision/EV 

 
103 Bridie Schmidt, ‘All New Homes Should Be EV-Ready, Says International Code Council’, The Driven, 16 January 2020, 

https://thedriven.io/2020/01/16/all-new-homes-should-be-ev-ready-says-international-code-council/. 
104 California Building Standards Commission, ‘2010 California Green Building Standards Code - California Code of Regulations, 

Title 24, Part 11’ (California Building Standards Commission, June 2010). 
105 Dana Papke Waters et al., ‘Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure: Multifamily Building Standards’ (California Air 

Resources Board (CARB), 13 April 2018). 
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ready to Level 2 charging to spaces. Apartment developments wanting to achieve Tier 1 or 

Tier 2 could increase the percentage of passive allocation to a minimum of 15 or 20 

percent of car spaces, respectively. 

While California only includes passive provision as a voluntary measure, two dozen 

municipalities in California have adopted their own local building codes that require more 

parking spaces than the Code, and in many cases require passive provision spaces with 

complete wiring. In addition, many others are currently proposing to do so 106. These two 

dozen municipalities include: Orange, Truckee, Oakland, Santa Cruz, Santa Rossa, 

Sunnyvale, Santa Clara County, Fremont, Menlo Park, San Mateo, San Rafael, San Rafael, 

Emeryville, Cupertino, Marin County, Mountain View, Long beach, Contra Costa County, 

Beverly Hills, Berkeley, Burlingame, Beverley Hills, Los Angeles, Santa Monica, West 

Hollywood, Pasadena, and Lancaster.107 

3.1.3 San Francisco, California 

The City and County of San Francisco passed legislation 

in 2017 in response to a new EV Ready Ordinance. The 

Ordinance requires all new residential single-detached, 

townhouse provide 100% passive provision and 

apartments, commercial and municipal buildings to 

provide 100% partial provision, with 10%, wired, passive 

provision to Level 2 charging. Requirements also include 

the installation of a 40Amp circuit as part of this passive 

provision. Additionally, all new developments will be 

required to provide electrical capacity to 

simultaneously charge vehicles in 20% of parking 

spaces” 108 . The ordinance was supported by a 2016 

study that estimated the costs associated with including 

partial EV charging infrastructure during initial construction for multi-family and non-

residential projects compared to retrofitting infrastructure at a later date was in the order of 

3-4 times less expensive.109 More details on this report are can be found in the Apartment 

Recommendations Summary - Costing section.  

3.1.4 Boulder, Colorado 

Residential occupancies with three or more dwellings and commercial structures require a 

mix of partial, passive and active spaces to Level 2 charge 40 A charging, scaled 

dependent upon the amount of new parking spaces available.110 

 
106 Ed Pike et al., ‘Plug-In Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Cost Analysis Report for CALGreen Nonresidential Update’ (California 

Electric Transportation Coalition, 16 September 2019). 
107 Ed Pike, Cassidee Kido, and Hannah Goldsmith, ‘Driving Plug-in Electric Vehicle Adoption with Green Building Codes’, 

https://www.slideshare.net/emmaline742/driving-plugin-electric-vehicle-adoption-with-green-building-codes-by-ed-pike-

cassidee-kido-and-hannah-goldsmith. 
108 City and County of San Francisco, ‘Green Building and Environment Codes – Requirements for Installation of Electric 

Vehicle Charges - Ordinance No. 92-17’ (City and County of San Franscisco, 17 April 2017), 

https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/o0092-17.pdf. 
109‘Plug-In Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Cost-Effectiveness Report for San Francisco’ (Energy Solution and Pacific Gas and 

Electric, 2016), http://evchargingpros.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/City-of-SF-PEV-Infrastructure-Cost-Effectiveness-

Report-2016.pdf. 
110 City of Boulder Energy Conservation Code, ‘City of Boulder Energy Conservation Code - Based on the 2018 International 

Energy Conservation Code.’ (City of Boulder, March 2020). 

 

The Moreland EV 

Recommendations 

closely align with those 

from San Francisco, and 

differ from the 

mandatory requirements 

of other jurisdictions.  
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Table 11  Boulder Colorado EVSE requirements 

Residential  Partial / EV capable Passive / EV ready Active / EV installed 

1 – 25 spaces None Minimum 1 None 

> 25 spaces 40% of remaining 

spaces 
10% 

5% with one dual port 

charging station 

 

Commercial Partial / EV capable Passive / EV ready Active / EV installed 

1 space None Minimum 1 None 

2 – 25 spaces Minimum 1 Minimum 1 Minimum 1 

> 25 spaces 10% of remaining 

spaces 
10% 

5% with one dual port 

charging station 

3.2 United Kingdom 

3.2.1 UK Department for Transport 

As a part of the United Kingdom’s (UK) Department for Transport’s Road to Zero Strategy, 

the UK government set out its intention for all new buildings to be EV ready. The strategy 

stems from the European Union Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) to also set 

minimum requirements for electric vehicle charging infrastructure in new and existing 

residential and non-residential buildings.111 

The Department sought requirements for every new home to have a charge point, where 

appropriate. The consultation document was published by the UK Department for Transport 

in July 2019.112 It included a draft Approved Document for the proposed changes to 

regulations to prescribe electric and ultra-low emission vehicle infrastructure, as well as, 

regulatory impact assessments imposing such requirements on residential and non-

residential development. At the time of writing this report, feedback from consultations are 

currently being analysed with no further publications released.  

The new policy proposes that every new dwelling (single-detached or within multi-unit 

development) with an associated car space have an installed charge point. Additionally, 

new non-residential buildings, with more than 10 car parking spaces, are to have one 

installed charge point and passive provision for one in five spaces.  

Section 3.5 and 3.7 of the policy noted: 

3.5 Requiring the installation of a charge point in new dwellings has a number of 

benefits:   

• Ensuring that homes have the necessary infrastructure to support future EV 

uptake, which is not currently being routinely provided in new homes.   

• Providing the best value for money, by avoiding more costly retrofitting and 

unnecessary disruption in the future. For the average home, the cost of 

installation of a charge point upfront is £976 compared to £2,040 for retrofit. 

This makes an average cost saving of £1,064 per charge point.   

 
111 EURELECTRIC, ‘European Commission Proposal to Revise the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive’ (EURELECTRIC, June 

2017). 
112 UK Department for Transport Great Minster House, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’. 
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• Providing a 'nudge' to help support our ultra-low emission vehicle uptake 

ambitions. If charge points become readily available in the homes, a key 

barrier to purchasing an EV is removed, driving further uptake of EVs.   

• Creating increased demand for charge points to bring down their cost.  

• The provision of adequate and safe charge points will help deter customers 

from defaulting to dangerous solutions to charge their vehicles, such as 

extension leads plugged into standard socket outlets trailing across walkways. 

3.6 Surveys shows that there is strong support for EV charge points to be installed as 

standard in new buildings - 68% of respondents to a recent Automobile Association 

survey supported the government’s proposals.   

3.7 There are risks associated with introducing this requirement. Some of the charge 

points may not be required immediately. However, we (the UK Department) expect 

electric vehicle uptake to ramp up significantly in the coming years, so many of the 

charge points required will be used within their estimated 15-30 year lifespan. 

The level of charge was not specified, although the policy recommended a Level 2, 7 kW 

with a universal charge point. 113 

The policy noted in section 6.7 to 6.9: 

6.7 Government proposes specifying a minimum 7 kW charge point both for 

residential and non-residential buildings. Some early home installations are 3.6 kW 

charge points, however, today the majority of the installations are 7 kW and 

expected increases in battery sizes and technology developments could make 

charge points less than 7 kW obsolete for future car models. Our (the UK 

Department) discussions with industry indicate 7 kW is a sufficiently future-proofed 

standard for home charging.  

6.8 A 7 kW standard better enables some of the smart charging benefits (i.e. 

managing of the supply of electricity to the vehicle over time) than slower speed 

charge points. This is due to modulation in charge that can be quickly compensated 

for at other times. This reduces the impact on the local network and could reduce 

the spare capacity needed to operate the charge point.   

6.9 Most new homes have a 100 Amp connection as standard. In most cases, it is 

possible to accommodate a 7 kW charge point within this connection, even when 

assuming the minimum diversity factor. This means that in single houses there is often 

no additional electrical capacity cost as a result of adding a 7 kW charge point.   

The UK Department for Transport Residential charging infrastructure provision – Impact 

Assessment DfT00412 demonstrates greater Net Present Value benefits associated with this 

far reaching residential policy compared to more conservative partial or passive provision.  

 

  

 
113  Electric Vehicle Charging in Residential and Non-Residential Buildings’ (Department for Transport Great Minster House, 

2019). 
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3.2.2 London 

The London Plan acts as the overarching planning guidance for 32 London Boroughs.  The 

London Plan distinguishes between “active” and “passive” provision of charge points in 

different development types. 

An ‘active charge point’ includes ‘an actual socket connected to the electrical supply 

system that vehicle owners can plug their vehicle into’. Whilst, a ‘passive charge point’ 

includes ‘the network of cables and power supply necessary so that at a future date a 

socket can be added easily’. 

A Draft of the London Plan 2020 (December 2019) indicates that where car parking is 

provided in new developments, provision should be made for infrastructure for electric or 

other ultra-low emission vehicles. This includes a percentage-based active and passive 

provision for residential and retail buildings. 

• Residential - 20% active and a further 100% passive; and 

• Retail - 10% active and further 10% passive. Retail has an additional requirement for 

employee parking to provide 20% active plus a further with 10% passive provision for 

electric vehicles in the future. Where no parking exists, no EV requirement takes 

effect.   

There is no separate guide for apartment buildings. Interestingly, the draft London Plan 

requires residential car parking to be leased and remain unallocated, rather than sold, to 

support the future repurposing of space which is mostly relevant to apartments. 

The plan does not specify a power rating output for residential charge point infrastructure. 

However, the Greater London Authority has suggested a capacity of 7 kW fitted with a 

universal socket.114 

An interesting point from the London electric vehicle infrastructure delivery plan June 2019 is 

provided as follows: 

“A common concern is that EVs will put too much strain on the power supply and will 

cause the system to fail. However, evidence provided by the National Grid and local 

distribution networks suggests that this can be effectively overcome through better 

coordinated and ‘smarter’ use of our power networks” (p7). 

Network operators monitor activity and work to forecast demand to anticipate 

potential ‘headroom’ hotspots to ensure upgrades can be performed in advance, 

but this is not the only mitigation tactic available. Smart charging, which is already 

being introduced to charging systems, enables controlled timing of charging to occur 

through two- way communication between the car battery system and the grid. This 

would ensure demand from EVs is shifted to a less popular time of day, such as 

overnight between 22:00 and 06:00, which would mean no net increase in power 

demand and no concerns for the grid. These mitigations are most relevant for home- 

and office-based charging (p40-41)”. 

 

 
114 Jules Pipe, Souraya Ali, and Tom Layfield, ‘The London Plan - Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London’ (Greater 

London Authority, 2019). 
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3.2.3 Tunbridge Wells 

Turnbridge Wells Borough Council developed guidance notes for new developments which 

specify all new builds to have passive provision with appropriate installation of groundwork, 

cabling, ducting and electrical capacity provision.  

Every dwelling with a private garage or driveway is to be provided with charging cabling to 

a dedicated socket fixed to the house or garage, of sufficient capacity to enable, as a 

minimum, for Level 2 charging at 3.7 kW, 16 A or 7.4 kW, 32 A.  

Apartments with allocated or unallocated internal parking have similar passive provision 

requirements with “cabling and dedicated socket (GPO) to all spaces that adjoin a wall to 

allow for future installation of charging points to enable, as a minimum, Level 2, 7.4 kW, 32 

A, single phase or 22 kW, 32 A, three-phase, charging. In addition, if applicable and as 

agreed with the Local Planning Authority, 10% of all dwellings shall also have EV charge 

points fitted ready for first occupation of the dwelling. The allocation of the EV charge 

points will be for the developer to decide with future occupiers. As a minimum, one visitor 

space shall be provided with an EV charge point [EVSE-installed]”.  

Mixed use development is addressed flexibly, stating that a combination of residential and 

commercial requirements can be agreed on with the Local Authority, depending on the 

proportion of use. 

For commercial developments, including industrial, “a double parking bay is to be marked 

out for “electric vehicles only” per 10 spaces [i.e. effectively 1 in 5 spaces, but two EV 

spaces are to be side by side] with provision of a double charge point”. As a minimum 5% 

active provision should be provided at inception, with increases in active provision to occur 

at an agreed trigger level. It is not clear whether this is 5% of double parking bays, or 5% of 

all parking bays, but is assumed to be 5% of all parking bays.   

The Tunbridge Wells guide is unique in that it prescribes specific requirements based on 

details of the car park, such as allocated or unallocated parking and whether the parking 

is ‘undercroft’ or external.115 

3.2.4 Edinburgh 

Edinburgh City Council’s Edinburgh Design Guidance (October 2017) details requirements 

for both residential and non-residential development. Where 10 or more car parking spaces 

are proposed, one of every six spaces should include a fully connected, installed and ready 

to use electric vehicle charging point to allow 7 kW charging to Level 2 standard. No other 

details have been specified, aside from requesting that plans detailing who will be 

responsible for managing and maintaining charging infrastructure should be submitted with 

planning applications. 

For individual dwellings with a driveway, passive provision should be made for infrastructure 

to enable simple installation and activation of a 7 kW charge point at a future date. This can 

include ducting and cabling as well as capacity in the connection to the local electricity 

distribution network and electricity distribution board.116 

 
115 Tunbridge Wells Borough Council, ‘Electric Vehicle Charging Points for New Development. Guidance Note for Applicants’ 

(Tunbridge Wells Borough Council, December 2018). 
116 City of Edinburgh Council, ‘Edinburgh Design Guidance’ (The City of Edinburgh Council, October 2017). 
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3.3 Canada 

There are more than a dozen municipal governments in British Columbia which have a 

requirement for passive provision to Level 2 charging for residential and commercial. Such 

requirements are detailed in their planning scheme and include municipalities such as: City 

of Burnaby District of North Vancouver, West Vancouver, District of Saanich, Port Moody, 

New Westminster, City of Nelson, City of Kelowna, City of Coquitlam, City of Port Coquitlam, 

District of Squamish, and City of Richmond.117  

 

It is of note that the City of Ontario is the only recorded case found to have fully reversed 

an EV policy. In 2012 Ontario introduced a requirement of 100% passive EV infrastructure for 

all new buildings, however this was removed in 2019.118 EV sales also plummeted following 

the removal of generous government subsidy offered in 2013 which offered to cover up to 

50% of the cost of Level 2 EV charger plus installation for home or business use119. 

3.3.1 City of Surrey 

In 2019, the City of Surrey amended its Zoning Bylaw to require EV charging infrastructure 

in all new residential dwellings. All residential parking spaces in new residential 

developments must each have an installed passive provision electrical outlet capable of 

providing a minimum of Level 2 charging for an electric vehicle. This requirement applies to 

detached dwellings, townhouses and apartments. 50% of visitor parking must also be 

passively provisioned. 20% of parking spaces in new commercial development must 

provide passively provisioned car spaces to a minimum Level 2 standard.  

 

Load management is addressed in the Bylaw, stating that load management can either be 

installed to each parking space or up to four cars can share one circuit.120 

3.3.2 City of Vancouver 

In 2009 Vancouver updated their Building Code to require 100% of new detached houses 

and 20% of apartments to have passive provision ready to accommodate charging at 

Level 2 standard, including appropriate cable trays, electrical wiring and circuit capacity. 

The Code states that it is the responsibility of the electrical engineer to record and assess 

the electrical system capacity required. Additionally, in buildings with an electrical room 

containing a transformer, the room is required to contain enough physical space capacity 

to accommodate future installation of the equipment necessary to provide charging 

stations at 100% of the building’s parking stalls 121.   

 

  

 
117 Fraser Basin Council, ‘Electric Vehicle Policies’, Plug In BC, 23 April 2018, https://pluginbc.ca/policy/. 
118 Jorge Caetano, ‘Amendments to the 2012 Ontario Building Code’ (City of Hamilton, 2019). 
119 EV Direct, ‘Ontario EV Charging Station Rebate’, Ontario’s EV Charging Station Installation Company | EVdirect (blog), 

accessed 26 June 2020, https://evdirect.ca/ontario-ev-charging-station-rebate/. 
120 ‘New Electric Vehicle Charging Requirements in New Developments’ (The City of Surrey, 2019). 
121 Katherine King et al., ‘Residential Electric Vehicle Charging: A Guide for Local Governments’ (City of Richmond, n.d.), 

https://www.richmond.ca/__shared/assets/Residential_EV_Charging_Local_Government_Guide51732.pdf. 
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Appendix 4. Costing detail 
The figures that feed into section 5.1.4 Costs is explained within this appendix. 

4.1 Medium Density case studies 

4.1.1 In-dwelling infrastructure 

In-dwelling infrastructure costs are expected to be up to $500 per dwelling, (additional cost 

compared to no power point installation) based on the following base EV infrastructure to 

be included in each dwelling: 

• Dedicated circuit in the load centre sufficient to supply 1 x 7 kW 32 A electric vehicle 

charge station. 

• Cabling capped off at either a junction box or isolator in readiness for a future 7 kW 

32 A electric vehicle charge station; An active 15 A General Power Outlet (GPO) 

may be installed in the interim that may later be converted for an EV charging 

station. 

• Data cabling back to the location within the dwelling where the/an internet point 

comes into the dwelling or to a location on site that allows cabled communication 

between future charger units.  

• A timer and contactor installed on each dedicated EV circuit in each dwelling load 

centre (unless a load management communication system is proposed). 

 

Note the cost per dwelling figures were sourced per below: 

• $350–$500 materials and labour for an energized outlet on a dedicated 40A 240V 

circuit to accommodate a Level 2 charge. (Provided by Brendan Wheeler from 

EVSE).  

• Department of Transport 2018 study confirms the price of “up to around $500 for an 

entry level dedicated EV charging outlet.” 122 

It is also critical to note the cost premium of upgrading from a standard GPO (power point) 

for level 1 slow EV charging to level 2 isolator/junction box and data cabling is typically 

$200-$300 based on source costing provided by Ross De Rango of NHP:   

• The cost premium to supply an additional circuit in a dwelling at construction is minor 

(typically costing $100 - $200) and the cost premium for this circuit to be upgraded 

to 6mm cable and a 2 pole Residual Current Circuit Breakers with Overcurrent 

Protection (RCBOs) sufficient to supply current to a 7 kW 32 A charging station is only 

an additional $100.  

  

 
"article","publisher":"City of Vancouver","title":"By-Laws","issued":{"date-parts":[["2020"]]}}}],"schema":"https://github.com/citation-

style-language/schema/raw/master/csl-citation.json"} ‘By-Laws’ (City of Vancouver, 2020). 
122 ‘Plug-in Electric Vehicles in Norway’, Wikepdia, n.d., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_electric_vehicles_in_Norway. 
122  
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4.1.2 Network connection costs 

The Distribution Network Supply Provider (DNSP) capacity calculations and charges to 

developers vary from street to street, and depend on the capacity in the street. In some 

cases, no upgrade will be required. In many instances without EVs, an upgrade will still be 

required as one or two dwellings are replaced by a greater number of more densely 

packed townhouses, each potentially drawing a similar power demand as the original 

houses.  

We sought costs on a case by case basis from the different DNSPs that operate in our 

Moreland case study areas (i.e. Citipower and Jemena) for different EV charging rates. The 

connection costs with and without the extra load from EVS are provide in Table 7. 

Feedback from Citipower suggested that under the AS3000 clause 2.2.2 Maximum demand 

sub-clause (a) Calculation method there would be no additional costs for 7 kW charging to 

side by side dual occupancy dwellings with their own separate house titles, however there 

would be costs for the larger developments in case studies 3-6.123  

Note for larger sites (potentially beyond three dwellings) AS3000 clause 2.2.2 maximum 

demand calculations should be lower under the sub-clause (b)(i) Assessment method 

rather than sub-clause (a) Calculation method. The Assessment method will better take 

account of a load management system minimising any charging that would contribute to 

peak demand. The DNSP costs have not been estimated sub-clause (b)(i) Assessment 

method.  

4.1.3 Dwelling construction costs  

To enable understanding the cost of EV infrastructure as a percentage of the total 

construction cost, the total construction cost has been estimated for three of the medium 

density case studies. The dwelling estimates are based on the following costing sources: 

• The BMT Quantity Surveyors Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost 

Table exclusive of GST https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table has been 

used as the basis for calculating the square meter cost rate.  

• A medium level of finish has been used ($/m2).  

• Dwellings are assumed to be double storey.  

• Prices correct at time of writing/referencing (01/09/2020).  

• The BMT Quantity Surveyors Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost 

Table and the following additional percentage cost rates have been confirmed in 

discussion with Simon Grimes of PlanCost – Cost Planners. The BMT figures are the 

base tender price construction costs. In determining the total construction cost an 

additional 10% is added to account for the following:  

o +5% for fees by designers and consultants  

o +5% for contingencies and escalation in prices 

o Site connections, infrastructure upgrades, landscaping, roof top gardens, 

external car park costs can account for up to an additional 10% of 

construction costs, but are not always applicable, and hence, not 

accounted for in the above ‘Total construction costs plus contingencies and 

fees’ column.  

 
123 Bye, ‘CitiPower - Additional DNSP Infastructure Costs of Including EVs’, 9 September 2020. 

https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table
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• The following cost excludes land purchase and financing costs.  

Table 12  Medium density total construction cost per m2  

Number of bedrooms 
BMT medium finish construction 

costs ($/m2) excl GST124 

Total constructions costs plus contingencies 

and fees (+10%) ($/m2), excl GST [2] 

2 bedrooms $2,512 $2,763 

3 bedrooms $2,574 $2,831 

4 bedrooms [1] $2,638 $2,901 

[1] As the construction cost for a four-bedroom townhouse is listed, it is assumed the cost difference 

(percentage increase) between a three- and four-bedroom townhouse is the same as between the two- 

and three-bedroom townhouse.  

[2] Site connections, infrastructure upgrades, landscaping, roof top gardens, external car park costs can 

account for up to an additional 10% of construction costs, but are not always applicable, and hence, not 

accounted for in the above ‘Total construction costs plus contingencies and fees’ column.  

4.2 Apartment case studies 

4.2.1 Apartment construction costs   

Costs of apartments have been estimated and based on the BMT Quantity Surveyors 

Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost Table exclusive of GST 

https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table with similar assumptions where relevant 

and additional build up as advised by PlanCost i.e. 

• A medium level of finish has been used ($/m2).  

• Prices correct at time of writing/referencing (01/09/2020).  

• The BMT Quantity Surveyors Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost 

Table and the following additional percentage cost rates have been confirmed in 

discussion with Simon Grimes of PlanCost – Cost Planners. The BMT figures are the 

base tender price construction costs. In determining the total construction cost an 

additional 10% is added to account for the following:  

o +5% for fees by designers and consultants  

o +5% for contingencies and escalation in prices 

o Site connections, infrastructure upgrades, landscaping, roof top gardens, 

external car park costs can account for up to an additional 10% of 

construction costs, but are not always applicable, and hence, not 

accounted for in the above ‘Total construction costs plus contingencies and 

fees’ column.  

• The following cost excludes land purchase and financing costs.  

Table 13  Square meter cost rate for medium finish apartment buildings (to be applied to apartment GFAs – 

Gross Floor Areas).    

Description  
BMT medium finish 

construction costs ($/m2) 

Total constructions costs including 

contingencies and fees (+10%) ($/m2) 

4-8 level unit complex, including 

lift, concrete structure, basement 

parking 

$2,752.00 $3,027.20 

 
124 BMT Tax Depreciation, ‘Average Building Costs in Australia’, BMT Tax Depreciation: Quantity Surveyors, 2021, 

https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table.  

https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table
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4.2.2 Case study 7 - Nicholson St Brunswick 

This development consists of 6 levels. 19 apartments, plus food and beverage outlet. 6 plan 

view and 11 total parking spaces (i.e. car stackers included). Site area 442 m2. Ground floor 

car park.  

 

Figure 29  Nicholson St Brunswick (case study 7) – Six car park footprint spaces – all cable tray and conduit to be 

installed. Total run of cable tray in blue is 22.4m 

 

Table 14  Case study 7 - Electrical services costs  

Element Length/Units Rate 
Cost excl 

GST 

Switchboard Upgrade - 1 x 160ATP CB 1 $     1,500.00 $      1,500.00 

Sub-Mains of 10m (CDB to EV DB & EV DB to 

Load Manager) 
2 $        800.00 $      1,600.00 

EV DB - 24pole 1 $     2,500.00 $      2,500.00 

Load Management (By others) (1) 1 $        900.00 $        900.00 

Supply and installation of Cable tray 23 $          60.00 $      1,380.00 

Charging Unit (By others) 0 $                - $                - 

Power Outlets 1 $        180.00 $         180.00 

Test and commission the whole system 1 $     1,500.00 $      1,500.00 

Other 0 $                - $                - 

     

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)   $      9,560.00 
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Providing the skeleton infrastructure ensures the cost to EV owners to be EV active with an 

installed charger is the cost to cable from the EV distribution board to their car parking 

space (approximately $300 - $500) plus the cost of the charger unit supply and installation 

(approximately $2,000 for a unit with some load management capability). See explanation 

below.   

Costing Notes 

(1) Note the cost of the Load management unit is based on the cost of the EO Hub. The 

EO Hub connects to EO Genius charger units which are priced at $2080 plus GST 

each. The EO Genius units can facilitate active load management in 

communication with the EO Hub. The EO Hub can manage up to 32 EO Genius units. 

Price supplied by EVSE 125. Similar systems are available where the EV chargers have 

WIFI connections back to a WIFI hub/modem beside the switchboard that along 

with the CT (current transformer) sensors on the main switchboard, communicates to 

cloud-based load management software provided by firms such as Everty126 and 

EVolution / EVUp 127. The cost of using the companies load management software is 

built into the annual subscription rate for their load management and dashboard 

access. Larger physical onsite load management hardware stored in the electrical / 

comms room is often priced between $5000 - $20,000 depending on features and 

capacity.  

(2) Electrical costs by BRT Engineering128 The costing is based on the information 

provided and following assumptions and allowances: 

a. Allowance for an upgrade to Common DB or MSB.  

b. New Sub-mains cable from Common DB to EV DB and EV DB to Load 

Management 

c. The Load Management and charging stations by others 

d. The charger to be 7.4kW unit. And the infrastructure considered is for full load 

scenario (All charges used/on at the same time). 

e. New EV DB 

f. Assumed - Common DB, New EV DB and Load Management located 

adjacent). 

g. Testing and commissioning 

h. Costs exclude: Builders Work, Builders Margin (If required), Contingency, GST, 

Fees, Out of Hours Work, and Location Allowances 

i. Cost estimates are presented as ‘opinions of probable cost for the 

provisioning of new services infrastructure only’ and are generally based upon 

the manufacturer’s advice or experience from similar projects. It should be 

noted that actual costs will be determined by many factors including 

currency fluctuations, market conditions and the like and hence the opinions 

of probable costs should be considered appropriately. 

(3) The cost of cabling for retrofitting the cabling for similar distances would be closer to 

$500. 

 
125 Kasar, ‘Apartment EV Charging Stations (EVSE Sales Team)’, 10 September 2020. 
126 Chelsea Jones, ‘Lessons From Norway’s Journey To Becoming The Global Leader In EV Adoption’, Wallbox, 5 June 2020, 

https://wallbox.com/en_us/how-norway-became-a-global-ev-leader. 
127 Russell Sheppard, Phone interview in relation to scalable EV supply equipment (EVolution and EVUp), 10 September 2020. 
128 Antony Jijo and Mark Dinning, ‘BRT Consulting - Costings for Moreland EV Project’, 10 September 2020. 
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Table 15  Case study 7 - Total partial provision EV infrastructure cost as a proportion of apartment total project 

cost.  

Element Building GFA  Rate 
Cost excl 

GST 

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)   $9,560 

Total construction cost of development 2317m2 $3027.20 $7,014,022 

EV infrastructure as a percentage of total 

development cost 
  0.14% 

 

While not included in the proposed partial provision of EV supply equipment, pricing for the 

supply and installation of cabling to charger unit locations is as follows: 

Installation of charger units by others 11 300 (3) $      3,300.00  

 

4.2.3 Case study 10 – John St Brunswick  

This development consists of 4 levels. 24 apartments, 14 plan view and 28 total car parking 

spaces (i.e. car stackers included). Site area 1157m2. Ground floor car park. 

 

 

Figure 30 John St Brunswick East (case study 10) – 14 car park footprint spaces – all cable tray and conduit to be 

installed. Total run of cable tray in darker blue 29m or light blue alternative 61m. 
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Table 16  Case study 10 - Electrical services costs 

Element Groups 
Length/Units 

m/no. 

Rate 

$/m/unit 
Cost $ 

Switchboard Upgrade - 2 x 250ATP CB's 2 $      2,000.00   $      4,000.00  

Sub-Mains of 10m (to CDB - EV DB. EV DB - 

Load Manager) 
4 $      1,500.00   $      6,000.00  

EV DB - 24 pole 2 $      2,500.00   $      5,000.00  

Load Management (By others) (1) 0 $         900.00   $         900.00   

Supply and installation of Cable tray 30 $           65.00   $      1,950.00  

Charging Unit (By others) 0 $                -     $                -    

Power Outlets 2 $         180.00   $         360.00  

Test and commission the whole system 1 $      2,000.00   $      2,000.00  

Other 0 $                -     $                -    

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)     $     20,210.00  

 

Notes per case study 7 above, with 7.4kw x 28 = 350A/P, Appx 175A/P x 2 from common DB 

or MSB. 

Apartment construction costs per m2. Notes per case study 7 above.  

Table 17  Case study 10 - Total partial provision EV infrastructure cost as a proportion of apartment total project 

cost.  

Element Building GFA Rate 
Cost excl 

GST 

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)   $20,210 

Total construction cost of development 3730m2 $3027.20 $11,291,456 

EV infrastructure as a percentage of total 

development cost 
  0.18% 

 

While not included in the proposed partial provision of EV supply equipment, pricing for the 

supply and installation of cabling to charger unit locations is as follows: 

Installation of charger units by others 28 320 $      8,960.00  
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4.2.4 Case study 14 – Brunswick Rd Brunswick  

This development consists of 10 levels. 46 apartments, 31 residential parking space. Site 

area 1173m2. Ground floor car park 

 

 

Figure 31 Brunswick Rd (case study 14) – 31 residential carpark footprint spaces Plus 14 non-residential. Cable 

tray length in basement 1 approximately 57m plus basement 2 approximately 60m. 
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Table 18  Case study 14 - Electrical services costs 

Element Groups 
Length/Units 

m/no. 

Rate 

$/m/unit 
Cost $ 

Switchboard Upgrade - 2 x 250ATP CB's 2 $      2,000.00   $      4,000.00  

Sub-Mains of 10m (CDB to EV DB & EV DB - 

Load Manager) 4 $      1,500.00   $      6,000.00  

EV DB (Basement 1 & 2) 2 $      2,500.00   $      5,000.00  

Load Management (By others) (1) 0 $         900.00   $         900.00   

Supply and installation of Cable tray 117 $           65.00   $      7,605.00  

Charging Unit (By others) 0 $                -     $                -    

Power Outlets 2 $         180.00   $         360.00  

Test and commission the whole system 1 $      2,000.00   $      2,000.00  

Other 0 $                -     $                -    

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)     $    25,865.00  

 

Notes per case study 7 above with 7.4kw x 31 = Two floors = 370A/P, Appx185A/P x 2 from 

common DB or MSB. 

Apartment construction costs per m2. Notes per case study 7 above.  

Table 19  Case study 14 - Total partial provision EV infrastructure cost as a proportion of apartment total project 

cost.  

Element Building GFA Rate 
Cost excl 

GST 

Total Electrical EV Infrastructure cost (2)   $25,865 

Total construction cost of development 8768m2 $3027.20 $26,544,306 

EV infrastructure as a percentage of total 

development cost 
  0.1% 

 

While not included in the proposed partial provision of EV supply equipment, pricing for the 

supply and installation of cabling to charger unit locations is as follows: 

Installation of charger units by others 31 320 $      9,920.00  
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4.3 Industrial/ warehouse case studies 

4.3.1 construction costs per square metre 

Costs of industrial/ warehouse developments have been estimated and based on the BMT 

Quantity Surveyors Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost Table exclusive of 

GST https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table with similar assumptions where 

relevant and additional build up as advised by PlanCost i.e.  

• A medium level of finish has been used ($/m2).  

• Prices correct at time of writing/referencing (01/09/2020).  

• The BMT Quantity Surveyors Average Building Costs in Australia Construction Cost 

Table and the following additional percentage cost rates have been confirmed in 

discussion with Simon Grimes of PlanCost – Cost Planners. The BMT figures are the 

base tender price construction costs. In determining the total construction cost an 

additional 10% is added to account for the following:  

o +5% for fees by designers and consultants  

o +5% for contingencies and escalation in prices 

o Site connections, infrastructure upgrades, landscaping, roof top gardens, 

external car park costs can account for up to an additional 10% of 

construction costs, but are not always applicable, and hence, not 

accounted for in the above ‘Total construction costs plus contingencies and 

fees’ column.  

• The following cost excludes land purchase and financing costs.  

 

Table 20  Square meter cost rate for medium finish industrial / warehouse buildings (to be applied to apartment 

GFAs – Gross Floor Areas).    

Description  

BMT medium finish 

construction costs 

($/m2) 

Total Constructions costs 

including contingencies and 

fees (+10%) ($/m2) 

High Bay Warehouse, 

standard configuration, 

concrete floor, pre-cast 

concrete wall clad 

$1,456.00 $1,601.60 

 

  

https://www.bmtqs.com.au/construction-cost-table
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Appendix 5. EV infrastructure design 

Guidance - apartments  
Locating EV charging distribution boards in a central location within each car park level will 

reduce cabling runs to individual chargers and reduce future EV installation costs for EV 

owners. The shorter cable runs will improve the performance of chargers, as well as 

providing a fairer outcome for EV vehicle owners who have car spaces at the ends of the 

car park.  

Cable trays can be located down the middle of car park driveways, to allow easy and 

short branching off to car spaces to each side. In the example below this reduces the up-

front cable tray installation costs, while not necessarily increasing the length of cable to be 

installed as cabling will still need to go to the same end point where the charger is located.  

 

Figure 32  Case study – John St Brunswick East – 14 car park footprint spaces – all cable tray and conduit to be 

installed. Total run of cable tray in darker blue 29m or light blue alternative 61m. 

 

Where a car charger cannot be installed on a carpark wall, other options are available 

such as a column mount, pole/post or ceiling dropper per the following images.  
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Figure 33  AC Charger away from a wall but mounted on a column (EQ Tower) – Courtesy JetCharge 

 

 

Figure 34  Pole mounted / ceiling dropper charging. Image courtesy Remi Network website 
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Figure 35  Central car space pole mounted charging – image courtesy Atlanta EV Readiness Workbook 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36  UK Department for Transport Annex C Draft guidance for Building Regulations requirements for EV 

charging and NSP report 

 

Locating charging poles per locations A and B above left would provide access for two 

cars to one charging point, or above right would provide access to 4 vehicle spaces. 

Multiple options exist for how infrastructure can be built on the skeleton infrastructure in car 

parks.   

Charger unit positions should be located where the lead will not provide a tripping hazard – 

e.g. they should not be located next to a walkway. The ideal location for a charger may 

be the corner of the parking bay. In this way a lead can be pulled to the vehicles charging 
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outlet point whether it is on the front or side of the car (or back and other side if reversed in) 

with less need to go around a corner of the car.   

If visitor spaces are to be used for dual purpose of shared EV charging, it might make sense 

to locate these spaces side by side so that chargers could be shared and a single charging 

leads could be changed over without the need to move vehicles, or depending on the 

capability of the charge unit, it could manage sequencing or electricity load management 

between the cars. 
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Appendix 6. Owners Corporations and 

resolutions 
These notes are taken from discussions with Julie McLean and confirmed over a number of 

meetings. The content of discussions below does not constitute legal advice. Independent 

advice should be sought on a case by case basis. The below should be treated as 

background guidance only.  

Further details can be found in the Owners Corporations Act 2006 (Vic). 

 

In general, residential car spaces are allocated to a particular apartment. The spaces are 

generally required to be a part lot of the overall apartment title – so they are not readily 

separable or separately sold. In some infrequent instances they are titled separately, and 

able to be sold separately as with any title of ownership.  

Ideally EV and PV equipment should be installed when the building is being developed, 

prior to the existence of the owner’s corporation, rather than retro-fit when a full 

complement of owners would be represented. The owners corporation is established when 

the Plan is registered and moves from the developers control to owners’ control when the 

first lot settlement takes place. 

In Victoria there are challenges when retro fitting equipment or infrastructure into an 

existing building with an owners corporation. Typically, ordinary or special resolutions are 

required to be voted on, and approval by significant numbers of owner’s corporation 

members to effect changes to common property such as the installation of shared EV 

infrastructure.  

A simpler ordinary resolution is possible if it does not require a planning or building permit, is 

not deemed significant, and costs less than twice the annual owners corporation 

expenditure budget. An ordinary resolution requires a simple majority (i.e. >50%) of those 

present at a general meeting (or proxies) to confirm acceptance for the expenditure. If 

there is not a quorum of at least 50% of representatives from each lot, the resolution 

becomes an interim resolution which lasts for 28 days. After that time, if 25% of lot 

representatives do not object in writing, then the resolution will pass.  

The more challenging special resolution is required for the EV or PV work if the work does 

require a planning permit, is deemed significant, or the cost exceeds twice the annual 

budget. A special resolution requires 75% of lot owners to attend the meeting (or respond 

to ballot) and vote in favour to pass the resolution.  If those present do not represent 75% 

but do represent 50% or more and they vote in favour of the resolution then an interim 

special resolution is passed. If less than <50% vote, the resolution fails. Resolutions can be 

put again as often as desired to try to pass, but they can be challenging to get them 

approved, may need some lobbying or need a champion(s) within a building to obtain 

support and completed ballots. Again, the interim special resolution will be passed in 28 

days provided not more than 25% of lot owners do not object in writing.  
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An added complication is that the definition of work that is deemed a “significant” change 

to common property is not clear. If work is approved under an ordinary resolution and 

undertaken it might be subject to legal challenge if it is found that it was actually 

significant, and should have been approved under the special resolution approval process. 

For this reason, owners corporations (or the EV industry or other interested stakeholders) 

should seek legal advice on whether the installation of EV infrastructure is deemed 

‘significant’ or not.    

The above confirms the challenge of obtaining approval to install EV (or PV) infrastructure 

in an apartment development once a building has been built.  

The potential work-around to simplify this is if the installation of EV (or PV) infrastructure is 

included in the building’s Maintenance Plan. Establishing, reviewing and altering items to 

be included in the Maintenance Plan needs to be approved at a general meeting, 

however once an item and allocated annual allowance is in the Plan, the expenditure 

may be delegated to the owner’s corporation committee for control. The Victorian Owners 

Corporation Act 2006 does not prevent for example including a standing item to install one 

additional charge station per year and an allocation for $2000 - $3000 per annum for this. 

The money would not need to be spent if there was no demand, and could be rolled over 

with funding retained to build cumulatively in future years. 

The attraction to Owners Corporation of funding cabling and charge stations might be that 

these can potentially become a small income source and self-funding. If the owner’s 

corporation charges a fee for electricity above the cost to purchase electricity, but still 

below commercial fast charging fees it will be attractive to EV owners and the Owners 

Corporation can still make a profit.  
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Appendix 7. Solar PV facilitating EV 

charging in industrial / warehouse 

developments 
Where excess capacity is not available, and 

charging of work electric vehicles is desirable, 

upgrades to mains supply capacity may be 

required, and should be the responsibility of the 

tenant or owner to arrange for the above reasons.  

However, if EV charging does not need to be every 

day and can rely substantially on PV panels or 

nearby back up fast chargers on cloudy days (50% 

of Melbourne days),129 then the limit on mains 

capacity, and potential significant cost to increase 

this, would increase the financial viability and 

attractiveness of installing renewable electricity PV 

panels for EV charging.  

We know that industrial / warehouse buildings are an ideal building type to accommodate 

PV electric solar panels. A brief review of the case studies allows identification of the 

potential area available on roofs for PV solar panels. From this it is possible to estimate the 

potential capacity in kW of the roof spaces when the panels are installed at a 10 degree 

pitch, maximising the number of panels able to be installed on the roof without 

overshadowing. The expected kWh to be generated from these potential maximum 

capacity installations is included in the table below. 

Table 21 Maximum size PV panel installation and annual kWh capacity for industrial / warehouse case studies 

when panels are installed at a 10 degree pitch. 

 Building roof 

space per 

tenancy m2 

Potential 

PV solar 

zone m2 

Roof 

capacity 

in kW (DC) 

Annual 

kWh 

generated 

(AC)  

Max and min 

monthly kWh 

AC outputs 

Joyce Court, 

Coburg North 

387 349 44 57,886 Jan 7,276 kWh 

June 2,423 kWh 

Dawson Street, 

Coburg North 

241 217 28 36,836 Jan 4,630 kWh 

June 1,542 kWh 

Babbage Drive 

Dandenong South 

2,226 2,004 254 319,801 Jan 40,833 kWh 

June 11,709 kWh 
Note  

(1) the PV solar zone is estimated as 90% of the roof area to allow for setbacks from edges plus access.  

(2) Annual kWh generated estimated from PCWatts online calculator https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/pvwatts.php 

(developed by the NREL a laboratory of the US Dept of Energy and Office of Energy Efficiency and 

Renewable Energy. 

 

 
129 Bureau of Meteorology, ‘Climate Statistics for Australian Locations - Summary Statistics MELBOURNE AIRPORT.’, Bureau of 

Meteorology, May 2021, http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_086282.shtml. 

 

The limit on mains capacity 

and cost to increase this 

can be the incentive for 

tenants to invest in PV 

electric panels to augment 

daytime charging capacity. 

This is particularly feasible if 

there are public back-up 

fast charging stations 

nearby. 

https://pvwatts.nrel.gov/pvwatts.php
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PlanCost quantity surveyors and cost planners 130 provided the estimated rate range of 1 

kW of PV solar panels as $1,000 - $1,500 per kW. With industrial warehouse installations 

simple and if installed at a larger scale per above, the cost of installation to capacity in our 

case studies would be at the lowest end of this range, approximately $44,000, $28,000 and 

$254,000 respectively. Where flexibility in charging times for tenants is possible, PV solar 

panel installation potentially provides an alternative to spending on upgrading the mains 

supply costs and represent an opportunity for investment in future free electricity.  

The following table provides an estimate of the annual maximum capacity PV generated 

power if almost all of the industrial / warehouse building roof space contains PV electric 

panels. It also provides a rough estimate of how many times each of the vehicles shown 

can be fully charged from this PV panel power source. The feasibility has further 

complexities, the availability of charging will be substantially greater in summer, and some 

vehicles would need to be charging during the day if stand-alone batteries are also not 

provided but there is good potential for many circumstances. 

Table 22  Number of full charges possible from PV panels per building 
 

Battery 

capacity 

kWh 

Joyce Crt 

Coburg North 

Dawson St 

Coburg North 

Babbage Dve 

Dandenong 

South 

Max capacity potential 

annual PV power kWh 

generated per building 

(with panels at 10 degrees) 

 
57,886 36,836 319,801 

  Number of full charges possible from PV panels 

2020 Nissan Leaf 40 1447 921 7995 

Tesla Model S and Model X 100 579 368 3198 

Heavy rigid garbage trucks 

(1) 

220 263 167 1454 

Note 

(1) Heavy rigid garbage truck battery size provided by SEA Electric - Joe Di Santo.  

 

With the very rough approximations above it can be seen there is substantial value in 

encouraging maximising PV to charge EVs and provide free electricity once the initial 

capital investment is paid back.  

With options such as this available, tenants are best placed to determine their own holistic 

energy solutions, and would be aware of their energy costs. With the growing options for 

energy management with smart meters, wi-fi sensors connected to individual circuits, 

relatively large roof spaces ideal for PV electric panels, and large batteries in EVs or stand-

alone, the possibilities are increasing.    

 
130 Simon Grimes, PV panels costing details (PlanCost), August 2020. 
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Appendix 8. Glossary 

AC Charger A charger that outputs alternating current (AC) power. Used in home 

chargers or smaller public stations where drivers are likely to park for 

longer. 

Active Provision or 

EV-Installed, 

 

Active provision means the Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) is 

fully wired with charger installed, ready to use for EV charging.  

Active provision is a similar concept to the term ‘EV Installed’ which is 

used in the United States of America (USA). 

Battery Electric 

Vehicle (BEV) 

Synonymous with EV, but specific to all-electric cars with a battery. No 

hybrids, no petrol, no hydrogen. 

Building automation 

control 

Also known as building load management (BLM) or building 

management system (BMS) 

CHAdeMO An abbreviation of the French “CHArge de MOve”; a DC-specific fast 

charging plug used primarily by Japanese manufacturers. This is a 

Combined Charging System (CCS), however CCS2 or Level 2 charging is 

now the most common EV plug platform. 

DC Charger A charger that outputs direct current which flows directly into the battery. 

This is faster than AC charging; DC charging is often found on highways 

or locations where speed is a priority. 

Energised Outlet A connection point in an electrical wiring installation at which current is 

taken and a source of voltage is connected to supply utilisation 

equipment. An energised outlet may be either a junction box for 

permanent connection or a receptacle. 

Electric Vehicle (EV) Often used generally for any non-combustion vehicle, but most often for 

entirely electric-powered cars 

Electric vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) 

A term to describe EV charging equipment collectively: charging 

stations, cables, leads, adapters, etc 

EV Management Plan An Electric Vehicle Management plan is a document potentially required 

by Council where EV infrastructure is to be installed in a new 

development. The EV Management Plan is to provide more detail on the 

proposed EV infrastructure and management processes to ensure the 

requirements of the planning scheme are met. 

Fast Charging Typically considered to be 25kW DC or greater power supply, or at the 

lowest end three phase power supply 22kW AC 32Amp. 

Internal Combustion 

Engine (ICE) 

Petrol and diesel vehicles are driven by internal combustion engines. In 

an internal combustion engine (ICE), the fuel is ignited by a spark (petrol 

engine) or compression of air (diesel engine) and the engine then 

partially converts the energy from the combustion to work. The balance 

of work is converted to heat. 

Kilowatt (kW) A measurement of electrical power (how fast a car is charging). 
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Kilowatt Hour (kWh) A measurement of energy (how full a car battery is); equal to one 

kilowatt of power delivered for one hour. 

Level 1 charging  

 

EV charging from a general power outlet using a portable charging 

cable. 

Level 2 charging 

 

EV charging from an AC charging station at home or in public. This 

method uses EV-specific plugs and charge stations and is usually at least 

3x faster than Level 1 charging. The amperage rating for EV circuits 

required by most Level 2 EVSE is 30 - 32A. Older EVs with Level 1 plugs will 

need an adapter to use these. 

 

SAE International’s J1772 standard:  

Nominal Supply Voltage (V)   Max Current (Amps-continuous) 

208V to 240V AC, 1 phase     ≤80A 
 

Level 3 charging  

 

EV charging from a DC charger. Stations of this size and speed are 

generally only available on select public networks or for commercial use. 

DC charging is incredibly powerful, and fast.   

Load management Control of the current drawn by the EVSE, at the main switchboard of the 

building or within the EVSE unit itself.  

Load sharing 

(Circuit Sharing) 

Control of the current drawn by multiple EVs on a single circuit, to ensure 

the capacity of the circuit is not exceeded, and that maximum charging 

is achieved at each EV based on the available capacity. 

Mobile Charging Possible from a domestic power outlet using a portable charging cable 

with built in controllers. Given the small power supply, mobile charging is 

typically slower charging. 

Open Charge Point 

Protocol (OCPP) 

Open Charge Point Protocol is the communication protocol 

between Electric vehicle (EV) charging stations and a central 

management system that is recommended for use in Australia. 

Partial Provision or 

EV-capable 

 

Partial provision typically refers to the provision of electrical panel 

capacity for the required level of vehicle charging, along with conduit or 

cable tray to the relevant parking spaces to readily enable future 

cabling to spaces. Additional base infrastructure may be included, but 

cabling and charger units are not included with partial provision of EVSE.  

Partial provision is a similar concept to the term ‘EV capable’ used in the 

USA. 

Passive Provision or 

EV-ready 

 

Passive provision typically refers to the provision of electrical panel 

capacity for the required level of vehicle charging, along with conduit or 

cable trays, plus cabling installed to the relevant parking spaces. 

Charging stations are not required for passive provision – See Active 

Provision. 

Passive provision is a similar concept to the term ‘EV ready’ used in the 

USA. 
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PHEV A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is a specific type of hybrid vehicle 

that not only has batteries and an electric motor and fossil fuel engine, 

but can also be plugged in to a power source to recharge the battery. 

Rapid Charging Rapid charging typically refers to charging stations that use DC power to 

charge an EV extremely quickly. Rapid charging stations are generally 

upwards of 50 kW. 

Single Phase Power The power available to most dual occupancy and townhouse 

developments. 

Three Phase Power Three phase power is supplied to all industrial / warehouse developments 

and most new apartment developments.  

Vehicle to Building 

(V2B) 

Vehicle to Building charging is when the charged electric vehicle can be 

used to supply power to the building. The battery in electric vehicles can 

be charged during the day by renewable energy (e.g. PV solar panels), 

storing this energy for use at night time in the building. In this way the 

electric vehicle batteries can potentially form an integral component in 

allowing energy from PV solar panels to be used after the sun has gone 

down.   

Vehicle to Grid (V2G), 

Vehicle to Home or 

Bi-directional 

charging 

Vehicle-to-grid describes a charging system in which plug-in electric 

vehicles communicate with the power grid to store and discharge 

electricity generated from renewable energy sources with output that 

fluctuates depending on weather and time of day.131 

 

Above definitions per JET Charge132 

 

  

 
131 Bryce Gaton, ‘What Are the Current Vehicle-to-Grid Options?’, The Driven, 11 June 2020, 

https://thedriven.io/2020/06/12/what-are-the-current-vehicle-to-grid-options/; ‘ 
132 JET Charge, ‘“EV” Language’, JET Charge, 4 June 2020, https://jetcharge.com.au/resources/ev-guide/ev-language. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_electric_vehicle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_electric_vehicle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_grid
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